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I. INTRODUCTION 4 1

. Jr

N.,

Whereas some people turn to God when. a problem looms on the
social horizon, and others turn to the state, Americans' instinctively_
form a committee, elect a'nresident,and secretary-treasurer, and set

1'about findina solution.
/ -

Americans' impulse tb,establish citizen groups to grapple with social

"problems is at least as old as the,Revolution's Committees of Correspondence,.:

De Tocqueville and his successors have exclaimed over our, astonishing pro-

pensity_to4form and join .voluntAy issociations, and liberal political theory 4

has shifted its focus in the twentieth century from individualism to pluralism

at,olast partly as a response to thl.s propensity to fort political groups.

But social scientists and political activists have been more impressive

in noting than in evaluating these groups. There are, in our judgement, no

uncontested, general rules on how to establish the most effective citizen`

group, or'even,on how to know the "most effective" group when we see it. Some

recommend broad umbrella groups coorAinatin:g a variety of activities;2 others

claim that only single-minded advocacy groups3 or very small groups
4
.can accom-

,

oligh anything. Some recommend professionslization and.strearlin4 organization;
5

.--

ethers argue that achievement is invexsely.related to organization.6 Some recommend
1

confrontation,
7
others insist that only by sympathizing with an antagonist's needs ,

and moO.vations can a group induce that antagonist to change.6 And. so on.

Of course,:some'of these differences in recommendationsare notcontra-
* 0

dictions; they merely address'different situations or assume different goals.

It is useless to seek general rules for effective citizen groups; we should
N .

instead seek rules -for effective action in particular circumsonces to achieve
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particular ends. That will be our slc&aetgy here. If we find rules that apply
t

across a wide range of conditions and piursuits, perhaps we can theal claim a

general rule we shall not singlemindedly seek'such rules. Rat, we shall

ask which rules fit which conditions for which citizen groups with which goals.
. -

In this report, we examine the character and impact of citizen monitoring'
A

groups involved in-three civil rights issues relevant to public education--race

desegregation., sex equity, and ending discridination against the' handicap ped.

Since 1970, citizen groups have been established to help plan and imoletent

race desegregation plans in over thirty school districts. These groups range

from three-person Biracial Advisory Committees with no funding and4a two month

life span, to elaborate ne tworks of parents, social scientists, lawyers,

educators, and community leaders, 'zit hundreds of thousands of dollars- of

funding and an indefinite life span. In response to federal and state laws

and regulations, pressure from private foundations and interest groups, and

initiatives from local community and school leaders, many communities now
.

monitor compliance with sex equity plans. Par
r
nts of handicapped children and

'State and regional organizations are gaining sophistication in monitoring the.

provision of educational services to physically and mentally handicapped '

<

ciildren. In addition, hundreds of lod al and national grOups are without'

_ any formal mandate or recognition, keeping watch bver schools and trying to

induce them more fully to guarantee students' 'civil rights. By now, probably
r s

a majority of all!public school children attend .schools which have been 'monitored

in some fashion,by citizen groups concerned with civil rights compiiadce.;

And yet there has been no systematic research on the structure, function,

and consequences of these _groups. Lila Carol9 has done two preliminary

descriptive studies of desegregation monitoring panels, but no one has yet

established criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of various commissions. 10

"6
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-
Because of the lack of any previous systematic research on monitoring committees,

.'

there is no general typology to aid in comparing them. Thera are

no analyies of the relationships among the mdndates givep to the Aaneylsi.their

/

resources and strategied and their degree of success. There are no comparisons

among race, sex and handicap cases.
.4

This repOrt tries to-fill some of these gaps. We have conducted site

Nrisits in fifteen school systems;to study the monitorineof race desegregation,

eight locations to study .sex equity monitoring, agd seven locations to study

,
11

..t, ...

monitorihs of issues concerning the handicapped._ Our purpose has been to explore

. . 1
,

.

`.he effectiveness,ofdxisting
monitoring groups in order to rlecommead'roles',.

/,
v.

i. .

structures, resorces, and, strategies that will best enable other groups to'help
,

,

effect civil rights. compliance.. We have also tried to-identify situations
) .

Which citizen groups appear to be ineffectiVF,or even' counterproductive ins

order to recommend ways to avoid such undesirable results.

This report dummarizes'our research findings,cdraws conclusions about the

effectiveness of citizen monitoritg and makes recommendations should the Office

for Civil Rights or other organizations choose to set up monitoring groups to

-

oversee compliance with civil rights legislation and litigation. The report has

six topics: .1) 'it defines citizen monitoring group'; 2) it defines four civil

.

rights goals; 3) it-defines-monitorinz an& the role of citizen groups in achieving

-
these goals; '4) it describes the methods used to select research sites, inter-

view subjects, interview topics, and criteria ,for efectiveness.; desfribes

and analyzes seven race desegregation monitoring
groups,'four se* equity groups,

and two handicapped groups;.and 6) it draws conclusions from the analytic

th'

structure and-case studies, and makes recommendations for future monitoring groups.
4

II: WHAT IS, A MONITORING GROUP?

r A: strict definition of a citizen-monitoring group would ina ofude all othe

following eight characteristics:
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1: The' main focus of ttrbActivity:is *of rights
goals.

Cit'izen groups have, of course, been involved in bringing civil rights violations

to the attention of other citizens and officials, fighting civil rights cases

in courts and legislatures, planning remedies, and helping to carry them out -- but

none of these groups are our immediate concern.12 We are concerned with groups

* that are addressing the implementation of civil rights goals--the remedial

phase of a court order, or the post-compAance-review phase of a legislaiilie and
o 4.

regulatory process. In some cases, particularly in monitoring .the.civil'rights

bf handicapped students, the-issues are not developed clearly enough to dis-

\
tinkuish implementatiOn.from initiation. Nevertheless, if a monitoring group

'is not primarily focussed on achieving a set)of results that have already beery

specified, it is not within our purvieW.

r

2. Its major purpose is to observe and report on civil rights imple-
O ientation.

Some citizen groups.work to achievecivierighEs goals, but

such groups. tare not our immediate concern. are concerned with groups
13

that are mainly occupied in observing and reporting on the implementation of

those goals. These groups. may also be activist -- and monitoring

itself can, of course, be a very active process -- but their role must pre-

dominantly be that of a wat her from the side lines.
i *

3. The majority bf its members are citizens Who do not hold political.
office,-work for the schoor system or courts, or work as a public
offIcial of any sort. '1

The citizens are not necessarily volunteers; they are sometimes Vid members or,

-staffers of the monitoring group. Similarly, some members of the monitoring group

may be federal, state, judicial, br school employees, but most'are,not. 4Thus we are
' 4

not concerned with groups composed of people who alregay work fO---the-schools or

4.

:
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government and who have had a new job of monitoring civil rights compliance

added to their job descriPtIon14 Nor are we concerned with. people whose career

consists in working for a government or school system in the area of civil

_rights. Thus we axclUde from our analysis school Title IX officers, Race and Sex

Desegregation Centers, state civil rights agencies, the Offite for Clvil Rights,

state departmentsdepartments of educationl5and the Community.RelatibnsSerIce of the

Justice Department. Our focus is on grOupsNf citizens who come together to

monitor their schobl systems, and .:hose groups will disband when Che monitoring

is complete. ,

4. There are several members in a monitoring body; it .s a

monitoring group. Jr"

.By this criterion, we exclude,individual court experts, Masters and special

. masters, individual consultants hired to monitor some aspect of a civilsrights

plan, and ,individualcitizens who choose to monitor their children's school.

Welare focussing on gtoups, which range in size from three to over 100'.

5., The groups have et least semi-official status, ancrusuallyare

I

mandated as'a legitimate public body.

41'.

This criterion is intended to exclude interest groups that choose to.moi.tot

schools but are not recognized by the schools,, courts, or federal Aar

state agencies as having legitimate status. Some monitoring groupsbegin

with private- funding and spd9sorship and later are accorded official

recognition; but it is not until that second stage that they,fall Withiti,our ;
1-

.

purview. '0'
'

' ' "
.

, 6, The group4! deal with more than one transaction and ek'is,C'
over a relatively long period of time. e

.

.We are not' concerned here with. task forces that are .set up to observe or'''elp

/
resolve a single, discrete prgblem,' suca. as the first days of gchodl de4gregation

o the establishment of a.girls' basketball team. Monitoring 'groups do,,of

course, deal with suchprobiems, but they are set up to deal with a variety of
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is8u0N ever a relatively long period of timeranging from everal month% to

an oren-end.40 number of years. By this'eriteridn, A problem does not define

the scope lnd limits of a monitoring group; the group must continue to exist

after a particular transaction within the school system is completed.

7. The monitoring groups address. civil rights compliance only for
students in eIementaryand segondary public schools..

By this4criterion, we exclude post - secondary schools, private_schools, civil

4

.rights issues which concern only teachers and staffs, monitoring grpups for

other institutions such as mental hospitals16 and so on. We focus solely on

students of public, pre-college schools.

'8. Finally, the civil rights issues to.be monitored arise from the

Fpu;teenth Amendment, as interpreted since Brown v.Roard of Education,
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, fftleTi orthe education
Amendments of 1972, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

By this criterion, we exclude all citiien groups mandated by other federal or
N. X

state legislatiop, such as parent advisory councils for Emergency School Aid Act

programs or 'title I of the Elementary att d Secondary Education Adt.17 We will

focus only on those committees set up to monitOt. therNlts- of implementing those

ccurt cases or statutes listed abovl...

In sum, a monit i g group is several citizens that are mandated to observe

and report on.thq implementation of Titles IX and_VIt_Section 504, and the Four-
.

teenth Amendment, e6r-tudentS in public schools over a relatively long Period

of time.

The groups that we have:examined, do not always have all of the eight%

characteristics that strictly define a monitoring bod/. The monitoring.groups

for race desegr gation arethe most fully organized and Most often fit'all.of

the
0
digh; characteristics. Monitoring groups for sex equity more often begin

without an official mandate, blur he line between' implementation and earlier

stages of the policy process, and Combine observation with more direct action.

They often have a less formal structure than

4r

sv 4 10

race desegregation groups. "onitorirg
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groups concerned with haridicapped students often begin without a mandate,

..--

combine implementation with earlier policy stages, combine observation with

activism and have school saff ajlepublic officials mixed wit( private citizens.

They are usually the least formally organized groups among the three civil

. rights areas. Nevertheless, in all cases, we begin with the requirepent that

citizen groups must have all eight characteristics to be defined'asa monitoring

body, and we relax that requirement only after justification in each particular

case.

dd.

I. WHAT ARE THE GOALS OP CIVIL RIGHTS ACT,UITY?
,

To understand what monitoring,itself is, we must first understand

what monitors are mandated to observe _ that is, what are the civil

rights goals that monitoring is supposed tolmster? Only when under-

stand. what civil rights compliance is intended to achieve, and when we

understand how various civil tights goals complement or-conflict with one

another, can we,defipe monitoring in a specific enough way to be useful.

Thus this section identifies civil rights goals; the next defines monitoring..

. Our research has identified four distinct civil rights goals: 'statutory,

pplitical, educational, and social. These goals need not conflict with one

another, but they;pay. At a minimum,"th ose 'who hold different goals use

different benchmarks to measure success. Most impor.tantly for our purposes, each

goal would be best fosteredthrough
.

a different type of mo itoring body. .14-:

will briefly describe each goal, and then describe how a mm itoring body 'should-

be constructed to help achieve each goal.

A. Civil Rights as Statutory Compliance

Probably the most common definition of,civil rights succes is a judicial

sor statutory one. In judicial terms, the. school system should omply fully

'
with the mandate of the Constitution, judicial recedent,.and pr vious and

'

. current court orders. In statutory terms, the school system sho ld comply fully

with federal and state laws and their regulations.
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Under this definition of civil rights success, the set of issues to be

addressed is relatively narrow: have the schools ended de lure or de facto

dual systems.? The courts should internret and enforce the constitutj--n. nrt

act as educators or reformers;

The decisive factor [in desegregation cases] is the Consti-
tution of the United States which protects all citizens from

'' violation 'of thelt%xights by state legislatures or.other
policy-making agencies of the state. The elements which are

considered in making this decision are the wording of the
Constitution, sometimes history, precedent in...court deT
visions, reasons and moral law or natural law. 3ut contrary

to popular thinking, the desire of the court to engage in social

engineering is not a factor. 18

Thus, the benchmark even for deep Yudicial involvement in the daily operations
1

,

sof'a school system is the question of whether such involvement is necessary to
p

make schools comply with the Constitution. The courts claim no interest or

role in the educational process except as it bears_on eliminating suspect
f

categories of students or gAranteeing Fourteenth Amendment rights.

From a statutory, as distinguished frot a judicial, perspectiVe, the

. °

argument is similar, Lawmakers and regulation writers generally have.no.,
.

awareness_of or stake in the highly subjcti52 and ildiosyncratic.concerns
_

0 4

0 d
of locill educators and parents. Instead, they seek to ensure nation wide

compliance with'a setsof minimal standards, so that virtually

po "special exceptions" violate the law. Uniformity of rules is a way to

ensure that at least soare'civil rights are, provided for all students.

Measures of compliance with-civil rights statutes are usually quantitati've

and tangible. They involve black/white (or male/female) ratios in schoon or

classrooms, and among teachers and administrators. They'involve physical

changes to accommodate wheelchairs ghd people with minimal mdbilir}: They

involve spending a certain amount of money oh a certain set 8I-programs or-

,

students.' In short, judicial and statutory definitions of civil rights success

re4uire readily visible indicators of compliance with specified laws and court.
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-13. Civil Right's as Political Success
0

For some people, civil rights success is measured according to one of .two

political outcomes. The4dast is "grass root democtacy"--el increase in the

number and range of fortherly powerless people whonov have a say in school

system decision-making19 Categories of such people include filacks, women,-

Hispanic or other minorities, parents In general; special education parents

teachers, students--or any set Of people who haye anlintere4t in the actioks

.
of the school system but have previously had no power to affec'tthose actions.-

The other type of political outcome --which may conflict with grass rootmay
20

democracy-=is en expansionof "interest group plUralism." 13y this we mean an

increase in the number end,range of groups or organizations involved in certain

school-related activities or decisions. Such groups may include local businesses,

universities, cultural institutions, ciyic organizations, local chapters of

minority, women's or special education interest groups, or any other.entity which
- -

has an interesffin-t e outcomes of schooling but has formerly had no involvement

in the process. 0

The difference between the two types of political civil rightS goals is .

itself political. The goal of "gitss roots democracy" is to increase the'

power of formerly powerless individuals, whereas ttle goal of "interest group

pluralism" is to increase the scope of activity; of groups that already have

bases of power outside the school system. Grass roots democratization'implies

vertical movement, from impotence to poweor terest group pluralism implies

O

horizontal movement from one realm of power to another.

:A few -more words may, Clarif)yeach type of politiCal civil rights goal.

Those who seekograsg/roots democracy want to air problems and complaints that

have not yet surfaced in the discussion of students' civil rights, and to give

non- school persons more say in the decisions about those problems. Supporters

of this goal often feel that'school systems are,closed,unwilling to innovate,

4

13



unaccountable to anyone, and unresponsive to the system's true

and their parents. They see civil rights activity as a process of opening-up

the system especially vg formerly deprived people. Their measures of succe' may or

///

reprisal or of being ignored.

may not "differ fiom thse of people with statutory goals. They seek changes

in certain decision-making trocessgs, changes in certaill personnef; changes

of sty/i and substance withinsama. classrooms,' and above all evidence that

citizens have the right and the power to affectsuch changes without fear of

Those who.seek interest group pluralism are less concerned with participating

in school decision-making, and more concerned about specific outcomes'', however'

they are reached. They assume that each group will care about, and legitimately

can influence, only those school activities4,-that are within the scope of its

other, nonschool activities. Thils civil, rights success here would be measured

by such things as the number-of minority, female-poy handicapped students'

involved4n Work-study programs with local businesses or by the involvement,of

. the loca1,NAACII: 11(aW; or American Council -.for Learning, Disabilities chapter in

;programs to aid:blacks, women, or-handicapped students respectively. Success
.1

might also be measUred accordigg to which schools or classrooms aye involved

in pairings withmus'ums and colleges, or which extra - Curricular activities and

sponsored by local cive groups. Measures such as these Could indicate

whether the process otimplementing civil r(ghts has led to greater involvement

I

y local groups in the dchoolaAn ways t4t benefit spe I categories of students.

C. Civil Rights as EducatiObial Success

A th&rd civil rights goal is a more expli tly educational one. In general
.

terms':

%Uniform rulei e.g. court or erst resuppose that "integration"
has a common meaning from pleCe t place. That assuptionfi -

confuses desegregation, the mere ringing together d'f EllaCks
and whites, with the vastly more complicated enterprise Of'

4

411.

I

1
6
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integration,sthe linking of race and basic educational
purposes....IDesegfigation] success or failure is not
essentially a matter of numbers. Whether racial balance
is achieved matters far less than the subtler and more
far-teaching change$ in the very,nature of the education
that the society makes available to its children.21

Although this quotation addresses only race desegregatiOn,..the same argument

.

can, of course, be made about other civil rights- -that mixing boys and girls,

or handicapped and nonhandicapped students accomplishes nothing unless the

children thereby learn more than they would have otherwise. In specific terms,

there can be two educational goals -- improving the amount and quality of

J.
educational resources available to deprived individuals, and improving the

achievement levels of deprived individuals.

With regard to educational resources; a major concern ofcivil-righps

activists is to improve access to educational opportunities for particular

categories of students. Compared to whites, minority children are often taught

by the worst or least experienced teachers, receive the oldest and fewest text-
".

books and materials, attend schOol in the ugliest and least safe school buildings,

receive the most punitive discipline and are given the fewest incentives. 'In short,

they get inferior educations which result in marke4ly less opportunity to learn. 22

The desirable outcome of civil rights' activity in'lhis vile* is the improvement

.

of educational resources for tbese victimized students. Usually that requites

mixing minority with-white students, to whdift the school system presumably gives

0 %

more care, attention, and money.
4

The most common analogotis argument
4
for sex 'equity focuses on women's*

A'thletics. Femini$'ts poidt out that, although the President's Council on

.

Physical Fitness has given more awards for excellence to girls (1,261,942)

than to boys (917,944),23 schools generhlrYneglect girls'. athletic teams and

physical education courses. Schools.spend fessmonev on equipment,.. have less

qualifiedor experienced coaches,restrfow.the'range of sports.for_girls and

t.



generally give girls fewer opportunities to excel physically
24

Ap educational

civil rights goal would fodus on equity between girls' and boys' athletiC pro-

'grams and physical education classes, Finally, for handicapped students: the

issue n the often limited,and inferiot edUcations they are offeredwhether-

in poorly sup'brted special education programs or in regular classrooms where.

their special needs are ignored. The me4sure of success in this case would also

be improved facilities, ranging from ramps for physical access to special pro".
A

grams and teachers, to training fot 'regular Assroom teachers on how to "main-

stream" the handicapped.25

Sometimes this goal of eoual opportunity to learn requires simply changing.

MP

the composition of students) in given classrooms.26 It may, however, require

the provision of, new programs or the expansion Of old Ones. 'Girls must be-

- / %

admitted,to auto mechanics classes and goys to home economics classeseven if

that means that more of these classes must be offered: Too many minority

students leave school with no prospects for college and no saleable skills--so

vocational education and/or college preparatory programs must be offered on

sub cts and in locations that respond;to minority needs. Too many or too few

children are diagnosed as-"learning disabled"--so accurate diagnostic` programs
c

are necessary, as well as4programs that combine treatment with education. In

short, in this view, students are in school to learn, and remedies for the

deprivation of their civil' rights consist of remedies for the deprivation of

their chance to learn, whether through *creating new programs or simply equalizing

all students' access to old ones.

Some people.expend this argument to claim that civil. rights implementation

,may act as a catalyst to improvia-the education of all, not just deprived,

children because it requires substantial' changes in the services schools offer.

.
74L1

.

These changes can pump neirrergy intosdhools-so that old practices are

6
. 4

= - ,
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questioned and new apprbachesare tried--resulting in schools with innovative

programs, more resources, more capacity for change, better trainedand motivated

e
k,

staff, and an
,

eagerness to tackle and solVe a wide variety of problems. Thus

aiding special categories can have the effect of aiding all student-s.27

A rather ifferent definitipn of educational success for civil, rights

N.A.
I

activity focuses on making sure that deprived students achiee more than they

did before implementation. People with this view seek, not equal prospects in

4

the senseof "starting line fairness," but outcomes of equal value to their

holders They claim,'fbr example, that it is not enough--or more exactly,

,` that it is irrelevant--to balance blacks and whites in classrooms. What mattes
0

is that blacks learn more of the skills and thought processes that make one an

educated person-. If the -only way to ensure that they will learn is by putting

them in classrooms with whites, so they can take advantage of the extra resources

given to white children, then racial mixing is desirable. But what mktters is

the quality'of sOodling, not ithe quantity of mixing. Thus some with this
_ ch

view, make an argument very similar to that of white opponents of busing--why move

children all around if they are going to end up with the same inferior education",
/

they had before? They argue that the money that would have: zone_ to bues could'

'be better spent on better teachers, more textbooks, better equipped buildings;

and so on.

A A comparable argument can be made for sex equity cases; girls are dis-
I .

couraged from excelling in--perhaps even taking--hard science or other "masculine"

q

courses, and they are subtly taught that it is unferinine to cor,nete and dominate`.

Thus,civik rights success'consists in chaiging the classroom atmosphere and

school policies so that girls' achievement, levels in hii schodl equal or exceed

their dehievgments,in grade schools.
30 Thiik improvement in levels of achievement

may even require, in the eyes of some, that girls remain in separate classrooms

`" or have their own schools so that they have no sex-related incentive'not to

A 31
complete. Here is a point at which statutory and educational civil rights

17
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goals may conflict, sinceptle IX would not permit single-sex classrooms,

even fOr the sake of what some would see as educational improvements.

Finally, the analOgous argument For handicapped students calls for

focusing less on mainstreaming andmore on making sure students achieve as
\-

Y. , ..

much as they are abl.J; perhaps through keeping them in special classes

longer than,is 4bsolutely necessary. This proposal too would be ptoblematic

e,
frOM a,statutory peripective, since Section 504 calls for the least

restrictive environment. But those with the goal of equal educational' outcomes

will define remqdies for the deprivation of studentS' civil rights as doing

what improves the quality and level of their education, even if that means -

maintaining their separation.

II Civil Rights as SoEial and rs be 'al Success

The fourith and final way to define ci 1 rights success is social.' This

is the matt complex el, inin,.th t there are at le t four definitions of.:*icial

success. They are: mukual appreciation and understandi self-esteem,

enhanced opportiinties, and improved community

NN
each type ofsoCi4. 'or psychological.sucess.

First, redUCing racial, sexuak,-Or

morale. Let us biiefly consider

vsical isolation, and increasing inter-
..

a4.

on is desirable because it.leatis pople-to understand, 'tolerate, and even

appreciate each other's differences. Contact does not, of course, automatically
0 ,

reduce prejudice and stereotyping, but proponents of this goal argue that'

"prejudiie can be reduced:.by bringing students together under conditions of.

equal status that emphasize, common goals and de-emphasize individual (and inter-

group)group) ompetition. Supporters of a social goal argue that it is unrealistic,

even undesirable, to seek "color blindness" or "sex blindness" in interactions

among students; after all," people often select friends according similarities

in.background, interests, and outlooks which vary more across races than within

them. And who espouses a society in which people are unaware of sex differences?

`441k,"4s'

18
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But, say proponents of social goals, we can seek a society in which people

respect and appreciate differences when they are relevant and ignore them when'

they are not. Civil rights success in this view is measured ty the amount of

'cross-group cooperation among workmates and playmates. It-may also entail a

curriculum thatemphksizes "uniqueness" as much as the "melting pot," and a

teacher who is sensitive to cues about when to ignore or focus on differences.

Second success may be defined as improving the self-esteem, achievement

motivation or self-confidence of children formerly discriminated against. The

most famet expression of this concern is
,

Chief Justice Earl Uarren's

comment to Brown v: Board of Education-of Topeka:

To separate Iebildren] from others of similar age and

qualifications solely because of their race generates a

feeling of inferiority as to their status in the communj.ty-

4,thpt may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever

to'be undone. 34

An analogous argument, of course, can be made for discrimination by, sex or

47jhandi ap. Success in overcoming the deleterious effects of discrimination will

.

bee- achieved through decreasittg teacher.bias against and increasing teacher

\ -

expectations formanority students, reducing prestige rankings of different tracks

or`eliminating tracking altogether, and using classrooit and extracurricular activiti

to build students' confidence.
35 In addition, teachers themselves, guests to the

school, and classroc6 study

alic provide role models to

of historical personages and accomplishments
A

help improve the self-imaU of disadvantaged

children.

can

Third, success may be defined as enhancing the opportunities Of disad-
.1

vantaged,,students.to obtain better college educations, jobs, and -statuses

%
than they would have-without the civil rights activity.

36
Contat With people

with attributes defined as more socially desirable--whether they are white,

male orAlithout handicapscan yield several benefits to the disadvantaged. Al

r
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First, access to college, or jobs often comes about because of access to infor-

nation about their existence,'accessibility, and d bility. This kind of

information is especially likely to come from friends and associates. Second, and

conversely, people often admit students or hire workers based on

p oval Informatfon . about them. Developing contacts and networks

between advitaged and disadvantaged students may, in the long run, enhance the
0

.

opportunities of the latter.
37

Third, by interacting with advantaged peers,

- disadvantaged students can develop the social skills and4sylf-confidence
\ ,

necessary to be effective in later interactions with professors and bosses.
a

%'-

who are dispoirtionatelylikely to be white, male, and without handicap In

short, this "networking" version of the social pal seeks to duplicate and

compete with the Ivy League's "old boy'network" which.putatively runs the

political, business% and academic worlds.

These three versions of the social goal of civil rights implementation

all focus on the students themselves. The final social goal focuses on the

adult members of the community. In this view:, the schools should be a symbol

and spearhead of community spirit and closeness. Ending civil rights violationi

in schools may be the best way to end long - standing splits and animosities,

pull the town together in a constructive project,
.

and increase the local talenes

and resources from which, the schools can draw. Deseg ating the schools can

galvanize people into, meeting others frob different cultural and geographical

enclaves. Said one former teacher in Memphis, for,example, "Integration is

our highest necessity; we've got to have it... a's no real community: The

people fighting busing define community as that area 'served by their branch'

bank. "38'

,-
no:sammary then', 4# civil.rights success" may be defined as any One, or some

combination, ofour different goals-- staeutory, political, educational, or social,
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The goals do not necessarily conflict, but they do tmply different measures

of.success, and different priorities and strategies for achieving that

success. Each goal also implies a different type of monitoring body to aid

in its achievement. We turn now to a generaldefinition of monitoring, and

specific models of monitoring bodies best suited to pursue each goal.

- .

°IV. WHAT IS MONITORING?
I

A. Generar Definition of Monitoring

Because of the wide diversity of groupi that claim to betumonitoring,"

because citizen monitoring is at such an early stageof developMent, and

because so little has been written about monitoring groups,,we do not offer a

rigid definition of monitoring. The activity must include observation and

re,
.

.

evaluation of the actions of another body as it works to implement a given
t

public policy such as a law or court order. Its parpos,e mustinclude the

1
.

.4.

goal of directly or indiiectly controlling the actions of the -body being

monitored. Control here is defined at-d-o-§tiiint-or shaping;--monitoring is

one tool for getting schools to behave in ways that they might not otherwise
.

*

have done.

Beyond this general definition, we offer fouf more tpecific tnes of

monitorIng'that correspond to the four civil .cights goals discussed above.

, i.

Just as. the four goals are desaribed
..

ag sharply different froA m, one-another

in order to highlight their distinctive feath;es, so tooare the four types of

monitoring sharply` distinguished from one another for descriptive Rurposes.

And just as the four civil rights goals may sometimes be compatible-with one

another and,other times be in conflict, so khe four types of monitoring may

Sometimes CiiMplement each other and sometimes conflict.

B. .Outlines for Models of Monitoring Bodies

Each type of monitoring body has distinctive features. They are all
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described in the same format for ease of comparison. That 'format is;a chart-

", twhich.idtntifies the type 4fi-body, its likely sponsor, mandate and
.

resarnsibilities, authority, strudture, membership, resources such as staff

and funding,,-meeting and report procedures, output , and desirable-strategio.

The case studies in -later sections also use the samecchart, alsolor ease of

comparison.' 'However, they add a few elementos to them charts totentify the

date of establishment, term of existence, sponsor's civil rights goal, and

,

more specific responsibilities. Each case study also provides information

on the history of the issue, eheeconomic, demographic", and political 6-

circumstances of that school district, other resources and:Strategies of the

group, and the effectiveness of the group.
0

C. Monitoring Statutory Goals

Civil rights cases involve public law litigdtlion, which is unlike

litigation 411E its party strvtura', the nature of the dispute, -`the form' Of remedy

and the rote of the'court. The traditional lawsuit has two unitary, oppoSed

.

arties, 4
c

s about a retrospective,controversyusually addresses private concerns,

determines the remedy more braless directly from the finding of tight, is a self-

& '0 .a

contained episode, and is initiated and controlled bythi concernedparties.

.-:

Public law litigation, howevert iiVolvis disputes between public agencies over

. _

statutory or even Constitutional piticies. As a:result: , , .

.4.

The party stiructure is speawling and amorphous, subject to change t

over the course of the litigation. '-The traditional adversary, relation-

ship is suffused and intermixed with negotiating and mediatng

processes at every point. The judge is the dominant figure in organizing

=dividing the case and'he draws fot support not onlyron the parties

and their counsel, but on a wide range of outsiders--masters, experts,

and oversight personnel. Most important, the trial judge has in-

creasingly'become the creator and manager of complex forms of ongoing' .

relief, which h4ve widespread effects on persons not before the court' ,...-

and require.the,judge's continuing involvement in administration and ,

x

figebentatian.J2
. . _

,

.: ,

.
.

., i

41 short, judges are now structuring, overseeing, evaluatifig, and even

1. . , , _

managing a bureaucracy -- which presents them with enormous difficulties. ..

. w.
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Courts.have always had notorious difficulty in enforcing their edictsindeed

they cannot do so--but at least historically they could tell how to implement

their remedy, whether it was being implemented, and who was to blame for any

dereliction. Now they cannot. The new kind of party, bureaucracies, have

characteristics that make them peculiarly difficult to evaluatetand direct.,

A
It is hard to tell who within the institution, can be held accountable for

certain of its acts, Responsibility is diffuse; outcomes are-results of

separate discrete decisions and actions and may bear little resemblance to

anyone's intention;' people with apparent authority may ftave little real

ft

control. Furthermore, institutions and their component parts respond to a

wide variety of incentives and pressures and the interactions among all Of

these factors'are immensely complicated. Finally, people within the o4anization

',Redo not always know what others are doing, and it is extraordinarily difficult

- An
for an outsider to acqui?e knowledge from a hosti e bureaucracy. In sum,

institutions such as se ools have a bewildering/number of facts which inter- 0
act in often unpedictab ,_counterittuitiveor at least extremely convoluted--

ways.
At

iously, a judge can neither fully unravel past cause and effect, nor

isolate those elements of the bureauciaty 'that, if changed, will produ9a put-

.

comes he seeks. Perhaps no one can do these thing's, but even the attempt

td devise and implement a remedy requires more sustained attention than a judge

can give. So he or she turns to a monitoring comthission or special master

for help in determining and managing complex forms of ongoing relief..

Thesame problems arise for an agency trying to implement a federal laui.

,e issues are highly. complex. National and. regional staffers' ,cannot properly

. h
Inderstandvand weigh local idiosyncracies, or properly evaluate different

perspectives andrecodmendations of localactors, or quickljy resolve unanticipated

problems As described above, the school bureaucracy, even when it is acting in. .
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good faith, is extraordinarily difficult to change. Thus a regulatory agency

cannot fully oversee the implementation of a civil rights plan from afar--it.

needg a local body to feed it information about till degree and nature of Compliance
--,,N..

with its rules. Even more starkly,_OCR and state agethes usually do not have

1

the personnel to do a y monitoring at all-- no matter how insufficient -- of some

negotiated plans for compliance with civil,rightsNlaws. Citizen monitoring groups

in this case are no longer an improvement in oversight -- they are the only oversight

Thus, we would/expect a _statutory monitorang group to appear-in a

school district where a court case has devised a remedy for school systei
A

Malfeasance, or where a regulatory agency has chosen to enforce a civil ri,ghts

law. We do not expect any particular economic or demographic configuration of

a.school system to be associated with a court case or regulatory review. We

would expect thee to be a long history of litigationtor controversy over the .

*

law, so the social and political climate is likely to be adversarial, or at '

least tense.

The type of monitorinettisdy that seems best suited to determining compliance

with a court order or law is described in table 1. In brief, it should be a,

highly wofessional body which is (Licata to objective, systematic; uantitative

data-gathering and reporting, and which limits its interpretations and recommen-

dations to those comments which Will aid in achieving compliance. It is, as
I

so many us, "the eyes and ears of the court " (or the agency.)
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TABLE 1

Nadel of a Statutoty Monitoring Body

SPONSOR: '
Judge, OCR, state civil rights-agency

MANDATE: Provide systematic,
objective informailOon to sponsor about compliance

with court order or statute

Determine individuals or
institutionarprocesses that stand in the way of

compliance and recommend ways to alleviate that problem

Legitimize and depersOnalize court order or law in-eyes of community and

implementors

Make it Clear to schools and community that compliance is-inevitable;-necessary,

and possible
- -

AUTHORITY: Access to school data on student, faculty, and staff

Access to sponsor and authorization to use his leverage when necessary

Possible authority to speak for sponsor on reasons for and elements of

10
compliance

STRUCTURE: Sub-committees determined brigisue areas,, v'

Single spokesperspn with authority over whole monitoring body

Relatively formal organization ,
' v-.

4010'

Experts on policy implementation and evaluation, not necessarily experts on

,.education} or the'larticular,comfil.unity ,

Not necessarily
representatiVe,of,sexual, racial, or handicapped groups

,

Not necessarily powerful:ot well-known members of the community

Some members ttist-have standinwin community to legitimizes
0 .

MEMBERSHIP:

order or law to community and implementors

Needlatiliaripy with. court syates1,and litigation, or with agency and law

1../



TABLE 1

nodel of aStatutory-Mohitoring-Baty-(uontinued)----

RESOURCES

STAFF: Large, especially legal and analytic experts

Strongexecutive director

Objective and trained monitors
1.

.
.

,FUNDING:, Substant al -w-need'siaff Salaries, compute- :,funds, large, amounts of

= il el.,
materials and supplies, training and perhaps reimbursemece for-

\ \ ,,school monitors\; ,,school ..... t ,

.

q
Complete-ihdependence-from fundei

P .

LEADERSHIP: Strdng executive and Analytic skills

;-- PUblic spokesperson (notAecessarily 'same person).. .

: :MEETINGS: When'necessarrto direct, respond to staff

Closed to public '.

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Regular repots Ito sponsor ,_ .

e ' l''''

D. - DisL(ersion to school, media, community etc. at sponsor'sdi cretion

.

.

..,,,,.

, OUTPUTS: Regular re Ares with systematic analysis of specific - -topics'

Printed eolanations to.community and implementors of requirements for
Compliance .

-

.....---

c

1) A stance as objective,uninvnlved observers of the school system ti

2) A,minimum:of expression of personal*inion and ideology, and a />
. limit on recommendatiodlIttto the extent desired by the, sponso5
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TABLE 1

Model of a Statutory Monitoring Body (continued)

3) A:high degree of autonomy for the staff, especially in gathering and
analyzing the.data, and a strong staff director

4)- A single public spokesperson, who prbvides only as much 'publicity as
is necessary legitimize the orderor law to the public

5) Information gathering that is system-wide, verifiable, not focussed
on individual problems, add chosen'in accordance with components of
the court order or law

6) A perception among members and staff that they are all the staff of
the sponsor, and,that their role is to evaluate compliance with the
plan, not the meritsof the plan itself

t
7) Formal presentation, preferably in writing,tO the community of facts,

about the litigation or lay and actions needed to comply

-

t. 27
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D. Monitoring Political Goals

Monitoring bodie's can shape the political'configuration.of a school

system with regard'to civil rights issues. In this view, the court order

or statute is less an end in itself than an action-forcing tool for changing

elements of tithe school system, and monitoring is directed toward his encl.

'Thus for a grass-roots view of political change,amonitoring group can be

an "orianized vehicle that enables them [parents] to become directly

jOnvolved in the schools

and with the school system to an unprecendented degree. The citizen parti-

cipation groups give an organized, effective voice in education to black,

white and other minority persons." The monitoring group is the vehicle for

breaking down old barriers between schools and parents,for opening up a closed

and rigid system, and tot calling the schools to account for the way they have

treated formerly deprived students. Thus members of a grass -roots group will,

-r

expect "to question and challenge" school actions, even though their activities

are "bound to bring problems to the surface" and increase tension. Their

challenge is justified because bringing information out of, and participants

into, the schools will eventually "stimulate and nurture positive

relations among parents, teachers, studOnts,.principals, and headmasters so

,'-they work to create and meet challenges to improve education.
" 41

,Alternatively, monitoring bodies can provide a forum for previously

uninvolved groups to become inyolveci-Wh the schools. The monitoring body can

help 6 channel money, expertise, and volunteer enthusiasm into the, schools,

and a greater say over aspects of school activities out of the schools. In

particular, it can give racial, ethnic, di sexual minorities a way to move

into the mainstrewof schooland community power. One goal of school deseg.

regation4or eximple,mfy be to permit blacks to attain control over their

children's eddcation by increasing the number of black adminisirators and

28,



teachers.' A further goal may he to use the school system as a'starting point

for moving into other arenta781-ptwer. A.monitoring group can help to achieve

P such a goal by providing a platform for minority sokespersods, 4 overseeing

the hiring and transfer policies for teachers and staff, by channeling relevant--

information to people who need to know it, and by developing programs'that

involve students, faculty, staff,and minority leaders outside the schools.

The type of monitoring body best suited to political definitions of civil

rights success is described in Table 2. In brief,the grass-roots body seeks

change by working to gather information and promote reforms. The interest-

group body acts mostly as a conduit between 'the schools and community organi-

zations.

One would expect politically oriented monitoring groups to appear in

relatively large industrial, urbam,school districts that have a long history

of adversarial relations among the relevant groups. We make this observation.

because the political definition of civil rights success may be the least

t

obvious goal, and the idea that a monitoring body can be used to achieve

.
power may require a considerable degree of political sophistication. Further-

more, radical activists may be a more common phenomenon in large cities than in,

small towns or rural districts. We suggesealSO i'tats. politically

oriented monitoring groups are most likely to appear in-race and ethnicity-

related cases, then in sex equity cases; they seem unlikeiyIteoccur in handl:-

,capkdrelated cedes. Our reasoning here is similar; the degree of political

sophistication and. anger (for grass-roots bodlas) or concern (for interest-

.

grotip`bodies) necessary for this kind of monitoring to become predominant,

= likely to occur only with long-standing and intensely disputed issues.

,.id to.the handicapped and even `sex equiify issues simply.do not.build up the

head of steam that race.desegregation issues do, and so the former concerns are

less likely to betgmepoliticized than the latter.

29
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TABLE 2

Model of Political Monitoring Body

Interest Group Model

SPONSOR: -Local community or6nizations, civic leaders, institutions in conjunction.
with court, 'school system, or agency

MANDATE: Shoulebe flexible

Provide information on civil rights aspects of school programs and policies

to community

Provide forum fpr community to express concerns, become involved in. civil

rights implementation

Establidh programs that bring group resources into school systei

Establish channels for groups to influe9ce relevant school policies and programs

AUTHORITY:

Provide forum for expression of claims and complaints by disadvantaged groups -;

Establish contacts between school administration and group leaders

Access to school documents and officials relevant rospar gtoup's arena of

action mr.

Authority to set up bbd implement programs in conjunction with schools

STRUCTURE: No single spokeSorson

Largely autonomous submmittees, organized according to,interest group
and/or program area

Informal structure

30
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A= MEMBERSHIP:

4

TABLE 2 (continued)

Model of Political Monitoring Body

Ire

In restGroup Model

Residents of community

No particular expertise, except wide contacts in community, organizational skills,

an highcredibility,in school system

High-level representatives of local organizations, interest groups

Not necessarilyall strong advocates of civil rights goals .

No particular proportion of disadvantaged groups

RESOURCES
STAFF: Relatively small, purely administrative

FUNDING: If necessary .to set up progiams

Try to raise funds fromAndividual donations, pal/lite foundations; federal and state

grants
-4*444

LEADE I No dominant leader; each member should be powerful leader in own arena
ti

Chair should be facilitator, above all
tf

Alsushould control and have access to external resources (eg. expertise;

money, volunteer labor, training and jobs,for student4 that schools need

MEETINGS: Open, often, in Various locations around town

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Noh-technical information on activities to schools, media, community

Make recommendations w

33
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OUTPUTS:

STRATEGIES:

I-

TABLE 2 (continued)

Model of Political Monitoring Body

Interest Group Model '

New programs

New resources into schools

Advice to schools

1) .Informal, cooperative, friendly relations with schOol administrators

2) Combinations of monitoring with recommendations and activism

-1.
-,. .

3) More interest in substantive poi cies and .programs than in decisieh-making

4) PlUralism and equal relations among committee members

. 5) Selective efforts to-involve the community, and responsiveness to

selective elements of the community; good two-way communications

with community leaderS--

6) 'A perceptionof independence fiom 4.12x sponsor among members

7) In some cases, an effort to use the monitoring body is a step town,h

further public office

8) Cultivation of favorable media coverage of programA

V



SPONSOR:

MANDATE:

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE;

Grass -Roots Model'

Local community organizations seeking ehange,. loeal political movements,
parents' groups

Should be flexible

Provide information on civil rights requirements for school programs and
pOlicies to community

Substantiate and publicize problems in civil rights implementation

Develop mechanisms-. -for previously uninvolved citizens to become Involved in

hiring, transfers, promotions of teachers and staff, and in atmosphere
and substance igrclassrooms-

Provide credible threat to school system in caie bf intimidation'or refusal
to address, citizen claims

Provide forum for citizens to bring complaints, develop networks

Seek redress of citizen complaints

Attend. meetings of school board and civil rights-related staff ''

Access to ilitia=school system communications .

Sponspr or committee ability to prevent reprisals against members or constitutents*

Obtain information on representation of disadvantaged groups in school
decision-making organs

No single spokesperson; no dominant leader

Largely autonomoug subcommittees. s

Informal structure
.

----,Suf4mmittees by geographic area and /oar by members' concerns
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MEMBERSHIP:

RESOURCES --

STAFF:

Grass-Roots Model (continued)

Residents of community

No particular expertise, except wide connections in community

ReOresentatives of previously disadvantaged groups, including students and leaders

Activists, strong supporters of civil rights goals a

Ratio of groups represented even nr in proportion to their numbers in the school

system

Small; primarily administrative

FUNDING: Little; to reimburse pdo4,participants, disseminate information,
facilitate meetings

Preference for private funding,with complete independence from funders

and no obligations to school system

LEADERSHIP: 4frongdpolitical and ideological spokesperson

Good facilitator of antra -group differences

MMEVNGS: Open, often, in various locbitons around town

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Nontechnical informatfon to media and commun4iy of activities

Seekto resat normally uninvolved citizens

InstitutionalizatiOn of citizen involvement in school decisionsOUTPUTS:

rRATEGIES:

tlq

1) Frequent adversarial or confrontational relations with school administrators

2) Mutual support with some teachers and low-level staff

38
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GraSs-Roots Model (continued)

142

3) Efforts to combine highly qualitative monitoring with activism

4) Pluralism and equal relations,among committee members

5) Open meetings that solicit community involvement

6) Efforts to ddliirmine and redresd, individual grievances of community

members, rather than to do systematic analyses

7) Strong efforts to have good tw -way communications with community

8) A percepti6h among members that they are independent of their sponsor

9) Strong advocacy of civil rights goals with strong recommendations for

implementation

10) efforts to obtain and retain participation in school decisions

4
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E. Monitoring Educational Goals

Somikimes monitoring bodies are used . shape -'the education at
4M,

students in,sOfar as civil rights mandates touch upon educational questions. ,

Such groups may focus on equalizing eith7opportunities or results, but for

either variant, a crucial function of the monitol-ing group ts ensuring

. .

that civil rights efforts do.not backfire and actually retard learning. More
'A+

positively, one can-4gue that the job of civil rights implementors "is not

to dvise a system,of pains and penalties to punish constitutiodal(violations
.

brought to light. Rather it is to desegregate an educational system in which

the races ha,e .been kept apart, without, at the same time, losing sight of the

central educa ional,function of the sclulals."43 thus monitoring bodies should
?1/4 Il

work to provi e a better education to formerly deprived children--which may

occassionaily require adherence to the spirit rather than the letter of'a

.

court circler or agency regulations. Those who focus on opp9rtunities want a

monitoring bod). to act_as an extension of the-professional educational system,

\

minus the, rigidities and inflexibility that any large

inevitably develops. The monitoring group s hould help

id institution

kV. angry

an ansient dogooders at arms length frod the schools so that the educational

proceiss, which.begin before and will continue after the civil rights focus,

parents

can persist with minimal disruption. It should work for the benefiA of dis
,

;0°
advantaged children+) primarily by helping to integrate them with advantagede

children and to steer them into new programs, but it should not neglect the

effects of change on all children.'

Those who focus on Improvingsthe achievements of disacWantaged stude s

want,a monitoring. body to be much more forceful in its relations with the school

,

sistem . The.body should,in this view, focus only on the schoOls' effort's to

compensate previously disadvantaged Children for their past harms., Even4 if

4

compensation entails some harm to previously advantaged students, or if it

entails keeplkg the groups separate, 44 that is acceptable. Undesirable side .
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effecta.may be an inevitable accompaniment to ensuring thit all students

',receive as good an education as'all other students.

el
4

Table'3 descxibes the me variants of an educationally-oriented monitoring

.

body., The first focuses on,equal opportunities -7 it oversee; the process of
r

giving fqrmerly deprived students a chance to learn as much as they are,

able. The simond focuses on equal results -- its oversees the process of
O

. giving formerly deprived students enough extra resources so that they achieve

as such as privileged students.

There are no obvious demographic characteristics of a school system

which seem most appropriate to an educationally-oriented monitoring group. The

-first Variant seems most likely to occur in a system which does not have a long

history of litigation or agency oversight, in which tensions abd ingrained con-

eroversies are not great. Therefore, it will appear in the early'stagfs of a
,

race desegregation ,case, or in sex equity= and (especially) handicapped cases.

It also will occur in a relatively wealthy district where the deprivation

has not been great, and the resources for new programs are Quickly available.

The second variant is most likely, to occur in a system with a long history of

. litigation'or oversight, in which change occurs slowly and tensions are high.

It will occur in the later stages of a race desegregation case, or in sex

- equity gases it is unlikely to. appear in handicapped cases. It can also be

expected ,in a relatively% poor clistrict,"-in which Some students have been
r

,severely'deprived and in'Which ameliorating resources are scarce.,

,.,

Om*
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SPONSOR:

MANDATE:

AUTHORITY:,

r

. TABLE 3

Model of an Educational Monitoring Body
0

Equal Opportunities,Model

ti

School system, in conjunction with ,ourt or agency

0

Clear boundaries and authorities

Oversee imprOvement-of educational offerlus for formerly deprived studena
by monitoring assignment of students, teachers, resources, monitoring new
programs and policies and analyzing results,

Help to minimize disruption of, school functions attendent upon implementation of
Civil rights programs and policies by

.establishing procedures for complaint filing and resolution

.providing buffer between schools and educationally dysfunctional, g

citizen protest .
L.)r

.intervening with court or agency to suggest modifications of
. civil rights mandate inappropriate to that system

Access toPschool administration,- especililly at high levels

Access to data on students, teachers,and staff

4 Access to sponsor

42

STRUCTURE:
.

MEMBERSHIP:

le
Relatively informal

Subcommittees by grade level, special programs

Local residents predominate -- well-respected but not necessarily well-known ,

'YD14yredominantly educators `

Some representation of deprived groups, but no necessary ratio or number

5.

a
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:FABLE 3 (continued) 2

16
.Model of an Educational Monitoring Body

Equal Opportunities,Model

a 406

.

-RESOURCES --

STAFF:
,,Small, mostly eduCators and-data analysts.

FUNDING:~

LEADERSHIP:
a

MEETINGS:

'REPORTING PROCEDURES:

OUTPUTS:

STRATEGIES:

Low -- for administrative purposes, some data analysiS. Could come from

school system do"

'-.

,

.Need 'strong organizing skills,
good public presence, credibility among

educators

When needed, open but not widely°advertised

Reports to_sponsor and sohotol district as needed

Reports on stud6nt
participation in new, and' old progrdius

Institutionalized procedures foi redressing student grievances and

alleviating dyifunctionally rigid rules
?°'

1) Cooperation and close communfcation with school officials .at all

levels, but especially-in toi administration

2) Objective data-gatheringcombined
with recommendation but not

necessarily activism

3) Open but not extensively
putlicized meetings and reports; open

communication channels with all segments of community

s.

a-
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' TABLE 3 (continued)'

Model of an Educational Monitoring Body

Equal Opportunities Model

4) A combination of system -wide observation on some issues with ad hoc

individual prable solving on others

4m tIPr5) Independence fr he sponsor but an attempt to work closely with him

p
6) A focus on integration of deprived and privileged students

1
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SPONSOR:

MANDATE:

'AUTHORITY:

STRUcTURE:

MkMBERSHIP:,

7

C

Equal chievement Model

4
d.

Parents, members of deprived groups, local groups, Plaintiffs (possibly

in conjunction with court or agency)

Strong,fairly flexible

-Evaluate changes in achievement levels for disadvantaged students

Induce schools to compensate students enough to make p for past

. 'deprivations

Help to modify aspects of court order or statute that impede achievemene of

deprived students, even if that'entails maintaining separation of

deprived and privileged students ..

Establis rocedures for complaint filing ine,resolution

onitor, substan :te and publicize differences in treatment among

groups of stude

Accesd to data on placement, achievement etc.

Access to information on how programs and policies determined

eubcommittees by grade level, special programs

Informal

Volunteer monit s not 1}ecessarily part of committee

3 '

ocal residents,with credibility in community even if not well-known

Predominactly members of deprived groups

Some educators

$
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0'

RESOURCES--
STAFF:

Equal' Achievement Model. (continued)

I
Smalil, for administrati-ve purposes and to oversee volunteer monitors

r

*qk FUNDING:
. Fairly low -- to train and compensate monitors, do some data analysis,

.
compensate\members if necessary ,

.
.

LEADERSHIP: Need strong political skills, ability to be ideological spokesperson

k.
Meter of formerly disadvantaged group

MEETINGS:

Educational credibility de fable

lik
, b /

When needed, open and wfaely advertised
%az

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Reports to sponsor, school district, parents, ana community as needed

. _

()MOTS: Reports on changes in students achievement

Institutionalized procedures for compensation to deprived students as

long as necessary -,
t

STRATEGIES:

)

1) Confrontatigal or adversarial relations with*the school system

2) Investigation of specific complaints of problems and focus on

deprived students rather than systemic analysis
4

3) Investigation of. issues not specifically related Do civil rights

issues if they affect student achievement
,S

A) Efforts to generate media coverage and Community involvement,

especially by parents and deprived groups

5) Control held by public members rather than staff

6) Efforts to become. involved in the implementation process as ,well as

to make recommendations

). Considerate monitoring withia schools and classrooms of daily ;activities,
,
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I

Finally,imonitoring bodies can be devised to help achieve. the social civil 111

/

,

1,

right& goals of tolerance and appreciation of differences; increased self- .

04,.

,esteem of formerly depri ed groups, increased opportunities for those groupi,
.

'and improved community r latiqns. In -this context, an ipportant function of

the monitoring body is t act out in a
,

microcesm what it hopes to foster

across the school distri that is, achieving good social relations within

the monitoring group its; f is an important part of its -role% It should also
"plii404%00%,

4

try to enhance relations among constituent groups, protect formerly dept-xv

children's physical safe y andpsychological wellbeing, and help to defuse.

hosleities within the s hools and across the cornuniiy.

The ideal-typical monitoring body for social goals is describedt in Table 4.'

.
.

In short, it shouldi g. as. many people 4 different groups together as.
A

O

possible, proyidekiI' -4ifottable end,mubJelly respectful am atmos7here as

. . Aak r l 19
411

i'
e A f, ,

.

. . 's' .E,r

(-,,

possible, be particular yAelkifyivk to spec igli-teeds of the deprived, t and ,try

'4' '4= ,'
to make sure that. the chOols are d ing thee4ag.. :It is; ,or could be, a

o
t

'

socially conscious Ail highly observant FA ., '.' °'}4" 4
'.. 2,/

,Pto. o

This type otmo toring group is likelyto4ureither in districts with

** Q''' t ** ....

little tension and ostility among groups, or inAdiSirictS with a long history
,

/

! (, .

of greaN tension d hostility. .It 0:s priipdbISF more aRprgpriaee to small

4 0

rather r than to la ge districts,, and i,s more li%ery
0
to

,,

occur in economicalli t-

. 4.

,

homogeneous co Pities: .

0 6

S -

yy "



TABLE 4

Model of a Social Monitoring Bodl,

SPONSbR: Community organizatiors and institutions civic leaders, interest groups

MANDATE:

AUTHORITY:
r

STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP:

Flexible,broad
.

,Monitor in-class anNextracurricular activities, resegregation, push-outs
, and drop-outs, guidance counseling, discipline .

-.,

Sponsor activities to bring differqnt groups together, such as workshops
, and social gatherings

Sponsor activites to provide role models, contacts, favorable images to
deprived groups

Receive and investigate complaiDts by deprived groups of discriminatory
hostility or isolation

Generate support for school system in community

Monitor within classrooms

Promote or perhaps induce activities and programs in school

All subcommittees balanced among relevant groups

Subcommitted by activity;or program area

APproximately'equal representation of all relevant groups, all, political
viewpoints *,

Residents of community

No particular expertise, but widespread connections and,community respect
desirable

Relatively larg0group

ti
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Model of a Social Monitoring Body

RESOURCES --

STAFF: Relatively small, for administrative purposes

FUNDING: Moderate -- support for activities, reimburse participants, publicity for actions

LEADERSHIP: No single spokesperson; leader mainly facilitator with widespread public respect

'N Co-chairs of different groups for each subcommittee

'MEETINGS: Often, open, around town, in various forume,

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Regular newsletter, disseminated widely

Perhaps television, radio shows, etc.

OUTPUTS:

STRATEGIES:,

Community'activities

Reports on school and classroom atmosphere

4

References for students on jgbs;.educational opportunities, cultural events, ett.

Pairings of cultural, educational, civic groups with schools or classrooms for
special programs, job training etc.

Programs In schools presenting historical, current accomplishments of members of

' depriVed groups

Workidg'closely with all levels of the school system, avoiding adversarial
relations in most cases

,

A willingness to be more , confroatational on issues which affect the
,

safety or status of formerly deprived' students
. .

. i ti k.,

3) Mixing observation with making recommendations; devising remedieStand

helping to implement them
. s
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Model of a Social Monitoring Body

4) Pluralism wi he committee, with cooperation among different

groups wi n the committee

5) Ufforts to achieve wide and favorable media coverage

6) Open meetings, reports etc.,/which solicit community involvement;
efforts to promote considerable involvement by all groups in

'community

7) A focus on school-by-school observation, responding to problems as
they arise

00'
,

8) Some system -wide monitoring of.special programs, treatment of r

formerly disadvantaged Students'

9) Highly informal proce4ures .

10) Independence from the sponsor,

11) Commitment to good,community relations more than strong' advocacy of
a particular civil rights goal

, .5 4



G. Conflict and Failure in Monitoring

In order to evaluate the nature. and degree of effectiven s among

Monitoring Apoups, we must distinguish between inevitable, '.useful forms
r.t.s

of conflict and ° unnecessary, destfuttive forms. Monitoring bodies are
.0ei ,

.: .,
Set up in order directly dr indirectly to help to control the actions of

..

lfchool syit4gkap they implement civil rights requirements. Even groups

, those mandate is only to gather and repoKt information are implicitly

pal of a strategy-to constrain and shape school actions; if they had no

4 such role, no policy-maker would bother to set them up (assuming, that is,

good faith on the part of the policy-maket: see our second recommendation.)

Thus some'conflictietween the school systiM and the monitoring body is

inevitable and,probably useful. If there were none, the monitors would be

either, superfluous or-co-opted. The amount of useful confliCt will vary with

the civil rights issue, community resources and sentiments, personalities

of the actors,ability of the school syitem.to change, and so on. Too much
e. .

or the Frong kind of conflict can be disastrous, but some is simply.an,

irldicaaion that the monitoring body and'its sponsor are doing their job.
4

A different kind of .nonflict is also likely, although not desirable;

.
-

within the Anitoring body. Because the group'iv primarily observing, and

perhaps facilitating, it,is not primarily acting directly tp achieve civil

rights.Mandates. Same members may feel that the rather limited and passive
.

role of a monitoring group is,too narrow, that the group should act on the

.

inforTatiop it gathers, or use', its. resources to help the school system or
., -

,
4

citizen activists directly: Perhaps it-should so act -- but then it ii no

-anger only a monitoring group. Thus conflict will arise bath because the
o

monitoring group is fostering change, and because 4.t is not creating change

itself.

Other farms of conflict are perhaps_likely but even less useful to the
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O

greatest danger is that it will. come to-support, or he perceived as

supporting, continued segregation, between advantaged and deprived grov.r,

and,elat it will blame the school,system for circumstances and resul n
that are due to more general economic and political inequities.

4) With regard to social goals, the greatest danger is that social relations

within the co ittee, or friendly but superficial monitoring and programs

within the sCh lsi will blunt the edge of the committee's mandate to

protect and boos former eprived students. The coiamsittee may be

-unable both to 6 itic e discriminatory treatment and to encourage
cooperation and respect, And it may drop the forme?' task in fevor.of

the much more enjoyable latter task.

To, summarize this seccion; there arg four models ' of monitoring
mitt! .

.
....

bodies to help achieve the,four major goals of civil rights implementation..

The statutory monitoring body seeks justice. It should concentrate

on accurate, syitematic, objective data-gathering. about compliance with the

letter of the court order or law. The political monitoring body

seeks participation.' It should provide a forum for formerly powerless

individualsIsg forierly uninvolved groups to'learn about the actions of the
1

school system and become involved in relevant decisions, policies or programs.

The educational monitoring body seeks. learning. It should make

sure that formerly deprived students are now getting a fair share of educational

resources and that'their special needs are being met, even if the letter of

the law must be modified tb' fit local circumstances. Tile social.

monitoring body seeks fellowship. It should provide a forum for different

groups to come together, to develop contacts And mutual appreciations and to

help enhance the self-image and oppdrtunities of formerly deprived students.

Each group needs a different structure and different set of resources, and

should use different_ strategies to tarty.cout.its-Mandate.

V. RESEARCH DESIGN AND MODES OF;ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe how our research sites were chosen, hdw our

interview subjects -were chosen, how our topics for conversation were chosen,

56
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monitoring group; or the civil .rights implementation process. These fo of

111
confli9x, if severe enough,,will lead the group to fail in its task. pes of

failure that are general to all four models of monitoring include:

llll

1) no clear sense of the civil rights goal, or of the committee's mandate
to help achieve that goal;

.

2) disagreement among sponsors; etween sgOnsbr(s) and committee, or
within the committee about the civil rights goal and monitoring bay
role;

. 3) having an inappropriate structure; wrong or insufficient resources,
or incorrect strategies to carry out its mandate;

4) having an environment that is too flostile to permit much civil rights
implemeptation at all;

'5) having a sponsor that is unwilling or unable to dot on the committee's
findings, so that 'its observations and activities can be ignored with
impunity.

6) achieving symbolic success -- e.g. publishing reports, changing the
racial or sexual composition of certain committees, holding forums -- which
-takes the place of real change.

Other types of failure are especially likery, for particular models of

monitoring, For, example:

1) With regard to,
statutory goals, the greatest clinger is that the committee

loses its sense of being an objective, impartial, reliable observer and
becomes -caught up in adversarial relgtions with the school system -- or
that the 'school system perceives it as an enemy rather than an uninvo.ved
observer.

2) With regard to political'goalS, the greatest danger for a grass roots com-
mittee is' that it will become totally` engrossed in its ,battles with the
school system and both sides will harden into implacable enemies. For an

.*interest'group committee, the danger is that it war become Preoccupied
with internal political contests or with political looteying between parti-
cular members and corresponding elements of the school system. In short the
danger here is that members of the committee will be, or at least b-e'
perceived as, more interested. in their own political goals
and careers than in'the civil rights issue oer se.

3) With regard to educational goals,fhe greatest danger of an opportunity-
ptsi,epted group is that it will be co-opted by the school system, so that
it becomes an apologist for schools that cannot or will not change to meet
civii.rights goals. If many committee members_ are themselves educators,
and if they cone from the school system that they are monitoring, it may
be very difficult for tbei' to maintain pressure on the system to change
while working for .that syStem. For an achievement-oriented group, the 0

57
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and how we evaluated the effectiveness of monitoring groups from the infor-

dation we gathered. Since there are more monitoring bodies for race deseg-
,

regation, since they are more formally an'd deliberately organized, and since

they have a loneer history involving moiepersons and issues, we examined them

more extensively and intensively than groups monitoring sex equity and the

handicapped. For that reason, we will describe methods for analyzing race

desearegation'grovps separately from sex and handicap-related groups.

A. Selection'of Race Desegregation Monitoring Grouos

We first compiled descriptions of citizen groups -/hvolved in planning;

implementing, and monitoring race desegregation in 28 school districts since

the late 1960's. Second, we compiled a chart describing 19 relevant characteris-

tits of 33 cities with citizen monitoring Or advisory groups. 46 Of course, this was

an unworkably long set of criteria; its main purpose was to give us clear
_ L
and precise bases upon which to compare various cities.' We then reduced our

list of possible criteria to the'followi4, listed in order of importance:
ti

-range and scope of activity of the monitoring group;,

-apparent goals and 'sp'onsors of the monitoring group;

-the scope of change required for civil-stights'implementetion; and

- geographic 16Cation, degree of urbanization: and size of the student
body.,

7
, We conducted prOlminary.site visit's five cities4, and full §ite visits in

-- . -2.
,

,eleven others.
48

-We will describe -seven of those school systema in Section

g. .Selection of Race Desegregation Interview Subjects
4

,

In each of the eleven school districts, we interviewed between eight and
°

. . .
i::, 400,-......

,, twenty people, for approximately one hour each. We chase respondents according
., of'', .

.

to their occupation and reputation as informed and influential participants. or
....,

- :
.

, - .

spectators in the civil rights prAgss. In each school district we spoke with
..,

most of the following: the-school superintendent and/or administrators



responsible for civil rights compliance; members, former members, and-staff

. . : 1
of the monitoring body; persons involved as parties in the judicial proceedings;

......._

the judge;, attorneys for the plaintiffs and defendants, members of other organi-

zations invo d in desegregating the schools such as clergy, civic leaders,

business leaders; teacher's, parents and students; representatives from CRIS and/or
4

OCR; education journalists; and academic or other observers of the issue. No

one. efused to be interviewedif they were available on the days' we were in

their area.
yM

C. The Interview Schedule for Race Desegregation

The interview schedule appears in Appendix I. It was designed to investigate

the following main topics: the respondent's role in the process; his or her
,

civil rights goal and pr'aferred role for the monikoring body; his or her per-
. s'', .

.

ception_of others' goals atld monitoring body mandate; the respondent's undeistandine

of the resources, strategies, structure, and daily operation of the monitoring
4111&.

body; evidence and explanation of success and failure,of the monitoring body;
1 4 , .

evidence and explanation of the effect of the monitoring body on civil rights
.

implementation; importance of the type of sponsor and power and commitmen f

the sponsor; and recommendations,for other bodies monitoring race, sex, and),

handicapped civil rights implemehtatibn.

D. Selection of Sex Equity and Hand-icaRelated Monitoring Groups

We wrote over 200 letters for each, issue to relevant interest groups, local,

state and federal officials,. and other otential sources for information on

pbssible monitoring of sex equity and handicapped concerns. These gtoups

included focal and state chapters of NOW, PEER, WEAL, Sex Desegregation

Assistance Centers, the Math-Science Network, Association for Retarded
.

Citizens, American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities, and Children's

Defense funrom the responses and further correspondence, we compiled a

J
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listof over 150 groups and individuals whom we then contacted by phone.

Finally, we chose eight sex equity groups,
(9
some in singlychool dtiricts

and some extending. across statese,or regions, according to the following criteria:

-range and scope of the monitoring activity;

-geographic location, degree of urbanization and size of the student

body; andl *

't 14

----variations in the structure and sponsors (and presumably resources

and strategies) of the grolTA.

. -

In selecting-groups-dealing. with the handicapped, it was more a question of

finding any that were doing significant' monitoring than of selecting a few

froma large.universe of possibilities. Where there was a choice, we used

the sane criteria as we used for we equity. We interviewed membersof seven .

50
-handicapped-related groups, whose focus ranged from a single district to a

.

state or region of the United States.

E. Selection Of Sex Equity and HahclicAp-Related Interview Subjects

For each of these fifteen groups, weqnterviewed from two to eleven people,

for apprOximately one hour each. We Chose respondents according to their

occupation And reputation as" informed and inqpential participants. In each

school district we, spoke with most of the folloWl g: school staff and teachers

4'
the monitoring process,, members of the monitoring group, and

a
a

involved in

members of o

were directt

connections.

ther concerned organizations. In some cases those organizations

sponsors of the monitoring group; in other cases they-had informal

We also spoke w1 h'istate officials and members of national or

regional interest_ groups who were monitoring schools themselves or closely

involved with the district - level "groups.

F. The Interview Schedule for Sex Equityand Handicap -Related Issues

Wemodified.the interview schedule that appears in Appendix I to make it

appropriate to the different circumstances of sexuAl and physical civil rights

, -

monitoring. For example, virtually none of these cases stemmed from litigation,

4 a



or' court ord4r, so most references to prior court actions were dropped. More

of these had state, regional, or even national ties, so we added questions

111
about relations among the various chapters or local groups, and between-local

and central organizations. Nevertheless,-the main topics of investigation

described in Section V. C remained the same. The changed question$ are in App. II.

G. Criteria Of-Effectiveness for Evaluating Monitoring Groups

It is notortously difficult to determine xactly what actl.on caused what

effect whenever one is dealing with human be ngs; with the qualitative, nonexperi-
.

mental evidence we have here a strict determination of cause and effect is

impossible. Instead, we have devised three criteria of effectiveness for

\---

evaluating the impact of monitoring. They are:

1. Did the monitoring body achieve its own goals; was it effective
in achieving a goal that it saw. as important? Each committee
has one or'ibre of the four civil rights goals' deecribed above,
and each goal has an appeopriate set of committee:outputs
associated with it. Did a statutory body,-for example, turn
out the number and caliber of reports it thought necessary ?'_

441.

This is the easiest type of effectiveness toWtermine; one can simply ask

members wpat their goals were and compare these goals to their outputs. It

is also the least stringent standard. The problem with it is that achieving

4

this form of effectiveness may have no impact,on the civil right's implementation

process.

2k hid the monitoring body achieve the goal- defined for it by its

sponsor; was it effective in the sense that it did what it was

set up.to do? Each sponsor of.a monitoring group has one or more

Of the four civil rights goals described above,,nd each sponsor

hasat least a vague'notion of how the -monitoring committee can

help to further it. The question then is, if a sponsor defines

civil rights successIAttically, did the monitoring committee satisfy the

sponsor's desire to provide_a forum for powerless individuals or,unr.

involved groups to develop an appropriate role in the school system?

This is a:harder type of effectiveness to determine; one can ask sponsors

what they wanted the body to do, and ifthe body 'did those things but mote

judgement is required from the evaluator than is required abovi. It is also
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a more stringent standard. It s inapplicable, orcourse, where there is no

sponsor, as in many sex equity or handicapped-related cases. It is also

misleading in cases where there is A sponsor, but the sponsor has little clear

sense of what the monitoring body should do. The fact that a'sponsor may be

vague or muddled should not mean that by definition a monitoring body cannot

be effective. The final problem.with this criterion is that achieving this /

form of effectiveness may also have no impact on the civil rights implementation

process itself4.

Did the monitoring body make the implementation of students' civil

rights, any easier or more successful that,it would have been if the

body had not existed? With this'definition of effectiveniSs, we

move completely to the judgemeneof the observers. The qUestion

here is, can we as analysts argue that the monitoring body's

existence or actions caused one or more of the civil rights

goals, to come noticeably closer to achievement?
e

This is the hardest form of effectiveness to judge, and the most stringent.

We use three main criteria for making these judgements. First, was the monitoring

.0

group the only body supporting some school system aFtion to,pirther civil

rights and did the school system then take that action? In this case,ithe

A problems,of cause and-effect are not extremely difficult: if only one actor

..,

desires an outcome, and that outcome occurs, we can'make'ai least an

, . .

educated guess that he actor caused the outcome. Second, was the monitoring
-,

., - 7-----
,

.

group part of a large configuration supporting some school system action,
.

,
.

"7-- ,

and did the school system -then take that-action? In this case, we must rely

- 4
,

on our judgements about whether the monitoring-group was part of a kritical

mass,,stich t

7

at it was necessary but 'not eot sufficient to achieVe desirable

. *

outcome. Th rd and finally--,--did-the monitoring group contribute significantly

t
,to establishing an atmosphere which induced the school system to_implement

civil rights more fully, more quickly, or,more willingly? In this case, we

must rely on qur judgements about a lotof:facets of the situation --rthe
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"atmosphere," the meaning of."siinijicant," and-evidence of "contribution."

For these last two criteria of effectiveness especially, we shall use the

judgements of interview subjects, written materials from the districts,

.other studies of the same district,,,and compariions with other school

districts. Finally, in evaluating effectiveness we will keep'in mind that

"the pace of educational change approximates that of a wounded turtle,"51--

so we will strive to. avoid excessive criticism that dins no good to_anyone.

VI, CASE STUDIES OF RACE DESEGREGATION MONITOR NG BODIES

Tri-ethnic Committee in.Dallasi-TiXas

The Dallas Independent School'District (DISD) is the eighth largest school

52 /
system in the "country with 131,000 studenti'in 182 schools. In 1979, there were,,

31.7% Anglo students, 49.6% Blacks and 17.5% Hispanics.
53

The DISD is an urban

school district. .

DISD has recently been is litigation over a desmegation plan originally - ''''.(

ordered by the District Court in August 2, 1971 Crasbv v..Estes 342 F.Supp.

945N.D. Tex. 1971), revised in April 1976, end implemented in September 1976.

In that order, Judge William Taylor divided the district into six subdistricts

and directed that within each, stildents in.fourth through 'eighth
)

grades be
. ,

buse to achieve racial balance. ,Tmanger and alder students were exempt from
^ -

aAory buiing. -Judge Taylor also exempted' 11 students in:,two areas from-
_

the plan, one area because it is naturally integrated, and'the other --the

-predominantly Black East Oak Cliff are-a--because of problems of "time and
.

, .

distance." The NAACP appealed the 1976 order because 3Q.one7-race scboola

Ana. after It was implepented. Twentrselin a the remaining segregated

cols were, in the East Oak Cliff sadistrict7_ 4-.A.pril 1978 the Circuit

curt remanded the case to the district court for rehearing. At that point

the schoolc11,51..4ct appealed to the Circuit Court to have the 1976 order

e 63
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declared fia&TX The Supreme Court granted the defendant school district

certiorari in Marche 1979, and heard arguments on the case on October 29 of

that year. On Januarr 21, 1980, the Supreme Court decidectto leave standing

the Fifth Circuit decision which.ordered that the ,remaining one-race schools

be scrutinized and their existence justified. A new plan is now in

preparation.

There was virtually no organized o position to desegregion in Dallas,

although many city leaders totally 'opposed it. The Mayor and City Council

remained neutral prior to and during the 1971 hearings. Upon Judge Taylor's

strong urging, business and civic leaders helped to'plan,and Implement the

1976 order, known as the Dallas Ailiance, plan.

ethnically balanced'citywidelorganization.set

The Dalta

.up by the C

Alliance was an

amber of Commerce

-to tackle pressing urban problems of Dallas. The Education Task Force of
% .

the,Alliance addressed desegregation, and essentially devised the 1976 plan.
54

..
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ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

TABLE 5

TRI,ETHNIC COMMITTER

DALLAS, TEXAS

August 2, 1971, reestablished April 7, 1976

Indefinite

Federal District Judge William Taylor, Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division

...Statutory

.4 RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY:

STRUCZURE:

"To provide the Court*Vith an objective, comprehensive and ongoing flow of
information from...parents, stadents and other patrons of the school system
who are significantly affected by implementation of,a desegregation-order.O)

Reviewoperation of transportation system, teacher assignments, majority. to
minority transfer rule, selection of school sites 56'

Facilitate public awareness of plan, implementation process.; facts of court.
order; dispel rumors

Report on problems with regard' to physical plant, safety, etc.
'Advide court on community reaction to proposed changes in school system
Where need exists, attend selected public meetings,of Board of Education and its

varicluscommittees,.DISD. staff meetings
Seek evidence of noteworthy DIED achievements57
A

e.

To hold hearings ,. -
o

.

).

I .

To make recommendations to the school board in connection with hearingd held
0.

r"The Committee derves no judiial role." 58

Chairperson (Victor Bitnilla),
Vice-Chairpersons (2)

' Executive Committee'(3 chairpersons,,plu

. ,

,

66
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(Table 5 continued)

Sub committees:

1971 1917
Curriculum Magnet achools
Ttensportation. Transportation
Personnel Discipline-
Student,Assigament
Site Selection S Construction

Chairpersons appointed by Judge Taylor. Chairmanship to rotate annually between
Hispanic, Anglo, Black.

. .

ther two members of Executive Committee chosen by .TEC membership.

MEMBERSHIP: 15 to 21 !embers, .approximately one-third Black, Anglo, Hispanic.
Members to represent cross-section of professional, occupati nal, civicoe.economic
and religious backgrounds.

Appointed for staggered 2 year term, `subject to reappointment -provided member
exhibits sustained support for TEC objectives, satisfactory a§6endance at
meetings, availability/willingness to perform TEC assignment $.

oJ US
STAFF: 1971 1979-80

3 staff persons: 3 ataff persons:
Administrative coordinator (1) Staff coordinator (1)
Administrative secretaries (2) Assistant Staff coordinator.(1)

Secretary (1)

4
FUNDING: By DISD from Emergency School Assistance Program fydds

1971.Budget:$44,761 1979-80 Budget:$53,843

MEETINGS: Monthly, or as often as necessary
Open meetings
Simple majority needed for quorum

REPORTING PROCEDURES: At least twice a year"
1971 once a month Minimum

61
1976 - when TEC deemed necessary

62
'''

21 deports to Judge Taylors on subjects of magrlt schools, transportation,
discipline, etc.

OUTPUTS:

Various press' releases .

68
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Resources

Funding: With DISD there Kaye-been problems about whether funds

would be provided. The Court had to order tt.at they be given its one instance.

.

There are constant conflicts over the type of service nd items DISD was

supposed to paysfor.Q,For example,.DISD refused o pay for expenses of con-

sultants TEC brought.in andJudge Taylor did not order them to pay.

Access to Information from School District: TEC has had problems getting

statistical and her information from-the DISD. .Apparently TEC members can

attend school board meetings but must ,be very careful about expressing their"

views, is the school board may construe their expressions as representing they

views,of the TEC and thus 46. public criticism by the TEC. However, one member

of the school adminittration stated that the DISD always reports back to the
.

TECabout the resolution gt complaints it has submitted.

Communications with and Support from the Community: Before implementatio -'

in 1976, there was no effbrt to
2

communicate with community members., After the 411

-rus implementation, TEC began.to receive complaints from the community (parents,

students, teachers) on problems which arose as a iesult o. desegregation.
,,.

Complaints were received in public meetings held around the city, in letters,

.
, ---",... . k

and from people who coitacted TEC 'members in their schools or neighborhoods.
, .

A " ,
4.40

0 More specifically, TEC served as an important communications link between

DISD and. the black community, especially during first years of desegregation

'(loxiorkto the /976 order). Parents brought complaints to TEC, which sent them to

the approprfate-DISD person for iesollAion. Black support of TEC has dwindled

in recent years because the community apparently pereeives tfie powerlessness

of TEC. For example, few people attended the public hearings that the TEC held

in the minority communities in 1979' to hear grievances.
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Hispanic' support parallels Black. support; it started strongly-Out has

dwindled*to almost nothing.

TEC,was seensby most whites as troublemakers becausesof press editorials

and the portrayal .of TEC by school staff and administrators. Civic and

business leaders, who haa-tHeir own orgaazatiOns Csuch. as tte Chamber of

Commerce, Dallas Alliance, and'Citizens Council) to deal with school desegregation

seemed not to take the TEC very SeMitsly. There Ras been little contact and

no overt support. However, most religious groups apparently do support the TEC.

Cfergy have been members from the beginning, and a theologianvReverend Zan

Holmes,was the first chair.

Media Coverage:Coverage: No one described the media coverage as "positive"

although one staff member of,the TEC described it as 'fair." The Press added
40.

to early confusion about the TECs role through editorials describing the TEC

as a federal or supei school board. The editorial tone was generally negative,

epartrayirig the TEC as worthless at best and troublemaking at worst.

Newspaper` reporters attended most TEComeetingssbetween the 1971 and 1976

court orders, although TEC made no real efforts to sell itself in the press.

However, the TEC has sent-some articles to the newspapers that have never been

printed.

Governmene4upport: There is no apparent local or state goviramenfal

support. At'the federal level, the Community Relations Service (CRS)

advised Judge Taylor on the best ways to-avoid violence in Dallas. It also

had soma contact and did some workshops with. TEC. OCR has hot been'involved

in the,Dallas case, and some respondents claim that its latk of activity is

due to close personal ties between some OCR personnel and school district staff.

Clear Mandate: All respondents.cencurred that Judge Taylor: did not

sufficiently tell the. TEC what to do. However.... the 1971 court order establishing

the TEC and the printed/"Guidelines" seem clearly to set out its role. This

c`N

4



contradiction may be explained by the Judge's unwillingness to support the

TEC when it was confronted with_ pressure from DISD and the press. Thus its

real" mandate -- as distinguished from its public mandate is unclear.

. Commitment of Sponsor: "Judge Taylor gave the TEC only, the power to make

recommendations to the school district. It explicitly had "no judicial role."
WA.

Furthermore, although the TEC-appears to be independent from the DISD its

is not. Through their relatidhship with the judge, DISD administrators

apparently have veto power over the appointmerit of TEC members, and are able

to ask the judge to tone them" down. A few fdrmer members claimed that Judge

Taylor had dismissed them from the TEC for publicly criticizing the DISD, and

one former member summarized by stating that the judge went out of_his way to

accommodate the white community'in setting up and overseeing the TEC.

The court made no provision for the TEC to obtain outside technical

services. When the TEC sought advice of planning and desegregation experts,

JudgeTaylor upheld-the refudal of DISD to pay their expenses. Someadvisors

have had to pay their own expen&es. .

There is a provision eor an-internal audit by DISD in Judge Taylor's order.

The audit is public and TEC need to evaluate these statistical data .

;
if they, are to monitOraccOrately. However, they have no funding for official

access to data analysts. This is a.paiticularly serious lack because some

respondents,. who have analyzed these data claim that the DISD uses them to
A

mislead the judge and. the public about"desegregation progress.

Member's Commitment: TEC members seem committed, to monitoring DISD but

they are very frustrated about the lac of power. .

Effective. Monitoring Body Leadership: During the.'early stages of deseg-
- .

.

regation to Dallas, the

holding publiCMeetings

,feelings and to\explain

three TEC co,:chairs obtained community backing by

in their respective communities to'ascertataCpeople's

te
the TEC. .ttow, however, t y are unable to overcome

0.
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the (probahly accurate) perception among community memhers that,the TEC has

no power. The current lack of a strong chair may be one reason for the loss

of community support, and some argue that Judge Taylor deliberately chose a

week second c airperson.

In additio the first chair, Zan=Holmes,had a real talent for molding

the commiltee int cohesive group with. high. morale.. He was aware of the need

of each. ethnic group to feel thatit had power, so TEC worked on consensus

theory. The high morale has apparently dissipated within the committee,

to the best of our knowledge.

Strategies

Relations with the School District: Judge Taylor intended for the TEC and

DISD to have a cooperative relationship to resolve problems which community

people would bring to tie TEC. The comprodise relationship did not develop,

however, because of the resistance of school officials to- having a group of

citizens looking over'their shoulders and because of the feeling of some

TEC members that they were "watchdogs"'of the rights of minority children.

a result confrontation has been the modus operandi since the beginning.

Barriers to Effectiveneqs: The TEC failed to use the media, one of the

most effective wea ons available toa group with little formal power but much

initial community upport. The TEC was in this way-politically naive; one

former TEC member argued that good media,relations were less important than

"getting things done for the kids." AA a result, the politically sophistidated

business. community and school syste were able to use the media to discredit

the TEC.

The otherMain problem for the TEC has been4.10rrnaf. It was never set up

to do systematic monitoring, but' only: receive and help resolve individual

complaints. It was never given any legal or political power; its effortt-to

develop a power base of its own have beeri limited.by Judge Taylor, in.the

4



view of various respondents. In its frustration, the TEC sometimes accedes

to questionable DISD policies in order to get anything at all accomplished.

It has been forced to accept a DISD requirement that a school staffer accompany

all TEC monitors.in their activities within the schooli. More dramatically,

at least one former TEC member seems to have been "coopted" By ehe-lschool-,,

'system. He used to be a severe critic, but "I'm a P-R person for the schools

now.

Outcomes

The main success.of the TEC has been its role as a resource for the

community. It has provided some information on the desegregation process.

More important, it has served as a "lightning rod" for local citizens by

creating-a public forum for people to vent their emotions and frustrations.

It has not always been able to solve their'individual problems, and it has

had little systematic impact, but'it was not,given the tools or powers to d so.
,

The TEC tas'had one system-wide effect. ,Based,on one of its reports to

JudgeTaylox, a uniform discipline system has been instituted which provides

a three party hearing forOtudents charged with infractions of the disciplinary

code. TEC members take part in some of these hearings as observers
63
.

g.Community Education Council in Denver Colorado

The first desegregation order in the Denver Public Schools was issued on

District #1,' Denver, Colorado, 313 F. Supp.'279
.4. 04

litigation, the Supreme Court in 1973 upheld

egregation, and held that systemwide deseg-

July 3149,69 (Reyes v; School

(D.Colo. 1965)0 After complex

'use of Busing to achieve d

_6st/ft is justified if is determinell that am intentionally segregative
° .

policy is practiced in a meaningful segment of I school system "64 and if the

system cannot show that segregation had other causes. This was the

ti

73
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"first important Northern desegregation case to he decided by the Supreme

Court,"
65
and a major victory for desegregationists. Litigation ended with. a

final order on March. 26, 1976 by District Court Judge 9/1liam Doyle.

The desegregation plan developed by the court appointed expert, Dr. John

Finger, required all schools to be betwien 40 and 70% Anglo. This was to be
.

achieved though: rezoning attendance boundaries, pairing minority and Anglo,.

schools, satellite zones, and desegregation-related busing of about 20,000

out of aboUi 90,000 students. It was to bq implemented during the 1974-75

School year.

In 1970, the racihl-ethnic distribution of the 96,000 student population

was about 22% Hispanic; 15% Black, and 62% Anglo. By 1977, the number of

students had declined to 70,000 and ehe prOportions were abbut 30% Hispanic,

21% Black and t7% Anglo.f6

Organized, opposition to desegregation came from the school board and

administration, which vowed to oppose the court.order in every way, and from private

citizens. CANS (Citizens Association
for Neighborhood.Schools) was the most

r"

vociferous opponent. It claimed 15,000 members, and held public meetings,

letter-writing campaigns and school boycotts. It also, conducted a state -wide

campaign which resulted in an anti-busing amendmentoto the Colorado Constitution67 '

There was also unorganized and violent opposition. Sdhool buses and facilities

were bombed,,and key participants in the litigation of the case were threatened.

y'.
a . . .

.

.

.However "despite evidence of fairly Substantial oppositionta...a.chool desegre-

gation; community reaction in Denver must'be characterized as relatively

68
peaceful and'mild."

I
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ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY:

COMMUNITY EDUCATION COUNCIL

DENVER, COLORADO

a) April 17, 1974 b) October 14,1977( reorganized -

by Judge Matsch)

Initially to June 1, 1975; extended indefinitely-

4)40 Federal District Judge William E.
Doyle (1,74t77) .

Statutory Educational

Bi Federal District Judge Richard P.
liatsch ('77- )

.

a) kid arid assist District in implementing b) Advise court on matters relating
plan to desegregation implementation

Furnish assurance to community Recomm9nd changes of adjustments to
Educate community about plan" plan°

Coordinate community efforts to.imple-
ment plan Cc

ducate Communitrdn-court'S findings
and requirements of plan

Receive complaints from community, try.
to resolve, report resolutions to
Court and parties .

Monitor execution of plan, report to .

Court

a) _To request information and assistance
from Denver Public SchOols

P

TABLE 6

5

b), Less emphasis on monitoring and reportini
to Court, mote on community education

Develop speaker's bureau
Aid community groups with programs

in schools

:

a

Could meet with parties, exchange
information, . ,1(..

Access to school facilities, officials, ar
records



)

(Table 6 continued)

S

''

STRUCTURE: a) Chairperson (Dr. Maurice Mitchell) )) Chairperson (Dr. Francisco Rios)
Executive Committee (9 411 1974; Iin

1975)

Vice Chairperson
Executive Committee

Committees ' Committees
1974: Monitoring (14)

Transportation.(3)
1976: Monitoring Liaison

, -

School District Liaison (9)
Community Education (6)

Voluntary.Agancies'Coordinating
(8

Volunteer monitors (approximately 200)
Note: Some changei in committee' structureO

and numbers in succeeding years.

MEMBERSHIP: a) 1974: 46 members; 1975 and 1976: 644
members'

b) 1977: 19 members for 2 year terms
Reprentatives.of 3 racial/ethnic

-.Approximately equally divided among Anglos,
Blacks, Hispanits

groups

Judge especially interested lit
I

Outstanding memberaF9f the community:.
cross-section of educators, clergy,

appointing prominent citizens. 1--

STAFF:

FUNDING:,

MEETINGS:

elacted officials media Persons,
'business,civio, d labor.leaders, and
students .

Note: After CEC wa reorganized,'members
had to be Denver residents

a), Part-time secretary

a) Denver Public Schools paid for
clerical support, office supplies

''and printing, provided office apace

ip .
a) Open to public but-only Council

-members could speak

4

%,

5'

b) Secretary

I

b) Two year budget tobe devised which would. f

be paid by DPS

/10

b) ,Open,to'publi9..meefLat various schools.
- .
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(Table 6 c,inued)

REPORTING PROCEDURES.

ck.

OUTP TS:

.

a) Subcommittees report to CEC b) Report to Court, parties quarterly

CEC reported to Court and parties with supplements, as needed.

when necessary

a) 13 reports to Judge Doyle b) 6 reports to Judge Matsch
/.

z.

b

A

a-

V

80
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Resources
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0.
Funding'; The gitst CEC maifprpad to of ,fain a court order to insure that

(

the school district would reimburse its expenses. The reorganiee CEC has a

Yea

1'40' 4

. ,

two-year budget, and funding; -problems have eased.
0

4 4
o

Communications with. the School Districtt Despite the 1974 court order,
,

.

the first CEC had great difficulties oBtaining information from the schools.
.

. .

In fact, during the 1974-75 achoof'year the school board refused to meet with

the CEC, despite repeated requests. Ain several occasions CEC members had

to contact Doyle to obtain access to the sch ols. Relations with teachers

and other building personnel were-also strained alt ugh CEC memBers'insist that

they never attempted to keep any secrets froarthe schools. For exampl*,monitoring

reports were showto buildingpersonnelbefort manitors,left buildings. How-. e

ever, top school administratori perceiVed the CEC as highly critical and

anxioue. ...-toodiscOVer mOblems.'One described CEC reports as selective and-70
prejudiced.

k.

Almost all,respondents novc.describe the school-CEC relationship as

workable. A Schoill BOard/CEC Liaison <Subcommittee has even been established

' which provides formal: monthly contacts between the two bodies. The new super-
%...

.

intemdentof schools also is:apparently more willing to meet.with the CEC than

former superintendents had been. ° ., : '

.
4,- 44'4

. Communications with and Support from :the Comfynity:_ Although Judge Doyle-
.

.

hoped that the CEC woupd educate the community-about the. Court's order., and its

constitutiona bases,,the CEC was never effect ve in that task. It did however,

aq as an informal rptor cantrol center during f rst year of desegregation.

/a 1976, Judge Matschorderta the CEC to co cents
.

.

,, <2 .
... a _...4.._

Is :ft educating the'caummaity but there Law evidence that the CEC has become

less on monitoring and more

e'&rte .effectiva or conscientious in that task..
II

4
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The CEC does receive complaints frOm community members,, and tries to

A

resolve them by referring them to a propriate school persohntl.' It ekes

?complaints to the fudge or the media they are serious enough. or when the

school respOnse.has been unreasonably-prolonged. .

'The CEC ha,had varying degrees of support from blacks'and whites.. Some
.

whitessperceive it as pro-busing, which: apparently hurt its image in the white

`combrunity. SeverArespondents rmented that the CEC made tod little effort

to seek communit support. Perhaps as a.result of the Iaci of community

education 'and outreach, the considerable attention that the CEC generatea'in''
the first years of desegregation his

,
dwindled. At present, according to one

,, ./ . . 6
t

former member,",the community has forgotten the CEC exists." a- 0
. .

.

.. ,

trispahics Wiare basically opposed to desegregation but they have used,the .

CEC to make-complaints to' the 'Court and DPS.

The Chamber of Commerce, a prominent banker, and other business and civic

leaders supported desegregation, and some-have been membe f the CEC. ReUg,ious

II .eaders especially supported desegregation, participated on the CEC, and pro-

'-,vided meeting places in .their- churches.

Media Presentation: Ste CEC members feel that the media portrayed

desegr gation unfairly and that-they were too grilling to sensaanalize to
4

/ get the public's attention.' At one point early inthe desegregation process the

CEa's media relations committee met with TV and newapaPer Management and asked
,

rem to tone down ,their desegregation-related _treports. group met with

1

greyer,. most CEC members felt =that,'! their group was repreieitedlimited success: HoW
ed

fairly by the press.
.

Although,chairgan Mitchell used the media to-make points

effectively and quickly, onefotmgx member and a:Journalist elt that the CEC
.

, . .

did not use the media enough, especially, to educate,the community about the
,

. . . . ,

.

.

court's orders and the CEC role. .

,

.

.

a

Ci0

A
41F
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Support Of Governments; We:baye no indication of support or opposition

.by'local, state? oz gddttal govermm6ts. At one point CEC members contemplated

contacting CRS .for 'advice in Performing their duties but there was apparently

adhsensUs against it.'

Clear'Mandate:. Fart; of the Judges' orders were unclear. For example,

°.'"tbe CEC had to fight the schools,, and finally get a court, order, to, get access)
4 , . ..

to schools for Members and monitors because the judge had,,not specified what

. form he wanted monitoring to take. More generally, Judge. Doyle did not explain

its own role and legal status to the CEC. One former CEC member'relates that

'judge,Doyle gave the first Council. memberg some information on the decipio

told them who the Chairperson would be:then told them to go home and set up.

the CEC.

Commitment of the Sponsor: Court orders gave the CEC po rto see all

. school diStrict proposals for program bhanges which would affect desegregation,

to make recommendations on. such proVosals,and to initiate hearings with the

judge.' This last power,which gaVe them quasi-party status, is rare.among

monitoring bodies and indicates strong commitment from the judges.

Many in the community perceived that the CEC was!run by the Court. However
. -

the CEG was giitn the riOt to, and does, operate fairly autonomously. For

example, in.his April 17, 1974, order JUdge Doyle was careful tftsay that the

guidelines which Mt had set out in creating the CEC were merely suggestions and
6

that the Council was free to,foimulate its own program.

Niithrjudge made any provision for outside technical assistance for the
.

-CEC, although.-many of its members had lega1 or business expertise..

Member Commitmentn CEC members'. and 2nonitorshive been very committed to
. .

'the monitoring idea', but interest has decreased in recent yeais.. There are
A

several reasotis for: this detline: FES,serVea as d stepping stone-to higher*
. . T -

sta;us for ehemost ambitious and'active members;
(
the schnols'are clang their

1,;
at

- .;

"

,

1:; 0
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job correctly, and there a
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.

eat horror stories to motivate

,action; and new members re not as activist or as committed to desegregation

'
as former members were.

Members are still in conflict over the extent of the mandate given to the CEC.

Some,primarily the businessmen and lawyers, emphasize that the CEC does not

have party on judicial status,,and that its only role is to monitor and

report. Other primarily parents and community members, emphasize that the

"real" role of the CEC is to facilitate desegregation, and that if the schools

are unable or unwilling to change on thtir own, the CEC must help them through

'pressure or direct action. Thus members.remain committe, -but they

cannot agree on what they are committed to.

Effective Leadership: During the first few years the Chairman, Maurice'
0

Mitchell, was nationally and locally prestigious -- a former member of the

Civil Rights Commission d Chancelbr of the Unidersityiof Denver. He was

well-known to the cammu ity and his strong personality;apparently aided him

in interesting the co nity in the Council. Some respondents fttribute some

of the declining community supportbl the CEC to the less dynamic styles of

leadership of succeeding chairpersons. All CEC chairpersons have been skilled

in internal relations. Beginning with Dr. Mitchell, they have held together

disparate elements ,of the CEC by allowing a lot of discussion.and dispute

among members, and then deciding on a consensus which they induced others to

accept..

Training: The CEC distributed paimphiets to 'all school monitors on their

duties, reporting' responsibilities, d atrtflority. Monitors were also trained

throtigh. two or three general informat on sessions and a uraining session each

.* varter:in particular:problem areas.

4
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Strategies e4

Relations with_the School System: Denver had 210 volunteez'in-school

monitors responsible four discerning the commitment of school personnel to
co'

effective implementation of the desegregation plan. Monitors were encouraged
N 71

z) to develop harmonious relationships with...school staff and not to appear adversar'ial.

'''' -1iny,towever, did act as advocates for change and sometimes as adversaries of
-,. .,.

,.,

the school system. *

When the structure of the CEC was changed in- 1977'to give it quasi-

" party status, it began to deal with the DPS as an equal. Largely because of

this change,as-well as changes in specific personnel and general political

climate,the DPS became much less obstructive of CEC activities, and were-more

helpful to CEC requests and investigations.' There are still adversarial_

relations between the CEC and the schools over several issues, especially an

in-service human relations 'program which the schools have developed but not

implemented, and affirmative actionpolicids for hiring teachers and staff.

The CEC was basically a political, and especially a grass roots, organization.

Most original members were selected from an ad hoc committee, "People Let's

Unite for Schools," which sought peaceful desegregation. The members 'elected

the-200 in- school monitors who
1 1,

L activists. The CEC has also had some community leaders, and the goal of at
- t 1

.

least one former member was to get businessmen:into the schools, and thereby

were primarily parents and comalinity

committed to the schools' successful 'functioning: To thiS end,that respon-
e 6"

dent insisted that havillg virtually no staff or, budget ons key to the success

4
of the CEC. Staff and funding stmplY, create a view bureaucracy, he Claimed;

,

without the crutchei, CEC niemBers were forced to go into the schools them-
. ,

selv learictiUt was and WAS not happening; and use their ,influence and -

presence. to crekenLercessary cflan es.

4
4

85 1
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Aporoach,to Monitoring; The CEC was oriented toward complaint resolution

rather tan Syltemit analysis. CEC members want to schools and bus stops,

talked to parents, teachers,and principals, and tiied to determine what the

problems were-tin individual schools and particul#4 cases. They then concentrated

. can the problem -areas rather than examiniRg the who?.e system to see how problem

areas differed from successful areas.

Outcomes.
44

,

The simple fact of in-school monitoring was one orthe CEC's main achieve=

ments. Denver Public Schools opposed all intrusions by the'CEC into the schools,,

and attempted to thwart monitoring efforts by insisting that only 'the:Court--

appointed members be 'permitted to monitor. Judge Doyle refueled to support

the DPS*, and ordered it to admit the CEC-appo eel volunteer monitors to

. the schools. The judge also refused:to allow the District tq circumscribe

. .

th es and.locatiOns which would be subject to monitoring committee scrutiny. ..

Partly as result of this controversy, the schod1s are now more open to %

. J

community me ers, and more people understand and(have an opinion on school.

actions: Thus by our first definition of effectiveness, the CEC wad-successful.

One CEC member described it as effective in smoothing out many of the

transitional problems which go along with the ins;itutionof abusing program,

v. 4

particularly transportation problems. During first week.sof implementation

CEC members made recommendatiqns to Special -Master Dr. Finger about.thanges to

the plan which would hasten smoofb. implementation. They focused on.issues that

J10
they, as moidents of Denver,..bad more intimate or accurate knowledge about

than external experts. For example,CEC members suggested changes in student

transfers where geographical barriers were present. ,Their recommendations.

generally. were accepted. Later. on, monitors rode buses, stood at fills stops,

\ 1-`
. of met the buses at saLool so they' were to clear up same transportation ',

. ?' .. . i
.

problemso when they first occurred. The CEC was also instrumental in getting

,.' .
I: 40.

b %
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the Judge to ordervactivity buses for children who' wanted to participate in

after-school extracurricular progitms.

.Several CECmcmbers claimed that its most important achievement has been

to gain the trust of the school board and of the superintendent. The cchool

-Board/CEC Liaison Subcommittee now meets monthly. Respondents were not able

to Ooint,to any specific accomplishments of the Liaison Committee; partly

becausq it began only recently and its members are just beginning to deal with

controversial problems. But they claimed that its very existence, the fact

that the school systeth was now willing to deal regularly and in a friendly

fashion with the CEC,was a majorachievement in'its own right.

Finally, the CEC has used its quasi-party status t6>patiti-6 the co urt and

obtain h4rings on affirmative action, in7service training, long -range planning,
.

and pupil placement. ,,These hearings have helped to keep the curt in touch witt

the problems'of implementing desegregation.

.

C. Cotamqnity Coalition for School Integration in Pdrtland.. Oregon
.

1 -

- Th Portkand Public School system had in 1977 14% black, 6% qther minorities'
OP.73

.
.

'and 80% white students. There has been no litigation in Portland, although HEW.

has been Active in the dase.
.

In 1962, the NAACP charged the Portland, schools

with s gregation, and mm
,

<

recoended pairing and-cdreful selection of new,schoor
ee

site" to to desegregates In 1963'the school board appointed a blue ribbon
.

. , Committee on Race an. Education (also known as the Schwab Committee) to'

examine the problems of segregation and low achievement among black students.'

.The gchool f)oard adopted _the Committee's recommendatidns
7 4
to set up model

.schools In poor neighb rhoods and to encourage voluntary transfers. \However,

the effect of the- Mod Schools-program qp.educational achievement etas
.

"inconclUsive,"714 the' voluntary transfer program had a negligible impact on

Artsegregatioij'611td-_did
not act on the_Committee's recommendation fpr a

ri 00./ .-
) long-range plan to rational ze tge.whble-school system. .

. ?-8
-,.

,

I



"'Desegregation efforts continued in the 1910's, partly in reaction to findings

that...the school system was in violation of ESAA regulatiqns, In 1977,

the ComMunity. Coalition for School Integration was formed. It arose from

,community opposition to a schoal board policy that would have mandatorily.

bused black high school students to' white. high schools on the other side o'f

town. "The major concern centered on the discriminatory nature of theplan,-
.

i.e: 4nly students in predominately Black neighborhoods would be mindatOrily
0

thus "77In resporise to opposition, the school board defevred action'on the

redistricting plag and asked the NAACP, the Urban League, and the Metropolitan,
,, , .

Human Relations Committee to develop alternatives. These groups opened the

process up to,any volunteers and broadened their investigation '6 a "District-

wide examination of school desegregatioft. 778 The r'esui.ting Coalition is

,described in Table 7.

9

O
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ESTABLISHED;

. TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
:RIGHTS GOAL:

SPOADS MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

8$

TABLE 7

COMMUNITY COALITION FOR SCHOOL INTEGRATION

.rsPORTLAND, OREGON

July 25, 1977

Until recommendations completed (Nov. 1978)

-School Board

EdueationaKequal opportunities model).; Political (interest group model)

Identify common concerns in,community regarding desegregation
Develop policy' recommendations which would enhance equal educational opportunity .

and thereby maximize the potential of every student to achieve
\,

I

'Open-ended:
.

'The opeli and independent nature of the'Community Coalition contrasts with the
seleCtive and restrictive nature of the only other comprehensive examination
of racial: segregation in Portland..:Uplike the Coalition, the..cSchwab
Committee [was] appointed by the School Beard and given a specific charge. u79

Hold public forums and conduct research .

'r

Chairperson (Harry C. Ward)
Vice Chairperson (Mary C. Edwards)
Coordinator
Committees:

Task Coordinating'
Research
Resources. .

Community Involvement
Party..

e.

90 tt .
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(Talge 7 continued)

MEMBERSHIP:

.t

SP FF:

FUNDING:

.

MEETINGS':

1

All volunteers accepted until May 1, 1978

105 members representing 38 organizations of parents, teachers, students,

administrators, businessmen, neighborhood associations, churches and othdr

civic "groups

Full-time coordinator (DavidD Johnson)

. Assistant Coordinator
Public alations staffer
Secretaries (3)

Aid from Multnomah County, City-of Portland, State Department of Education,

Portland School District, private, businesses, and own members.

Total funding: $69,001
Periodic meetings
15 public forumsr-januaryMarch, 1978, in every high school feeder area in 'the

district.,

4

-,.

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Reports to school district and public
t _...

.

OUTPUTS:
d ; Recommendations to School Roard on racial imbalance. and redistricting plan,

December 1977-80
.

Report to School Board, March 1978
81

Report to School Board, November 197882

4

0
A ,
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Resources
-

. ,
. .

.

-
. -,

Funding:'- Funds cam. from various sources.

4 . .t.,c,

provided Office space, secretary, equipment,lunds for a profess.onal °
' 4.:-. .

survey? and other in-kind.iervices; the County gave tike Coalitiona grant to.
. ,,...... -. ,

hire & coor inatOvand a cletiFaliresearch,prsonrihe Urban League obtained -,
,..,

ter:',;
-u

--P-v:".m..
.. b .t.. 0.3 . '''' , to .

I
CETA funds for an'assistanooid-inator;.and-lheedunty, 'City,, States Departiitent i*

. 't - ,
& .

. , ,.., .4 - '-, ..
v.. .1

.%of Education, private business and,members of
,
the C poalition roviding additionat.,

school district,'

funds. The Coalition had no apparent problems in obtaining the amount of

funding it needed or in feeling free to spend its resources as it saw fit.

Communications with School District: The Coalition had access to all the ,

school district information it needed. Its relationship with the District was

positive because the sclpol had solicited the Coalition's aid, and it was in )

the interests of the schOol system to retain the support of community leaders

for to desegregation Rlaills it developed,and implemented-:

Communications with and. Support from :the Community: Thy Community. --

s
.

volvemelknt Committee.of the Coalition organized 15 public forums to hear
, . .

citizen concerns, about desegregation. The 400 participants in the forums. also
.

1'

completed a questionnai5e on important issues in des4regation in Portland.
.

i .

. ,

These data were analyzed and used by the Committee to evaluate citizen concerns.
., . .

Representatives of over 35 community organization's we* Coalition members ti//' :f

-there was presumably informal cammunication 'betkeen community groups and the

Coalition.

. .

The black community generally supported the Coalition, although some

feared that the large number of white liberals on the Coalition might slow

desegregation.After.the school boird refused to accept some Coaliti6O pro-
.

posals much black support shifted to the Black United Front, which seeks

quality education regaralessof whether there is desegregaiionP The white



.

community seemed to support the work of the Coalition. Many Civic grodps had

'representatives in the Coalition and some'business and civic groups proidhd

financial support. ,The Portland NAACP,-League-of Wmen. Voters, and JJrban
.-,

.
.

,

, ..... bs
. - v

-League chapters were'active members ofdle.Coalition, as were representatives

. of,the Albina Ministerial Alliance, Church Women United, Ecumenical Ministries
,

.,of'Oregon,and Nationar4KConference of Christians and -Jews. ,

,

.

,
:--,

Sunnort of Governments: The city and county governments contributed funds

4 ..t .- . '

.
..

to the Coalition's efforts. There was no indication of any federal -

.
.

A A A A

involyeMent with the Coalition. ,

..
,

k.

4. Clear Mandate:, The school district directed the NAACP,,Urban League and

.. -,...-I--- . . .

i ,,,, .
.,- .

Metropolitan 'lumen Relatiod isCOM:mission to prpose recommendationa'for relieving
, .

.

. --'

.racial imbalance at one ofVOrtland's high Schools;,,, AlthOugif-the mandate was
. -1...

clear it gave no guidelined or parameters within which to make proposals. The

'6111k

groups decided on a structure, after soliciting additional members from the

community. 'In addition, the Coalition expanded its mandate and surveyed the

entirePortland school district, making recommendations on the best
method for

.teducing racial imbalance districtwide.

Commitment of Sponsor: The school bSard made no commitment to accept

Coalition recOmmendationi. Since the card gave the Coalition 4hatever power,

it hadtCoalition' leverage was ,nonexistent. The Coalition was'not really

autonomous, although it was free to obtain any technical services it needed

and to make any proposals it wished. As an advisory group to the board, it

was not intended.to be autonomous.

Member Commitment: Coalition members were very committed to the notion

Of helping the school bOard work out difficult problems of desegregatiod without

bei4g forced into court: The members seemed to understand and accept their

mandate.
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., .

, . ,

6. 1, Fffective tjonitoring Bodv.Leadersrho: We hale little' information on the

t %
.

a. t

actual leadership of the qoalition, although its, ability to woirk well together
...

...a.,

. .. . ..

and perform its task indicates some Cohsiveness and direction. There Nas no
. . .

-. , . .

proiision for training of Coalition nfembers.

Strategies

Members ip Structure: The Coalition -was basically a grass roots group.
4

Any person or organization was free to join. The Coalition apparently did not

seek out members, but themembership'cut a qss all sectors of the community.

\
. 4

Approach to Monitoring : The.Coalition analyzed the entire Portland

'school system rather than attacking problei's as they migh;oarise. It con-
.

4° ducted, analyzed; and used a questionnaire given to all participants in public
a

. fo tras (not a random sample, but a wide selection of interested citizens).

It conducted research on the results of school desegregation nation-wide, the )?

history, and current practices of school desegregation in Portland, legal issues,

at population and housing trends in Portland. It did not, to our knowledge,

conduct in -school monitoring.;
i 4

Relations with School System: Relations between the schools and the

Coalition were amicable. The school distridt compromised or rejected some

....../)

: . .
. ,

recommendations, but the relationship was never confrontational. Some black

participants and citizens felt that the4elationship was too amicable, that
4

some white Coalition members had implicitty or explicitly agreed with school

personnel that the schoold need not accept the strongest recommendations for

change: These blacks formed or supported the United Black Front, Ifhich

made stronger educational demands'backed-by a successful one-day school,

.boycott .during the spring of 1980.

Outcomes
7

January 1978, the school board accepted the Coalition's initial recom-

r
tendations to drop further consideration of aredistrictiiig planthat would

A ')
i

4



have bused black Students to achieve more racial balance. The Coalition

report made recommendations in ten areas-,- administration, student transfer,

curriculum, teacher ttaining,student di*ftline, minority hiring, minority

teacher plabement, integiated housing, adzpory boards, and future relations

between schools and the Coalition. The Superintendent publicly responded to

these.recommendations,.accepting all of them in principle except the one

dealing with student transfer04 On April 14, 1980 the school board adopted a

'Comprehensive Desegregation Plan which incorporated' many of the recommendations

85
of the Coalition. The United B k Front sponsored a school boycoit on May 19,

1980 to protest and draw attentiontto other recommendations from at least some-

members of the Coalition that were not accepted.

The chool board plan has not yet been impmented, so we have no in r-

mation on its civil rights results.

1

D. Citizens Commission -stn School Desegregation in Buffalo, 'New York

\ .Desegregation
began with the remedy order of April 30, 1976"(Arthur4i:

Nyquist, 415 F.qupp 904 W.D.N.Y. 1976).
86

This ruling prov'lded for compulsory

.
. ,

c-,

racial 'balance of high schools and voluntary inducements in grade schools I

elliph magnet 1 ntary schools, a Quality Integrated Education (QIE) pro-,

gram, and one way b sing of inner-city blacks to peripheral Vhite elementary 4Ik
4*, 3 ble

schools. The plaintiffs, however, challenged the. effectiveness and disproportional. .

bUrden of these programs. On June 6,

Curtin found that the "Belalo plan"

minority schools intact and "that it

1979, Federal District
/

Court Judge John T.

of January'5,1977 left too many (15) all

placed too great a burden on-blacks and

. other. nonwhite children."87 06 August t8, 1980, Judge Curtin acc'epted th04

of Education's plan for desegregation; which relies on nine school closings.,

three new mainetschoOls, and voluntary busing.to achieve iaCial balance.
a

.

N.,. Judge Curtin also.q4ered the.school system to hireonzminority
/
teacher for_

C. 110.
every nonminority, hired in the future. The plaintiffs, the Buffalo Chapter. of

rd

4



the,NAACP, planned to Appeal the desegregation order and ask the Circuit Court of

Appeals to delay the order until the appfeal is settled. The teachers union

88
. ,

ray appeal the affirmative action hiring order.

The Buffalo schoors will have 47,000 pupils in 1980-81, of whom about

50% are WbiteiP 4

Mb.

4

V
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ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

)
SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS COAL:

.....-

SPON'SOR'S MANDATE TO

MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY:

10.*

,fr

TABLE 8

CITIZENS COMMISSION, ON SCHOOL' DESEGREGATION

BuFFAI0, NEW YORK

September 29, 1977. ,
,

Originally through PhaSes I & II of desegregation order. -Dissolved Novethber 21, 1979

before Phase II completed .

/--- 11,

4 ;

U.S; District Court, Western bistrict of New York, Judge John T. Curtin

. .

.

. .

.

'-'The goal is.tp,facWitate.44zen, Rartig.pation n the desegregation process .and.

404eal with problems in an orderly fashion."

. .
... .,

,

"To-foster-nubile awareness d involvement in implementation of the court's

,desegregation plans,"

al\

t.
4%

.

,

, .

"To monitor desegregation at agnet schools, QIE schools, and all other schools

affected by court order." .
.

.

,5

"To serve as a conduct for co unity'A.nput into school development:" - '

"To encourage cooperative effoits by loCal universitiesmnd colleges,'cultural .

institutions, business, Ali sous labor and community organizations with the

Buffalo.PubliC Schools." ,

"To idenriky implementation pro lems, to attempt to resolve these problems thr,..igh
mediation-and conciliation un er direction of the'court, apd to bring unresolved
problemsto:the attention of 't e Buffalo School Board, the narties, the court, or 11

other appropriate persons." 92 i'k, ,, %i J

"It is not a 4Ubstitilte for the choOl Board and has no authority or power to give -

direction to any member of the Board or staff".93 . , '

;

A

Statutory



.(Table 8 continued)

STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP:,

4

STAFF!:
.71

FUNDING:.

MEETINGS:

REPORTING PROCEDURES:

OUTPUTS:,

A

100

Commission Chairman appointed by
Executive Committee appointed by,
Executive Secretary' appointed by

Subcommittees (7) established, by

the court(MaNlenq Carol Streiff)
chairman
the court (`second year only)

the chairman and executive committee.

30 - 35 members. appointed by the court for one year.
"Representatives of major groups and_geographic areas in the community who have,

as individuals, demonstrated deep concern with the welfare of the city and
its school aystem."94

Included 'plaintiffs
4

, .

Professional (law school graduate) staffer and clerk typist
Clerk typist (second year only).

From school board, for "all legitimate expenses"

Full committee deetings'monthly with subcommittee meetings at the
of the'aubcoMmittee.chairperson

discretion

Supposed to report to Superintendent, School Board and staff, and court, but in
practice repoftqd only to the court

'2 Annual' reports:
95

"First Semi-Annual Report or Implementation'of Desegregation in Buffalo Public
Sthpols", dated June 15, 1978.

"1978-79 Annual Report on Implementation of Desegregation in Buffalo Public
Schools",dated July 26, 1979.

yr

101
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- .
Resources

. .
,

..
.

Eunding and Staff: There were few conflicts over funds. Members served

voluntarily, and the school system pied all necessary expenses without
i

.

.

dispute. The professional staffer did riot work well with'commission members;

some perceived her to besecretive, almost antagonistic, and responsive to

the court rather than to the GoMmission.

Access to Information ficit School District: Gathering information was a
vve

.,constant source of conflict between the Commission and the schools. Judge Curtin
1 . ..-,

was forced to intervene on occasion.

The school system argued .that with their previous demonstrations of "goad

faith," an external mediator was unnecessary. The.schools were invited, but

'declined. to nominate anyone for membership. As a result, the Commission's tilt

toward the plaintiffs' perspective hampere d but did no t entirely impede the
Af

CommisSioris access to school information. Criticism. in the first Commission
.

Semi-Annual Rf:art further fueled the Board's resistance. Fven w4a school boardilp

representatives on the Commission.during the second year, school resistance to

4

a nd attacks upon the Commission and its work continued. School officialS

continued to insist that the informational demand diverted too much personnel-

time and effort.

Community Supportand Information: There was little community interest in

or support for the Commission;lwhat support it had from blacksand white

desegregation supporters declined over its two year existence.- Commission

membeis received cbmmunity (black and white) complaints and comments although,

with the exception of one public' meeting, these comments Were never particularly

solicited. (One former member suggests that this public meeting-was one

reason for the Commission's assolution.) Another member suggested that

because the-Commission was charged With confidentiality (only the Chairperson

was pertitted ;to speak publicly for the "unified Commission"),,members could ask III

1 0.2



Strategies
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_
Aithough_Judge,Curtin_intended_tbeHCitizens Commission to be only an

4

objective4 statutory monitor; Mediator, and information gatherer for the court,

the fact that its members were` passionately committed,to desegregatiom led the

school system to see it as an adversary. The schools behaved antagonistically

to the Commission, which responded in Rind; CommissiA members and plaintiffs

both complained of the schools' "paranoia",and,"intransigence." Thus even

members who'began with anjntent to be.objective monitors eventually became

advocates for the plaintiffs as battles with the schools contfnued. .

The adversarial relationship naturally impeded the flow of information

between the schools and the Commission; and colored Commission reports. The two
1 4

.

annual_reports were the Commission's only outputs,,onlydtrategies for ihducing,

change, and their onlymatelialintsrvention in the desegregation process. Both

.tel'orxsagellerated_great controversy. The court's preferred reporting procedures

called Arethe Commission to appoach school personell first when it deteCted

problems. Only if the school could or would not solve the problem was the

%0
Commission AO come to the court. However, the Commission either went straight to

the court with complaints or waited to publish them in the reports. Furthermore, the

1

School' Board tented to comment on, and possibly even to edit, the.repoOts before

their release, but the Commission did not give it the opportunity for the first,

report. Since this practice precioped the schools from taking any rhemdial

actions, and since the report was highly critical, it met great hostility fom

the schools. For the second annual report, the procedure was changed. The school system

4 , .
received a rough draft four weeks before the printing date; it verbally, and then

in writing, requested tha,t one section' be deleted and other changes be made.'The

Commission wrote to the court to answer the scheials' objections; -and "everything

pretty much stayed as it was," The Compission andthe schools did hokd one meeting

to discusd the report, and a few changes were made, so the hostility was a bit

lower the second time. The report still was controversial, however (e.g. one'foornote
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N,

1

referring briefly to the possWliCY of prostitution in a predominantly black

high school was highly publicized and disputed). 4

Outcomes 4s1'

Apparently inadvertently, the Commission has probably impeded ftogress in

the case, since its composition made the schools defensive and hostile and

therefore unwilling to listen to other proponents of desegregatiOn. Perhaps if

the Commission had been more willing to deal directly with the schools, it could
I

have overcome some of 14s own and the schools' intransigence. Judge Curtin is

also partly responsible for the Commission's, failure, for severalreaons. First,

he could have taken a more active role in selecting, and overseeing the'members.

of the Commission, and could perhaps have defused 'some of'the bunker mentality on

both aides. 'More important;y, he sent med signals; he asked the Commistion to

be objective monitors- bringing information to'the court, but he also asked them

to work out as many problems as possible directly with the schools. Those are -

0.

two separate roles; at a minimum they require a relatiVely relaxed atmosphere if 4110

both roles are to maintained simultaneously.

However, the,Commission had some positive effects.' 12-brought problems such

as resegregation of the high schools to the attention of the court and community, .

and it raised the whole idea of citizen participation in desegregation to a high

. level of consciousness. 'Controversy over the proper role of citizens may be

proferable to the assumption of no role for tlem.

E. Citywide Coordinating Council (CCC), Citywide Parent Advisory Committee (CPAC),

Community District.Advisory Councils (CDAcs), Racial-Ethnic ParenCoUncils

(REPCs) and Racial-Ethnic Student'Councils (RESCs) in Boston, Massachusetts

Largely because of its division into inwardly looking ethnic neighborhoods,

Boston is "very polarized,... a city with pervasive racial problems.
06

School

411
desegregation has been, and continues to be, an viplosiye issue. "The city's sixth
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I
many but,answer only a few questions from the public. This may have impeded

community interest and involvement.

The business community and civic groups took an active role in the deseg

regation procesl (e.g. banks adopted. certain schools to help fund administrative

costs of implementation), but neither worked much frith thig'CommissLon. One
...-

Commission member worked at a 1pcei computer firm, and gave assistance with

analysis of the school's information network. Most religious groups also ignored

the Commission, although it did receive clerical work gratis frOM Buffalo .

Area Metropolitan Ministries luring its first year, when the Ministries' head,

Max Glenn,acted as chairperson.

Media Presentation: There was little media coverage and in turn, except

for the annual reports, the Commission put out few ' oress,releases. The

Commission, in short, did not act to promote positive--or any--media coverage.

Government Supoort: There was no apparent support from local:or state

governments. The 'Community Relations Service conducted a twoday training seminar

. for members. Member reaction varied between "good" and "excellent," depending
. %

, -

on their prior knowledge of schools and desegregation. CRS also advised the

City and other parties on how to avoid violence.

Clear MSc-Mite: All members agreed that the mandate, responsibilities,

and authority were clear as well as broad enough to permit wide flexibility in

selecting issues they chose to monitor.
1

Commitment of Sponsor: There was no provision for leverage on the school

district. _The'Commission was directed tp try to resolve problems with the

schools bete-retaking unsolved issues to the judge, a directivetwhich does

nOt suggest intense involvement by Judge Curtin. Some respondents claim that .

the judge was not really committed to tfie idea of citizen monitoring, that he

occasionally joined in a tacit alliance with the schools against the Commission.

105
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Members Commitment: The members\began with sufficient commitment- -some
\.

."
were plaintiffs in the cases -but as the. Commission's effectiveness waned, their

P ..

motivation did alSo. They also.argued among themselves, over their proper focus

and strategies. However, during the Comtission's last six months, under the'

new chairperson member interest rose and the organization and, effectiveness

improved.

Effective Commission Leadershipr The lack of a strong, leader was a major

stumbling block in the first year. Rev. ,Glenn was not seen by members as a

particularly good administrator or organizer despite his major role in
%

structuring subcommittees and sett ing the agenda. Most members complained of

4

his inability to unify the Commission and deal with details. Some members

believe he deliberately misled sections o the Buffalo community. Other's

believed him to be a puppet of the court and schools. Members also complained

because Rev. Glenn was not from Buffalo; he had moved'there only six months

before being named-chair and he left the city spon afterwards.

Under the six month tenure of Carol Streiff, the Acting Chairperson, the

Commission's effectiveness increased greatly. She is credited by all parties except

the schools for turning an otherwise disastrous operation into something of'a

success. 8:10e.;was particularly good with details. They only complaints were

.

f V
*

that she was not as strong a leader as she might bave.been since she preferred

to do virtually everything by codsensus of the entire Commission. 'However;

the schools were more receptle to Rev. Glenn than to Ms. Streiff because of

her demand for information and plaintiff orientation. Finally, "personality

problemb" between Carol Streiff.and the professiOnal,staffersare reputed'

to be a principal reason for disbanding the Commission. All respondents either
. _ t

agreed that this was the case or pleaded ignorance of Ehe'matter. Those

-
la

dgreeing sided overwhelmingly with Carol Streiff.

061
4
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97

year of school desegregation...proved every bit as tense as the first,"

given incidents in which school buses carrying black students to South

Boston High School were stoned by masked Whites, a fifteen,year old black

football player was shot and paralyzed and black teens in Roxbury attacked

passing motorists. The absence of strong business,civic,or political leader-

ship in support of the federal court desegregatitn orders is seen by many as

the reason for the continuing strife. Others, however, point out that only
.

a few of the 2C0 schools were violent when desegregation began, that the School

Committee has had moderate members during the 1970's, and that desegregation

has become a fact of life for most residents.

The first federal desegregation court order came on June 21, L974 (Morgan

v.'Hennegan).
98

Jn that suit, Federal District Judge litthur Garrity Jr. found that,

the Boston School Committee had establihed and perpetuated an unconstitutionally

segregated school system, effects of which were evident.in every school. De-

segregation was to take place in two phase.- Phase I, which was implemented

in September 1974, was a short-term imbalance plan. It was devised by the

State Board orEducation in 1973, and was intended to reduce the number of

imbalanced schools (those with more than 507. nonwhite students), reorgardiT*

the grade structure, and reassign students. Phase II, beginning in September

1975, 'required full desegregation through redistricting', magnet schools, and
, .

busing. The courtdarer found that neither phase had been implemented

acceptably, and appointed a panel of four special masters to redesign the

Phase II plan, which was implemented' in September 1976 as Phase II B:'

Judge Garrity also setup an elaboiate structure of monitoring and

1. advisory committees to facilitate desegregation and insure implementatiOn of

his orders. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 9. Boston has by .
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I

far the fullest complement of monitoring bodies of any school district

undergoing desegregation.

The racial composition of the Boston school district in 1978 was 45%

black, 39% white, and 15% other minorities.' ? The school systenio, like

the city and star, is facing severe cutbacks and possibly even closings

in the spring of 1981 as a result of the property-tax limits of Proposition

2 1/2. The school system ha'S'often run at a deficit in recent years, but it

must balance its budget, close for the rest of the year,. or mortgage next

year's revenues in the face of the new .mandate for fiscal austerity represented

by the Proposition. This situation can only mean bad news , at least in

the short run, for the desegregation effort and the heavily-financed monitoring

bodies.

v.
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ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

SPONSOR:.

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:-

-)

TABLE 9

CITYWIDE COORDINATING COUNCIL

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

a) June 5, 1975
1:t ,

a) August 24, 1975 T June 30, 1976

Are

b) August 24, 1976

b) August 24, 1976 - August'31, 1978

Federal District Judge W. Arthur'Garrity, District of Massachusetts

'Statutory; Educational

a) "Foster public awareness of and involve- b)'

ment in...implementation of the court's
desegregation ordirs,-.be the primary
body monitoring implementation one
behalf of the court." 100

a) ."WbrkrtO.develop the cooperative efforts
of universities and colleges, cultpral
institutions ancrbusinesses and labor

organizations 'with the Boston schools,...

attempt toidentify and.resolve-prob-
lems by mediation and conciliation,..
act with awareness of the needs of non-
English speaking groups and communities
in the city,..bring unresolved prob-

lems to the attention of'the parties,
the Court 'or other apftopriate,per-'
sons,...cammunicate or publicize its

views and recommendations to. the

public, the partjies Ahd the Court. The
CCC will not co-manage or make policy

b)

"Court's prime agent in monitoring
and nurturing desegregation by
coordinating and supervising
other monitoring bodies,...obtain,
synthesize, and _disseminate...
accurate information pertinent to
implementation of the101ourt's
desegregation plan."

Scope was restricted to monitoring of
citywide issues (e.g., vocational
education, municipal ft82nCes) and
to working with CDACA

"Newpmphasis on public information
function of providing accurate and
adequate information...with respect*103
to the plan and its implementation."

Also focus on-citywide community liaison
and district council kipison-- e.g.
facilitate involvement of all -

co
no,

Vla

community organizations'in deseg-
regation process, and oversee CDACs

110
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(responsibilities
continued)

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP:

1 I. 1:
STAFF:

.44

for the Boston Public Schools. Neither

will it assunie'4e responsibility of

the Boston School Committee and the

Superintendent and other defendants
, 1 04

to carry out the Court's orders."

a) Hold public meetings, Condu-ct hearings,

make written reports, inspect school

facilities
Parties. shall cooperate and provide

reasonable access to information

4

.r

a) Chairperson (Arthur Gartland)

Executive Committee (10)

Subcommittees
Public Information (4)
Community Liaison (5)

CDAC Liaison (4)
Education (8)
School Liaison (7)
Public Safety & Transportation (5)

a) telected and appointed by aidge

"White, black, Hispanic and Asian

ethnic groups, parents,..persons
from educational, business, labor

civic, religious and community

organizations" 107
Two members from CPAC, two members

from RESC .

a) Executive. Director (Rev. Michael Groden)

Deputy Director '

Administrative Assaisiant

Court Liaison
Monitoring Coordinator
CDACs CoordiAatoi

,

C

Oa,

b) Supervise and coordinate CDACs,

especially their monitoring
Hold elections of REPC members to

CDAC- and CPAC.

Oversee staff of CPAC to ensure

its desegregat,ion, strengthen

CDACt generally lclp

Rest same as before

1 'b) Chairperson (Dr. Robert Wood)

Subcommittees:
Community Liaison (3)
Distridt Councils Liaiton(3)

b) 15 members, appointed by judge, by

same criteria
Student participation eliminated

flumber of parents reduced; designation

of special parent representatives

from: each CDAC

b) Executive Director (James Breeden))

Associate Director (liaison with 1 IA
school department and court)

Associate Director (for monitoring)

Clerical Staff (4)



(Table 9 continued)
3.

(stff continued)

FUNDING:

MEETINGg.4.

ti

e

Public Information Coordinator
PubliC Safety,& Transportation

Coordinator .

Communit9 Relations Coordinator
Bi-lingual. Program,Coordinator
Clerical Staff (2.if

a) $280;000 (?); paid by defendants

At least once a month; subcommittees
twice a month

Agenda publicized; meetings open
Meet with school committee and

superintendent at least once a
month

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Monthly reports to the court and
parties

All reports public
t-

,

OUTPUTS:

113

a) Annual Repprt, 1975-1976 110

Public forums ,in all 9 districts

Analyses of proposed staff reductions
"Accurate flow of information to Of

court on countless subjects." '11

4,

b) $100,000 in 1976-77 Wool year;
paid by defendants

$270,000 in 1977-78 school year;
paid by defendants 109

Eliminate provision on frequency
Met bi-monthly

Quarterly reports to court

kb) "Quality Education," Report,
March 1977 112

_Final Aeport,' August 197.8.113

114

*go

r



,(Table 9 0inued)

ESTABLISHED:

CITYWIDE PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

October 4, 1974 .

e

TERM: Open-ended

SPONSOR: Federal District Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Disttict of MaSsachu'setts

SPONSORS CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL: '

Social

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO "To coordinate activities and disseminate information among school REPCs"
119

MONITORING BODY: "[To be'] the body exclusively composed of parents concerned with resolution

of racial problems, within the schools" 140. ,

4
"Promotion of racial harmony gut resolution of racial problems within the

schools" 121
e

RESPONSIBILITIES: Supervise, support and coordinite_local REPCs
Work closely with community liaison sOcommittet of CCC

e' Monitor citywide aspects of court orders on student discipline

Screen applicants for administrative jobs
Disseminate information to RUCs-
Liaison with ter community groups

/-

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

115

L.

V 9

Reasonable access to information from all parties equal to that of CCC and CDACs

Receive information directly
Request meetings with school committee and superintendent 4 times a year

Co-chairpersons (6 each race
Alternate by lot in presiding over meetings

4

v.*

ry



(Table 9 continued)

MEMBERSHIP:

Two Hispanic.and two AsianAmerican parent representatives elected by citywide
caucuses of parents of Hispanic and AsianAmerican students

...-

STAFF: Coordinator of mon- itoring (1978)
s.

Centrally located permanent office and staff with equal number of black and
white employees

FUNDING: Amount unknown, provided by school district; "new budget piOyisions" (as of 1978).
e

MEETINGS: At its discretion

(Superintendent of schools may attend but not vote)

-
Two from each of nine' districts, one black'and one white, elected from REPC members

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Cooperate with REPCs and.sabO- Tpersonnel to produce annual report of progress for
each school, to be consolidated by district and citywide

OUTPUTS: Training workshops, other advice and aid to CDACs, REPCs%

rt

4

4

ti

118
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(Table 9 contks.,.ed)

40

ESTABLISHED:

TERM

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

0

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO'
MONITORING BODY:'

RESPONSIBILITIES:

C
AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

MEM4ERSHIP:

<._

COMMUNITY'D/STRICT ADVISORY COUNCILS,'

BOSTON, .MASSACHUSETTS

June 5, 1975

Open-ended J

A

Federal District Judge W. Arthur Garrity,jastrict-of Massachusetts

Political (ifiterest group model); educatiOnal

"Provide a structure for community par4cipation" 114

Monitor implementation of plan and obtain corrective action at school or at
. .

the level of the district superintendent 115

.14-

. '

'"act as advisory group to district'school department personnel and monitor

implepntatlon of the plan? on the district level". 116
..,

.- -
Monitor at the district level, on subfects such as edsation of students, 'repair

and construction of facilities,,tranaportation and safety, special- educational __

programs, desegregation of students and personnel, involvement of ,other civic

groups 1 7

Reaso4able access to information from the parties
-%

Chairperson elected
A

Members

One council in all nine districts
Maximum of 20 members, including 10 parents, 2 students, "representatives of

teachers, police, school department administration, business, university,

labor or community groups"
SIR j

Parents and students elected by RESCs a RESCs .

Others nominated by CCC,lappointed by court

No more `than half the members may be of 1 race

14%
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111
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111

(Table 9 continued)

STAFF:

FUNDING:

MEETINGS:

REPORTING PR9CEDURES:

OUTPUTS:

12

Secretary .provided by .each school district...1.104

Coordinators and other staff (19J6) vf,

Unknown amount; provided by school district (estimate - about $300,000 ?)

At least once a month

Send reports and bring unresolved matters to CCC

Varied by district; some did systematic monitoring and reports and others concentrated
more on advising schoOls..,

1

ti

122

n;.



(Table 9 continued)

4 ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL :.

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

0 AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP:

1 ZS'
.

0..4%

t .

4

RACIAL-ETHNIC PARENT COUNCILS

BOSTON; MASSACHUSETTS

October 4, 1974

Open-enaed

Federal District Judge W. Arthur Garrity, District of Massaghusetts

Political (grass-roots model); Social

Investigate and recommend on racial problems in schools
Create means of communication and promote understanding and common purpose

among parents, students, teachers, staff H.q.,p that the best available

education may be offered to all children.

"Provide mechanlsms for oncerned parents to address racial problems in their

children's schools"'12i
"Not intended [to] shoulder major responsibility for school safety and racial 1.

harmony,..[should]share common concerns [with]. parents and students of othdi

races [to] understand differences in views that have common roots" 124- .

Authority to visit school during school hours, send out pamphlets, propose

modifications to student activity p'rOgFamtr
Access to school records and information from principal and staff

Co-chairperson elected by members of each racial or ethnic, group
Chairpersons rotate by lot ,in presiding at meetings

Elected annually by all parents of students attending,sehoofir
Elementary schools: three from each racial or ethnicsgrOup
Middle schools: four from each group
High schools: five from each group
Include Oriental.or.HisTic representatives if more than 60 students in siool (1975)

0.- 1:w

0

fj
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(Table 9 continued)

STAFF:

2

FUNDING: Expenses reimbursed by defendants
School department services to be used before outside expenses made
Now budget established by school department - amount unknown

4

Part-time clerical or investigative assistance

MEETINGS: At least once a month; agenda distributed in advance
All but one member of each racial or ethnic group must be present for quorum.
(Give notice to school principal and faculty senate chairperson, who may attend

but not vote)

REPORTING PROCEDURES: To'principal and CPAC

OUTPUTS: Vary by school

125

J
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44. OUTPUTS:
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(Table 9 coo

ESTABLISHED:

TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S'CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTflORITITY:

STRUCTURE:

MEMBERgi:IP:,

STAFF:

FUND da. v.

TINGS:

RACIAL-ETHNIC STUDENT COUNCILS

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

October 4, 1974

October, 1974 - August 1976

Federal District Judge W. Arthur. Garrity, District of Massachusetts

Social

To deal with racial tensions and problems at the individual school level

"Share common concerns of...students of other races,[to] understand differenc

in views that have racial roots." 125

See REPCs.

No access to school records

See REPCs

Elected annually by all students attending schools--"

Middle schools: four from each racial-or ethnic group

High schools: five from each group

Unknown

Unknown; probably none

See REPCs

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Sent to principal
.

Unknown

12&



Resources of the CCC

Funding: The CCC, described by Judge Garrity in 1976 as "the Court's principal

t

monitoring agent," had.1975 and 1976 budgetof $220,000 and $100,000 respectively,

provided by the school district. The budget was to cover salaries and other

expenses of the CCC, subject to the approval of Judge Garrity. I had sufficient

financial resources and autonomy to accomplish its task.

Communications with School District: Relations between the schools and

the CCC were initially hostile. Districi personnel refused to cooperate with

the CCC at all in the beginning. In August 1975, it went to Judge Garrity

seeking an order to require the district to release information to it. Al.

though the president of the teachers union was a member of the CCC during its

first stormy yearn, most teachers saw the CCC as the enemy.

The ExecUtive Committee of the CCC met monthly with the School Committee

and the Superintendent, according to one former, member of the Executive Committee.

The frequency and mandatory nature of those meetings was changed when the

Council was reorganized.

After the CCC was reorganized, relations improved and the schools provided

information more fully and,willingly.

. tions with and'Support From the-Community: There'was apparently

little effective communication between the CCC and the community. The CCC

passed on complaints rather unsystematically during its first year.

It was set up to include members of all active and interested groups in Boston,

so that memberS could act as spokespersons for their group to the CCC, and

vice versa. In this way, its sponsor hoped, communications would flow freely

e0

to and from a wide spectrum of the community. This communication flow did

apparently occur, but CCC members had such a wide range of views on desegregation

that they T.ommunicated little Among themselves. Thus the information
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that came out Of.the CCC was less than)pptimally useful.

that came into the committee was not well used. c.

and the information.

When the-CCC was restructured and given entirely new member's in its

second year, communications within the committee improved, but links with*

outside groups declined. Its new members generally did not reside in Boston,

or have close links with many Boston organizations.

In the community in general, there was little support forthe CCC among

40-
blacks, and even lesS among whites. Many blacks and other desegregation pro-

ponents mistrusted the CCC, because they perceived its members to he wealthy,

WASP, liberal suburbanites who did not truly understand or care about Boston,

schools. Many whites opposed desegregation, which they perceived the CCC as

supporting; most whites who were active in school affairs belonged to or

4

looked to the Home and School Association (NSA) for information about schools

and desegregation; and Boston histerically has. ean-asystem in which a high pro-

portion of parents -- both white and black -- are simply yninvolved

with the schools Finally, Hispanic and

Asian parents apparently offered the least support of all ethnic groups

perhaps may-because the language barrier was often.great.

-Tew business, civic, or religious leaders gave any worthwhile support to

desegregation or to the CCC.' With the exception of CCC members and perhaps

a few others, "until recently the city's social and religious leaders have

skirted the race issue,"
1 26
or even supported the anti-busers. Several respon-

dents identified the vacuumWof leadership among- sthe religiou and political-

leadership as the source of many of Boston's, -and the CCC's,. difficulties. .Some

A

businesses, universities, and cultural institutions have paired theNelves (or been

*siv.
paired by Judge Garrity) with Schools in order to enrich students' programs and

offer.tairli greater access to jobs and education. Although this activity indicates at
,

least: acCeptan%wof desegregati n,.it had little effect on the CCC.

21

1.



Media Coverage:

-100-

The CCC failed to use the mega effectively. It received

considerable attention when it begag,_but it did not

rasa

and in the public eye. It only scheduled one pr ss

keep i Sell in the papers

conference, for example,

and that one at the same time as a major speech by an important political

1-

figure. One reporter appeared.

Support Of Governments: Local governments, plticularly the City Council,

opposed desegregation and anything_ that had to do with it,suclias the CCC-

Mt. 4

hough the Mayor did not take a stand against desegregation he did nothing

--....jrt

o unite the city in support of it, and there is no indication that he gave
or--

the CCC any aid at all.

The state's Racial Imbalance Law precipitated_ much of the desegregation

activity in Boston; state officials wrote the first plan to be implemented, and

Judge Garrity named the State Department of Education as a defendant in the case.

Nevertheless, w have no evidence of eitIter supper'-for or opposition to the

£CC from state dfficials.

The Federal government, in the form of the CRS, was very influential in

the formation of the CCC and other-monitoring groups. CRS Regional Diradtor
, .

Marty Walsh had a major role in presenting the idea to Judge Garrity,

the structure of the first CCC, and choosing its members.
. NI %

Clear Mandate: The Court's mandate to the -CCC was clear; however, it was

ising

so broad that it left committee members too much room to dispute over, what to

do, and how to do it. Judge Garrity gave np- specific guidelines on how the

CCC was to "foster public awareness of and involvement in the process of
01,

implementation," or-how and what it was'to monitor. He established no organi-

,

zational structure for the CCC, aside from appointing a Chairperson and sub-
,.

committee chairpersons, 'or did he define_the CCC's relatirship with th#
.

. .

.
schools, the media and the community. Combined with weak leadeFship, great

41%

'diversity among members, and a devisive and -abtional issue, this lack of

131
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speci4iity in the mandate led to great confusion within-the CCC, in the
1

Community, and in the schoo4. ls about hat the CCC's JOE, was.

Commitment Of.Sponsor: Judge Garrity gave the CCC-no redl pOwer oyethe

school district, d specified that it was not to "co- manage or mare pOliy"

for the schools or "assume the responsibility" of the school comthittee or

staff in solving desegregation-related problems. But the judge met with the

group at least once a month during the first year, talked with members and/or

staff almost daily during.the first year, read all A their reports add

communications,and responded to their recommendations.

1 .

Judge. Garrity rarely told the Council what issues or areas to investigate,

and it apparently acted independently of him as moth as poiSible within the

.

constraints of being perceived.in the community asdan extension of the court.
4 4

One former CCC member indicated that Council was: free to ask for any kind_

of outside services it felt it needed but that the group rarely used any.

0 Member Commitment; Serious questions were raised, particularly branti-
.

busers, about the commitment of some CCC members to the Court's mandate. They

alleged that the Council members were more interested in gaining political power

4

for themselves or some group they represented thin in monitoring desegregation

implementation. the other hand, the inclusion in the first ecc of abgvents,

of deiigregation, or at least of-mandatory transportation, suggests that many

members were not fully committed to effective implementation of the court order

regardless Of their political ambitions.

ti

In the smaller, more homogeneous CCC of the second and third years, member

commitment to the CCC Mandate was more uniform. FoWever, several former members

reported that they began to perceive the CCC as ineffective, so their personal

commitment declined.

Effective Monitoring Body, Leadership;. Respondents concur in describing.

the chair of 'the first CtC ad a very personable man but weak. leader. He was

unable to pull the disparate- elements of the Council, together and stop them



0.
for fosters good school-community contacts. However, some district and

,,local councils have friendly, helpful, and open relationships with their

w

a

-102-

from "retrying the case." Re was unable to create a.positive public. image or to

create and maintain an agenda. He did retain all CCC members' respect and

'affection, which may have been a-major accomplishment under the circumstances.

The second CCC continued to have too many "rap sessions," and.to reformulate

its agenda over and over. It waslhowever, Ied more effectively and accomplished

more tasks. Until the fall of 1980; its chairman, Robert flood, Was superintendent

of schools, and its executive director, James Breedon, directed theOffice of

,

Planning and Policy. D. yood was dismissed by the BSC in a budget dispute.

CCC members did not receive training- in monitoring or in the provisions of

th, court orders and desegregation plan, despite their monitoring and public

education mandates.

Resources of CPAC, CDACs, REPCs, and RESCs

Finding: 'The remaining three monitoring bodies (the CCC has been formally

y/
r

disbanded, and the RESCs are skeletal ailmost) have had, up to now, no funding ar-

staff shortages. They have a joint budget of over $600,000, part-time staffers

AO
A,

.

in each school, and full-time staffers at district and citywide levels.

CbmmugicationS with School District:. Relations with the schools are just

as difficult as relations betweh the district and tht CCC were. One,former

CCC member de'scribed the CDAC - school district relationship as adversarial

1'

althou Judge Garrity had envisioned the CDACs

n

1
particularly as entities

. particular schools.

Two recent incidents may indicate changes ahead for school - monitoring

body relations. In the first, one of the nine CDACs attempted to monitor
a.

the "educational climate" of several schools, using monitoring forms and

styles of behavior that the schools found unacceptably threatening. The

4

controversy reacherJudgeGarrity,
yho ordered the two sides toreack a foimal

d 1
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agreement. They have done so, with privileges and safeguards at least minimally

'ft

acceptable to both sides. Respondents hope that when the anger on both sides

dies down, this incident will have created the foundation for a solid working

relationship.
9

In the second incident, CPAC and the MACS . for the first time joined the

teachers union and HSA against the school administration in a dispute over

'a school closings and facilities planning.- The details are extraordinarily

complicated, and participants disagree about'howmuch the monitoring bodies

and school bodies were mutually supportive, but-everyone sees' this action as

a radical departure from formerly adversarial relatione.

Communications with and Support From the Community: The REPCs, CDACs,

and CPAC have had a difficult time attracting patents and communicating with
ty.

C.1

the community. Less than 5% (some claim less than 1%) of Boston parents are

rePresented on thecouncile, and only a handful of parents vote for their

school representatives. Hispanics and Asians have an even lower participation

)-3 IN.

. ,.rate. For example., iniiAthe October 1975 elections for the REPCs, "letters 4110

eo'd

announcing the election.were sent to "0,000 parents, tbut] less than 3,000

127
parents turned out to vote. 0 ly 1,326 of the 2,000 council seats \rwere filled."

Supporters and opponents gener ly concur that building a constitu41ncy is the

most important task of the REPCs and CDACs.

I

There are,sevezal reasons for apposition or indifference. Firs , these.

bodies are intimately connected with a desegregation ord r that manlwfiltes

and some lacks vehemently oppose. etond, the groups o posed to deseg-

.

regation(ROAR, Restore Our AlienallpiRights, in particular ) and sometimes

the HSA had a headstart in organizing the wtite-community against busing

1

and against "radical" parents groups. Third,one-white arent explained the lea( of

i

support as fear Of traveling into areas that were "in t territbry" of

the other race. This parent also felt that parents are pathetic, whether.
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because they truly cid nAcare, or have learned that the school system does

not respond to demands for change except under extraordinary pressure. ai

Fourth, Epme respondents claim that minority parents have a very difficult

time dealing with white parents who ofeen participate on the councils so

that they can minimize the negative effects of desegregation ontheir children.

As one person put it, "what black mother wants to stay in a group where the

other mothers are talking about all the bad things that have happened to their

children because of desegregation?" 'Finally, the groups now have a reputation

as being full of "rabble-rousers" "craziesq" or people seeking personal power

or revenge.

A new development may cause changes in this situation Over the next few

years. In several REPCs, and.one CDAC in particular, opponents of busing are

beginning to try to place their supporters on the councils.- If this trend

continues, it would increase community support, but decrease the desegregative

thrust of the councils.

Media Coverage: ',The CDACs- aAd CPAC never captured the attention of

the press to the extent that the, anti-busing groups were able to, although

they were effective in using the media in some individual instances.

Government Support: Local, state, and federal governmpts relate to the

lower tiers of the monitoring structure a they did to theCCC. Local and

state governmedts mostly ignore them, but the federal government's CRS has

been involved in formulating and ,organizing these groups. .

Clear Mandate: Judge arrity intended that the parent groups

deal primarily with racial-ethnic conflicts and problems okills5$egation

implementation. He devised them to be a counter.to,the HSA and a location

where different races would be induced to deal with each other,notto be actual

monitors. However, his mandate was very general, and they,. like the CCC, have

floundered, wondering what they are supposed, to do and how the diffe ent group

are to rate to each ogler.

135
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'The proper relationships among t ee remaining tiers is espe cially murky..

ir \----,
.> ,.......,

The judge apparently intended CPACto oversee the REPCs, and the CCC to over- a.

see the CDACs. However, when the q was disbanded, CPAC took over many of

its responsibilftCCCies, especially fur monlbe.riumeAnd has'tried to take per

...

its oversight role over the CDACs. Most
..

CDACs resist, however, and there
. .

. ..- .

are tremendous internecine battles among the t*.ers-overtool of budget,

staff direction, monitoring, and agenda-7setting. All of this biiieau-
,

t --;e/f
!,

-____.
.

cratic in-fighting could perhaps have been avoided had each group been given

,
,

a clearer mandate; and had the relationships among them been specified from
.c

the start.

Commitment of Sponsor: Judge gkrrity required each school to have an

REPC and each district 0 have'a CDAC; that in itself has provided At leas\

theforum for more community leverage over the schools than extsted previously.

He gave the councils no specific powers, although some have becometextiemely

influential. in hiring and transferring staff and in certain other school

, .

polcies The groups are autonomous in deciding what theywill do anokhow

they will do it, except to the degree that CPAC controls ghee CDACS, and the

CDACs control the REPCs. Judge Gairity has kat much le s c ntaat with the

411"'

REPCs, CDACs and CPAC than he had with the CCC, gain with some'exceptions.

Member Commitment:- Some members, at least acc ding to observers, are

using the parents' councils as stepping stones to g eater political offices,

forums for attacks on school personnel against who they hold personal grldges;
g.

settings to work out their own psychological problems or, simply ways to earn

noney is partor full -time staffers.' On the other ha nd, many. members whom

we spoke with or heard about hive remailed dedicated,under almost insuperable

odds,to desegregation and improving the education for,theif children.. r

is no doubt about member commitment; it is not clear that all setbers are

committed to the same goals.

136 O
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Finally, given the unclear mandate, variations in types of members,.

motivations,,el and particular'local conditions, individual REPCs and CDACS

uave adoptid very different styles of operating and subjects for iqvestigation.

Effective Leadership: Wecannot draw feneal conclusions about leadership,

because each tier, district, and school has a different experience. We can

0

note that no one has been able to-get conttol over the inter-council competition,

and few have been able to attract a substantial constituency.

Strategies

. The CCC tried, not very effectively, to do systemwide monitoring. During

its second phase.,, elaborate monitoring forms were drawn up, and the first

1
round of investigations was completed, analyzed, and publicly presented.

28
How-

,

ever, relations between the CCC and the CDACs (who were to oversee the actual

monitoring), and between both groups and the schools were sufficiently3 strained

that no-further system-wide monitoring took place. When the CCC was disbanded,'

the tbnitoring function was passed on to CPAC. At Present, the degree of

systematic monitorinevaties by district. Some of the nine CDACe and their
I

SEPCs do a considerable amount of monitoring; others do not.' The

C

as been

some 'move to change from a-focus on questions allegal complianee--- "bean

counting" :- to more qualitative questions of educational quality and climate.

C. -

The CC.0 did not perform its other main function, community education, very
s-

eifeatively mainly because,of internal problems. It did, not develop much soOhis-

ticatinn 'about using the'medie, nor did it hold enough public forums or produce ma:
.

terials for distribution within the commodity to have any noticeable effect.

The first CCC did perform one function that perhaps was all it Could do,

given the racial climate in Boston in the early 1970ts. It did get members

of involved groups into the same roam,'talking with one,another. They expended

most of their energy in arguments, - but perhaps the'simple symbolic

.
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effect of the existence of a monitoring body was all that could reasonably

be expected that year.

The parents' councils have chosen to combine mo Itoring with. more direct

advocacy of change. They seek to participate n school decisions as, well as

to convey information to the schools and to the community about actions taken

0

by the-school system. Thus their relations with the schOol system have been,

and continue to be, very tense. Many school personnel, even those

sympathetic to their efforts, describe them as too powerful anditao disruptive.

They lackrthe professional expertise and perhaps the style of behavior that

would give them credibility withsthe school system. Their members are also

so angry at past injustices and concerned about their own children,

that they are Often unwilling to participate in slow and deliberate negotiation.

One result*of this behavior is a serious "burn-outq-poblem, both among school

staff and parents. Parent councils are now 'choosing to focus more and more

on improving educational quality instead of moniraring_implementation of

racial balance strategies. Quality of education is part of the desegregation pl.

so the new focus does hot imply abandonment of`the Original mandate.
Outcomes

Even with its limits, the CCC had some positive effects. It did gather

some information and convey it to the judge and as one respondent put it, it

"changed the judge's impression of some things. If the CCC agreed on one

thing he generally went along. ". It also "made"therpublic more. aware of what

WAS going on intthe school buildings, got media attention to some'positivt

things that were ha0Pening,in the schoolS', improved public information, and

.issued reports which to some way 'made the jUdge's job easier" by confirming

robiems in the school system. Some saw it as the "only credible source" of data.
,

7-7
^

-The main outcome of the parents councils is to increase participation in

the schools, and to open up what had been an extremeli'closed and inward-

looking gystem. Schools which only a few years agogwere literally locked up

Wyk

Ase
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preventto prevent outsiders from oming in are now forced to deal' with people who

are not fellow educators,who have, different cultural backgrounds, and who

perhaps are making more debands for their children than the schools are used

to. In some REPCs parents are significantly involved in hiring teachers

O S.

and staffs; in some REPCs people of different racial or ethnic backgrounds

are learning to work with each other. There is no obvious improvement in .

40r
educational achievements resulting from the parent councils' increased

emphaSis on education, but that can hardly he described as a failure on the

part of the councils. There is, however, a clear sense among participants,

and among opponents, that the parent councils have created a base of

operation for formerly powerless blue-collar and/or minority citizens; how

much they can expand participation and contributeto improving the schools*is '

.still not clear. 129

F. Office of School Monitoring and Community Relations in Cleveland, Ohio

Litigation began on December 12, 1973 with the suit by a black student

against state and Cleveland school officials. On August'31, 1973, Judge

Frank J.,Battisti y the Northern District of Oh/O, Eastern. Division found

in Reed v. Rhodes
130

the defendants guilty of "a deliberate and conscious

desire tb-create or perpetuate a segregated condition." Since then, the

, defendants have fought in various ways to have Judge Battisti's orders vacated.

.

They obtained a stay to halt desegregation planning, obtained a Sixth Circuit

ruling which or ered Judge Battisti to review the liability finding in light
.

of the D...yton school case, and so on. The case is still beinglitigated.._ In

ir,
.

an order issued July 25; 1980,, the Judge found the school defendants :n civil

.

,contempt, and placed the schools in partial,receiveship.' Donald Waldrip

was,named desegregation administrator in the fall of.1980, He find hen supetf-

intendant of schools in-Cincingati from' 1972 to 1976, befke forming a

.Consulting,firm on desegregation.
132,

'1 33
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Despite the legal battles, desegregation began in September 1979, when.
-

Phase I desegregated 22,00Q students in 33'schools in three clusters. Phase (I

began in February 1980, and desegregated all junior high schools. Phase III
16

33
began in the fall of 1980, and desegregated the remaining four clusters. There

were no incidents of violence at the beginning of the first and second

phases; altho ugh there were transportationfoul-ups and other start-up

problems.

Desegregation has been, severely affected by the schools' and city's

severe financial problems. Judge.Battisti'did a careful ttudy of.the financial

crisis, and satisfied himself that desegregation was lot causing any additional

fiscal difficulties for the schools. Re also looked at the financial crisis

in order to satisfy himself that the fiscal difficulties had not been created

or complicated by the school systees attempts to avoid desegregation.

Opposition to desegregation is strong and continuing, for several reasons.

-First, Cleveland is similai to Boston in that a large proportion of its
0

residents live in close, inward-lookinglrhite ethnic neighborhoods. Second,

pedple are deeply discouraged by the fiscalproblems, teacher strikes, low

achievement scores, physical plant decrepitude--9ageneral education disaster" --

that they have no heart for an apparently expensive and disruptive program.

Third,the school administrators are locked,,in a battle with Judge Rattisti,

so that if they ever were operating in good_ fifth. to desegregate they are

not doing so now. As one!otserver put it, f"the whole desegregation proCess

has degenerated.to a vicious personality dispute and a challenge to the

judicial powers of U.S. District JudgeFrank J. Batristi."13hnally, few

community leaders have demonstrated strong p ublic support for desegregation,

rr

but the anti...busing group Citiz.ins.Opposed=to Rearranging Kids (CORK) has

been highly vocal and,active.

140
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The schools may be entering a new phase of problems in 1981. Just seven weekli

into. its new budget year, in February, the school system projects a $46 million.

deficit 'by the end oS 1981. Its budget allocation is $205 million for the year.

4 Dr. Waldrip is simultaneously urging Judge Battisti to place the system under a

full.Federal receivership. He fears that cuts in staff and other expenses to

balance will have disproportionately severe effects on the desegre.,

Z--

,

gaEion process. For example, most curriculum improvements have'come as a result-

of the court orders; if curricultm expenditures/are cut, black schools and

students will lose what they have gdined recently, according to Waldrip.
136

In 1977, Cleveland had 119;500 studeas, of whom 58% were black and 3%
a

were Hispanic. In 1972, there were 145,200 students, with the same percentage

of blacks and 2% Hispanics. Two thirds of the system's students come from

families with incomes below official poverty. levels. -

136a'

The court established the Office. of School Monitoring and Community

Relations do May 4, 1978.137 It is described in.-Table 10.
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TABLE 10

OFFICE OF SCHOOL MONITORING*AND COQ ITY RELATIONS

CLEVELAND, OHIO
. '

a .0
ESTABLISHED: May 5, 1978

TERM: July 1, 1978,Julle-20, 1981 or "as long as the Court retains jurisdiction over
this caSe."- 0 .1*

SPONSOR: Chief Judge Frank J. Battisti, Northein District of Ohio, Eastern Division

SPONSOR'S CIVIL .Statutory.: Educational 4v

RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO "To observe, assess, and report on the progress of desegregation cof""the Cleveland
MONITORING BODY: Public Schools and to foster public awareness and understanding of the desegregation

styprocess." 70, I
AdvisoryGammtason: "To provide the OSMCR with a community based source of constructive

views od*commurilty needs related to school desegregation, on the activities and plans
of OSMCR...and 'on the range and effectiveness of programs undertaken by the OSMCR."

RESfPONSIBILITIES: OSMCR:
Gather and convey reliable information to Court to indicate whether remedies are

effectively implemented and/or need revision
Act as official source of accurate and easily accessible information for public

Advisory Coma/fission:

Review OSMCR reports before filed with Court
Conduct public meetings t rec e and convey information to community
Advise OSMCR generally

'AUTHORITY: Request information from school officials
Visit or place personnel fie schools

` .

o



(Table 10 continued)

-STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP: te

STAFF:

FUNDING:

MEETINGS:.

.14.4

L

Directoi'appointed by Court (Dr. Leonard Stevens)
\Deputy Directors (4), heading
pivisionsi

Legal Affairs and Community Relations
School Services Review
Educatiohal Opportunities Review
ministration and Training

Press Secretary
Volunteer School Monitors

Advisory Commission Chairperson appointed by Court (Daniel Elliott, Jr.)
400

Vice Chairperson (Christine Randles)
Panels:
Legal Affairs and Commudity Reli ns
School Services Review

t4.Educational Opportunities Review'
AdminLstration and Training
School Finance

21 member Advisory Commission, of
business, labor, community, and
the public at large

Appointed by Court for indefinite
Voluntary; racially diverse

"respected persons in the community" including
education leaders, professionals, members of

terms

Director: full-time, salarie4,appointed by Court . 0

Four Deputy Directors: full-fimp, salaried professionals appointed by director
and approved by Court. Each heads a division, and reports to the director.

Administrative technical, secretarial, clerical staff "as necessarylr.about 15

George Fund Foundation and ESAA Crants, 5/78 -7/78: spent $44,500
ESAA Grant 7/78 - 8/79: spent $565,000; 0/79 - 7/80: spent $561,400; 7/80 - 6/81:
To extent funds not available from other sources, defendants pay OSMCR expenses

a
OSMCR: full-time activity
Advisory Commission: full commission meets at request of Chair, about once a month

Panels meet "during the interim -about every 2 weeks

$7124900 avail
abl

V
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(Table lOribiltiftued)
4

REPbRTING PROCEDURES:
Formal written reports

submitted to court and public'

Also fact sheets, report summaries, press releases, speeches and interviews by

Director, etc.

OUTPUTS:
onr 20 reports

138

Provide information to
9
and conduct briefings for parents, community groups,

to

schools and media

Organized Student Advisory Panel

1,

,
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Resources

Funding: Because of its ESAA grant, the OSMCR is probably the best funded

of all the monitoring groups we studied. It appears to have no financial
or

difficulties in either level of funding or spending discretion. One observer

pointed out that it has had difficulty inducing the schools to apply for ESAA funds.

Communications with School District: OSMCRIs relationship with the schtlilt

has been, and continueskto be, one of the most antagonistic that we have seen.

OSMCR members refuse to meet with school personnel, respond to their invitations,

or make recommendations to the schools. School personnel' refuse to communicate

with.monitoring group members or even read-their repcirts. School staff complain

that OSMCR requests for information are unreasonable and often miss the point,

but that monitoring staff will not listen to any suggestiOns. OSMCR staffers

complain that the schools try to delay and evade giving out information. All

in all-, the relationship could hardly be characterized as workable. There is

no question that the school administ4tion sees the OSMCR at the enemy.

Information and Support from the Community: As in, most school systems, few

parents strongly support desegregation or the work of OSMCR. Parents lack

understanding of the monitoring comndttee's role, as well as of the desegregation

process in general. Public attendance at Advisory Commission meetings is low.

The Committee has tried to counter this problem by disseminating over 100,000

pieces of printed Information ranging'from brochures and.fact sheets to

detailed reports. It has extensiVt media briefings, and responds to all invi-

tations to speak from community and school groups. It claims that."the parent

information effort iniCleveland is noteworthy,"and that as a result "relativevto

the nation, Cleveland's public probably. is as' well-informed -- or,no less

informed -- than the public in the most enlightened of places." Howevpri

observers comment that the OSMCR does not seek out community comments and

opinions except through its Advisory Commission and student Advisory Panels.,
k o.

They see little support for OSMCR among community organizations except for those

4
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with a member on the Advisory Commission.. Some.pe714, in fact, see the OSMCR

as rather elitist and removed in style and outlook from most Cleveland citizens.

There is dispute about the role of the business co)imunity vis a vis-OSMCR.

One respondent claims that "many" business leaders refused to he on the

Advisory Commission because it required public acceptance ohdesegregation.

Another claims that only two executives declined appointment, but that most

others have avoided the issue and so have not developed the expertise desirable

in Advisory Commission iembell's. Most civic and political leaders remain uninvolved.

Finally, OSMCR is planning perliaps to conduct a parent attitude survey,

which might bring it into clOser contact with the many parents who have not

approached it. -

Media Coverage: One staff member described OSMCR-media relations as

"terrific." The full-time press secretary has worked as a journalist

locally, and she spends a great deal of time interacting wieh the local press.

Editorials are how less opposed, or even favorable, to desegregation; journalistslill

reports about desegregation are more accurate; and More attention is focused on

the schools than ever before. OSMCR reports receive broad coverage -on radio
1

and in newspapers,,and,are often accompanied by an.interview of Dr. Stevens.
416

sum171:7:nvprTimpntg: Lpcal and state governments have not been involVed

with the monitoring committee, although theOpresent Mayor has given it some

support. OSMCR members apparently did have some,contacta with the federal,

4
government through Community Relations Service personnel, and the OSMCR is

federally ,funded.
.,..

Clear'Mandate: Judge Battisti's mandate to the monitoring committee was

... . .

very clear, and staff members clearly 'understand it. If there areany questions,

they. are quickly resolved because of constant and close communications between

the Judge and'theOSMCR director.

T,
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Commitment of Sponsor: /Judge Battisti seemsvery committed to OSMCR.

carefully consulted with Dr. Stevens before setting u.p the committee and choosing

other staffers. He is in very close touch with the) OSMCR, and all actors, in

tke2rocess believe that the judge will, exert his power on the Committee's

behalf when nitaretra. Rumors circulated for months that Dr. 'Stevens

\

C'
r

would be appointed as
receiver of the school system. The rumors proved false,

but their existence indicates the strength of the perception of closenes4

MO

'rbetween fudge and committee.

Member Commitment to Mandate: Advisory
CommissiOn members have been

desoribed as varied in their commitment to the implementation of the plan and

4°./

to their role. Some wish to take a more active rolein implementation and

want the staff to be more activist.
Others do not participate much even in

O

.their current advisory role. Still othas find the role satisfying and valuable.

The Staff; the Director and the four Deputy Direcibrs.are especially committed,

to the OSMCR and their morale is high.. They see
themselvesbas the Staff of

0N

the court and their role as essential to smooth. implementation of desegregatioA.

Both the members of the Advisory Commission and staff members concur indefining

their mandate as only to observe and report, not to make recommendations or help

in the implementation of school_ desegregation.

Effective Leadership: Dr. Stevens is described by all respondentsas

extremely intelligent, powerful, and dedicated,to his job. Re is Seen

as the force behind the unusual structure of the OSMCR, its high level of

1.

funding, its prOfessionalisth and high morale,-its close cOntact,,with 4dge

Battisti-.--and its adversarial
relations with the school system. Reis a strong

4

advocaie ofaintaining an arm's length relationship with school staffers, and

sees any school overtures as attemptstU co -opt rather than co-operate Re cannot

be blamed foT
theatmospheee of armed camps, since the history of.litigation

140

and the whole desegregation process is extremely bitter in Cleveland. . However

o



the very strength of Dr. Stevens' personality and commitment to his role may

inadvertantly exacerbate the hostility between schoold and court.

.Provisionlor,TraincEng of Monitoring Body

givemathree days of training in the legalerequirements of Judge Battisti's

1,

'orders and On how to monitor carefully and objectively. They also receive

iodic retrataitn§.. The OSMCR professional staff are highly trained, and

.

.M-:adelaCrPostziruate degrees. 'They,are generally perceived, probably

correctly, as more highly trained and more capable than their school system

,

j'kcipunterparts.

Strategies

Data f011ection: OSMCR sees itself as an'objective data-gathering agency,

whose job is to act as the judge's staff and monitor his orders. They-make no

recommendations to the judge or the schools, and they will take no part in

planning or'implementift changes. The 05MCR has an extensive set of volunteer'

-.qpnitora w.f.& well-de4eloped monitoring forms and tecfiniques. It also conducts

computer analyses of school system data. It does not solicit complaints from

community memhers, and it focuses more on quantifiable than on qualitative

mea sures of compliance.. It decides what to
:investigate from its own judgement

Advisory Commission-suggestions, and Judge Eattiiti's requests.

-\\Relationsq.riA the School System: As indicated above, rAlations are

terrible. It is'not clear from the outside exactly why this is the case, or

,

whether it is necessary. OSMCR staff regret the atmosphere of armed camps,

but insist that they must resist any overtures from school personnel because

such overtures are merely attempts at cooptatien. If they, participate

planninglemediei or even sit in on school planqing sessions; they b come

implicated in the results and can no longer monitor them. 1-They claim, and

some evidence bears them out,that school administrators are at'best incompetent'



.
and at worst flatly unwilling to desegregate; therefore they must be forced to,

or they must be replaced with administrators who can and will. 'The OSMCR sees

its role in this "game of hard ball" not as participating, but as providing

coaching so that' the "right2k&a,will win.

OSMCR also explains its refusal even to observe schticif planning efforts

as a requirement of its court order to "monitor" the schools, not to

work with them. One staffer claims that "for this office to reach beyond

monitoring and to enter a dErect ' pa/icipating' role would be to bend, if

not violate, a Court Order." This argument mal?,,however, be a bit disingenuous;

other monitoring bodies with similar mandates have been more involved with

the school systems without legal repercussions. Furthermore, Dr. Stevens

was, by report, closely involved with,the formulation of the court order by

which the sees himself as bound.Thus the'order may ,he notonlya directive too

OSMCR, but alsca justificatiO for its preferrA role.,.

School administrators and sympithizers explain the- adversarial relations

differently. They describe OSMCR staffers either as former school personnel
4

with private griidges or as dogooding outsiders who see themselves as superior'

and, refuse to recognize the realities of a poor inner city school system. They

feel threatened, defehsive, and:nverburdened; in one person"s words, "what giVes

them the right to walk in,tell us what's wrong,, and walk out again? We know

what's wrohg, we've known for years, at we need, ishelp,'not a scolding."

We cannot judge which side is "right",in this Controversy. We suspect

that both are somewhat justified, but that the main._ phenomenon now occuring is

two selffulfillIngspiophecies. ThiWa, the schools are now more recalcitrant in

response to OSMCR/s criticisms, whichmakes OSMCR even more critical. Similarly,
.

. . 40 0

OSMCR is more aloof and rightous in response to school 'system failures, tcycomply,

which makes the schBol system even less willing and able to comply. Both sides
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are caught in a trap of.mutually reinforcing negative viewpoints and

behaviors.

Membership Composition: Cleveland is the only school district in hich

the paid full-time staff is intended to/gamiftate the public members. The

staff has the professionals needed' to conduct studies and write reports as the

model statutory monitoring body in Table 1 describes. The Advisory Commission

41111
,a more political group; it is intended both to bring outside interest groups t

into the schools and to give.an official voice to formerly ignorgd parents and

minorities. It is clearly only advisory; it makes suggestions to the staff,

reads and comments do reports, and provides some

expression of community concerns and desires. This organilational structure

seems to wbrk well, giyen that the main monitoring body mandate was statutory.

Outcomes

S

OSMCR provided information to the Court prior to and through implementation.

, t
As one of the few court-ordered,monitoring panels established before desegregation,

. /

was to begin in a district it was able to "give the Court factual information on

desegregation planning and preparations of the School District, and to gather

, .

pee-desegregation data against which post-desegregiiion data can be compared."
141

Judge Battiiti and others have publicly commented on the-great value of having

a base line to Which post- implementation actions can be compared. Although it

is difficult to say exactly whit impact the OSMCR has because,it matiai no specific

recommendations-, it seems clear-that Judge Battisti relies heavily on it both"

for specific information (e.g. about transportation planning, community education,

faculty training) and in forming his general-perspective on the schools. The

special master,Daniel McCarthy, also relied on OSMCR information in his recom-
i..-

mendations. Most importantly, the extensive hearings held in the spring of 1980

and the eventual appointment of the Desegregation Administrator were clearly gli
.1111,

influenced by the steady, stream of impressive and critical OSMCR reports on the
,

.

schools' implementation efforts.

OSMCR has also provided ensive information to(the community and even to
?5,
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school- personnel on the reasons for desegregation and the extent of segregation

which.existed in the Cleveland Public Schools. The schools are nowmore open\

to the community, in the sense that some efforts at accounting for their poliais

and decisions must be made, than they have been in several decades. Reports

from the many new observers are almost always negative, but critical information

may be the first step in improving a dismal situation.' Optimistic respondents

argue that thanks partly to the OSMCR, parents as,well as reporters and

community activists are beginning' to demand policy changes and better education.

programs.

We have already noted the improved accuracy and declining opposition to

desegregation in the Cleveland media, a change which seems'largely attributable

to the OSMCR. Finally, several respondents described specific changes that

vA, 0 stemmed mostly from OSMCR reeorts. They included halting a process of resegrega-

.

tion with classrooms'in desegregated
schools and Taking sure that unused

schoOls were safely secured against illegal entry.
142,

%me

G. Los Angeles Monitoring Committee in Los Angeles, California

Litigation began in the state courts in 1963 (Crawford v. Board of Education).

, 4

After a finding of segregated schools in 1970; the California Supreme Court

ordered the Board to desegregate in 1976143. The first plan'ihat the.Board sub-

-

mined was .tejecteeas Inadequate by the Los Angeles Superior Court in 1976.

Judge Paul Egly then gave qualified-approval to a plan that would affect 65,000

students in grades 4-8 (put of a totalof 578,000 slidents.4, The plan called

for voluntary desegregation
mainly through magnet schools. It also mandated volun-

tary pairs and clustera'smong schools.

After further revisions including ;I
84: mandatory busing, the plan was

implemented"in September 1978 witboutvpny serious problems. gowever there

has been considerable white flight since then and litigation continued. The

school district appealed the mandatory buling of 38,000 students, and the
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NAACP sought) a more stringent mandatory plan to replace the school district's

0078-80'plan. Everyone agreed that that plan was a failure.
144

Judge EglY,handed down his final desegregation °plan on July 7, 1980.145-It

divided the hUge Los Angeles school district into 11 subdistActs, according to

geography, racial and ethnic balance, size, and feelings of "community." Extensive

computer simulatiOns by Special Monitors Edward Hamilton and Francine Rabinovitz

were to determine the amount of desegregation possible within each subdistrict.
0

:

The,plan then required that 90% of that maxiMam-possibie desegregation be

imAemented within each subdistrict. The court order had complex form7lae
1

1

(for defining desegregation according to hOw many blacks, whites, and Hispanics

thelsubdistrict-contained. The multi-ethnic definition, however, was later

overturned by the District Court of Appeals and "roah equivalence" was

sub1 stituted for it.

All parties were dissatisfied with the order, and immediately planned appeals.

Akt

ooThe schl district disliked the new "arbitraiy" vbdistrictt, which did not

correspond with its own administrative subdivisions, but it based its'appeal, on

Proposition.I. (Proposition I, approved by California voters in 1979, held that
,

California should not apply stricter criteria for determining if schools were

intentionally segregated than the federal government used. /t was intended to

be, and has'tdrned out to be,an "anti-busing amendment.") The plaintiffs objected

tn,the.fact,.7that most blacks and Hispanics and virtually all poor blacks and

Hispanics, were left in subdittricts that could not be desegregated because they

contained no whitet.
145 The Court order provided for extra funds for these Racially

Isolated Minority Schooli (RIMS) to improve the quality-o education they offer,

but Judge Egly concedes that:they will*remain segregated. As his defenders put

t, " There simply aren't enough whites to go around."

Los Angelenos were not pleased with the mandate to desegregate in most cases, 410

""a

butthere were few eruptionsof anger. Bustop, the main organization opposing

busing, worked to "keep the crazies Out of public sight," And tried to channel
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opposition through school boarTelections ( its main lawyer is a member of the

board), Congressional
politics (Bobbi Fiedler, the main Anti-busing spo4.sperson

on the schoolhoard,was elected to the House of Representatives in November

4

1980), and litigation. .

On December 19, 1980, the Court of-Appeals for the SeCond District is state

court) ruled that Proposition I was con,S5tutional, and that mandatory busing'

for desegregation purposes was not required in the Los Angeles city schools.

'Their decision was not to take effect'until the second semester, in February 1981.

They ruled that itad notibeen proved tHat the school district had taken deli

berate actions in the past to segregate the schools. The school board characterized

4the ruling as a-"complete victory" for the,district; the ACLU was "disappointed

but not surprised," and promised tq appeal to the state Supreie Court and

federal courts if necessary.

_Los Angeles has been describe' as 'byby=far the most complexAmerican city

to face school desegregation.
0147

A

Its demographics "are bouncing all over the

4 ti

place," as one respondent put ft., In 1979, there were over 500,000 students,

including 27% whitts, 23% blacks, 39% Hispanics, and 8% Asians.
148

It is

_
the largest district that has ever been ordered to desegregate. Approximately'

ti

72,000 Anglo. students left the public school system between:1175 and 1919.11a1though

not all of these families were Teeing
de4gregation.149 The Hispanic population,

iricluilrg undocumented aliens, is growing
tremendously; one respondent described

a school that went from- 4% to 90% Hispanic in four years. The area-is geo-

graphically huge, crosses -i mountain range, does not include small areas.within its

boundaries, and has a long narrow "tail" physically separated from the rest of

the district. It contains rural canyons and farms, nouveau riche-suburbs,

and Watts. It is the fourth largest local government in the United States

(after New York City, New York City School diktrict, and the County of Los Angeles,
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All of these factors immensely complicate the desegregation task.

The July 1980 court order also provided for two special monitors to over-

',

see implementation. This addition will certainly change the role of the

existing monitoring body although no one is quite sure how at this point. The

original monitoring committee and the new Special monitors are described in

Table 11; the former is in column (a) and th1 latter in column (b).

I

N

A

o



ESTABLISHED

TERM:

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING, BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

41

15 8
,
a

a) May 3, 1978

a) Indefinite

TABLE'll

LOS ANGELES MONITORING COMMITTEE

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

b) July 1980, Final Order

b) Throughout planning and implementation
stages of Final Order

Superior Court Judge Paul Egly,
Superior Court of State of California, Los Angeles County

Statutory; Educational (equal opportunities model)

ti

.a) "To aid the court-a?pointed referee" b) To aid court- in gathering information,

-(Monroe Price) by "taking all be the 'eyes and ears' of the court J

nwssary steps to observe and 4

report the district's deseg-
regation activities" 150

a) Receive public acceptance and input b)

by keeping public inforied about
activities ,

Recruit,rrain, definb responsi-
bilities of school.lsite
observers

Evaluate data gathered by monitors

4

t

9

Observe planning, budgeting, administrative
activities undertaken in preparation for
implementation

Interpret court's orders to parties ,

Receive data from school district necessary
to fulfill their responsibility

Report to court on progress of implementation'
and on proposed changes to plan, andimake
recommendations to court on these chaliges

Erepare independent reports to court

159
o



(Table'il continued)

Receive data from schools
Access to schools

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE,:.

MEMBERSUIP:

.16

a) Chairperson (now Mil cent Cox;

Roger Noll until Si:mg., 1979)

Vice Chairperson (Truili-Ratter)

Subcommittees:
, Voluntary Integration Plans &

League Assignments
Magnet ,Schools and Centers
Currently Integrated Schools,

Perm is and Transportation
Racially Isolated Schools,
Budget and Evaluation
Staff DeVeloppent and ,Personnel

Management
Specially Financed Programs
Public I1Ssormation and Community

Relations
First 4 subcommittees coordinated by

Vice Chairperson
Last-4 subcommittees cogrdinated by

Chairperson

b

b) To recommend' delay of school district

actions until court can review them

To convene meeting of named district

u personnel
Possibly to set budget, hire staff, and,

determine focus of Monitoring Committee

U) Special Monitors - Edward Hamilton and

Francine Rabinovitz
Monitoring committee as-it previously

efisted will .continue but will report

drrectly to special monitors

a) 12 members: -

Volunteers, appointed by Court
Broadly representative of Los Angeles cOipmunity

IMpartial.in regard to the issue of deseg-

cregation 4 ,

Xepresintation of 4 ethnic groups
(Whites, blacks, Hispanics, 'and Asignis)

.1

t

,? 16
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(Table 11 continued) rf

STAFF:

FUNDING:

MEETINGS:

Executive Director (now Thomas Woods;

Hdlene Smookler until 1979)
Deputy Directors originally, now 3)
AdministrativelAssistants (1 originally,'

now 2)
Clerical Staff (2)

/
b) Wtll use staff of their private consulting

firm, Hamilton-Rabinovitz, Inc. (including
Helene Smookler) //

:*

to"

a) Federal grant
trated through office of Super-

intendent
About $150,000 per year

to be adminis-

a) Office in Pall of Records
''khird Tuesday of eaeh month
Meetings are open to public

REPORTING PROCEDURES: a) Written reports

OUTPUTS:

162

a) 15 reports submitted to the Court,-
parties.and the Refereell(note:
Referode no longer on Court Staff
after July 7, 1980)

b) Comprehensive budget compiled to be paid
by District., Budget to cover reasonable
fees for speciamonitors plus necessary
costs and expenses.of special monitors
and monitoring committee.

b) Independent reports and proposal to be

made to court

''163
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/.

Funding: The Monitoring Committee has apparently had no problems either

obtaining enough funds or obtainingdicretion to spend them as they saw fit.
,

Some members are concerned that the new special monitors will take controlover

L4

the amount and allocation of the Committee budget, and that the Committee will

thereby lose its prized autonomy.

% ! 0'9 ' e. ". .

Communications With School District:. There have besnsome conflicts

.
.

between the Committee and.the school district but the Committee has generally

gotten the data it requested and access to diStrict facilities and information.

Some district personnel even describe the Committee as helpful. Committee

members claim that they have considerable support among teachers and some

local superintendents. They prize these contacts highly and keep them confidential.

Communications with the Community: There has hot ban a great dealof

communication between, the Committee and the Los Angeles community, to the great;

-dismay of some members. Some members have close ties to community groups, but

most black and Hispanic members are elites;not grass-roots representatives.

In addition, we received suggestions that community residents, and alew Committee

members -- minority and white --felt awed by the Committee professionals.) These

.

-professionals, in turn, did not believe that their main mandate, orpir main

...' -

.skills, lay inthe area of CoMMUnity relations. Both, the special monitors and
it

some Committee members plan to strengthen Committele ties to the 'community in
.,

the next several, years. The Committee4will probably appoint more grass -roots

activists and-fewer professionals.' Its members wiZ1 spend more time observing

.schools and rec414ng Parent comments end complaints and less time analyzing

school district dat 4

4
The busine3s co alio not been veKy.supportive. Several__

business and civic leader9 refu e e Judge Egly's request to participate onwethe

e

Committee, ipparently because the desegregatiOn issue is too controversial.'
4(

-164
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Religious and social organizations also have not been very involved with the

Committee except through their members who are also Committee members. some

of these groups have, however, worked for.the peaceful implementation of

desegregation.

Media Coverage: Most respondents believed that the Monitoring Committee

-had a positive relationship with the media and that the media were kept well-
.

informed of Committee activities by its staff. Los Angeles has excellent

education reporters': at least in the print media if not in the eleetronic media.
4 . .. , . e. . %

Government Support: Local, state, and federal governments had little

involvement with thesCommittee, but there was a lot of infbrmal interaction

at all levels. CRS held training sessions-for-the volunteer memberi when the

Committee was established. Some remember it as helpful: others saw it as

not p articularly effective and even slightly counterproductive.

Clear Mandate: Most respondents, both on and off the Committee, felt that

Judge Egly did not gtve
00

the Committee a clear mandate, and that this lack

.

caused problems for everyone.I Coppirtee members disputed fiercely
.

among

.

themselves about their proper role; school personnel disputed some Committee

bclaims of their rights in the school system; and the judge himself has been

displeased with some directions the Committee has taken. Issues raised by many
vs, ft

include:I)Should the CommitteeSconduct systemic, aggregate data analyses or

.do intensive, qualitatiVe studies of particular schools and issues? 2) Does

4

t4e Cdmmittee have the right to evaluate the merits of the desegregation'

plaalitself, or should it only monitor its .implementation? 3) Should it make.

strong recommendations and give strong evaluative comments, or should it

only report And draw narrow conclusions? 4 How should it determine what to

_investigate, and what to conclude from its'investigations -by consensus among

..all members, or by research candns.of social science? 5) What procedures
4

should it use to hire and dismiss staffers, to add public members,and to

..165
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change-leaders within the Committee? 6) 10,0 should dominate--public members"
- ,

or staff? 7) What subcommittees should it establish, and who should be

on them?. All of these issues deserve careful attentionvno position on any

one of them is clearly right or wrong- -and all of them could have been resolved

mtia-more easily ifthe Committee's mandatelld been clear from the start or

clarified early.

One person formerly involved with the Committee, however, pointed out

that lack of clarity in the mandate "had distinct advantages as well. The

Committee has been ableto look into areas no one could have delineated

ahead q time." It has ,alio avoided the frustration of being-given a gask or

structure that it felt was inappropriate. f

Sponsor's Committnent:4Judge Egly, like many of the judges who preside

-
over school desegregation cases, did not have a clear sense of what a monitoring

committee was and what its function should be when he Set 'ii up, He appointed

Oh.

the monitoring committee at least partly because he thought that was what he

was supposed toldo.

Judge,Egly has, however, relied heavily on some Committee reports in

setting up and conducting hearings. He has had very close communications with

some members and staffers and respondents generally concur that he has found

the Committee useful in drawing.conclusions about the desegregption process

-before the new plan of July 1980. Some Committee members fear that the new

provision for special-monitors will decrease the Judge's reliance on the old

Comtittee; that'remains to be seen.

Member Commitment: As outlined above in the discussion of the Mandate,
ANY10,

there has,been considerable controversy among members about exactly what

they were committing themselves to. As a result-, some members have not been

very Active. However, the depth of controversy is par
F
tly an indication of't'-

IN

6
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strength of commitment among some members. Some have spent almost full time

for stretches of several weeks investigating an issue and writing the report

on it; most have, at a...minimum, been deeply involved in extensive meetings

and debates over both procedural and substantive concerns. Staff members were

extraordinarily committed--"worltaholics
Is

by general consensus--during the

first year. After a change in some personnel, the staff seems less dedicated

although still'committed to it! task.

Effective Leadership: This is perhaps the arena pf greatest controversy in tl-e

whole contentioueCombittee history. Some claim that the first chair,'Roger Noll,

was strongly identified with one side of a Committee dispute over whether to

conduct research through objective, social science data analyses or through

subjective, intensive, %palliative investigations. Committee and community

-h
0 members respected him highly, liut he was-i,unable to resolve the dispute and

eventually resigned with some acrimony.

Other, equally reliable rAspondents disagree wit h this picture. They

. claim, first, that there was disagreement over how best to conduct research,

but that "there were never 'sides.' People went back and forth in genuinely.

wrestling with the issues."__They claim further that "the dispute had nothing to

do with Roger Noll." t

Without much more detailed investigation, we cannot determine which inter-

pretation is correct. It is true that under Noll's leadership, the Committee
6.

published more, and, more quantitative, reports"than it has since, and it is

9.

true that the level of contention has-declined since his resignation. The second

chair was' perhaps less dynamic, but relations within the Committee and between

Committee and staff have apparently becoie smoother. The second chair is(treputed
.

to have better adminiitrative skills and more of a background ift public

education than Dr. Noll has.

167
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Relations with the Schools: There has been tension between the Committee
Q

and schools over amounts and kinds of data requested, Committee monitoring

within the schools and other matters. Fowever, both sides have worked to keep

their relationship 't least civil. In this they have succeeded, to their pride.

Membership Composition: The Committee was originally intended to be an

pterest-group political, set of elite and powerful city 'residents who

would pressure the schoOls to comply with the plah'and would become involved

in particular aspects of it. Because of the kinds of people who did not, and

did, accept invitations to join the Committee, it ended up as a combination

of community members with strong political convictions and involvement (although

° in most cases with few ties to grass.-roots organizations) and social scientists.

The distinction is not a sharp one, of course;.some members Were both social

.

scientists and deeply involved in community issues. But the original role was

_ A , ,,,'"

frustrated since few of,thezembers had, the ties with the business and po/ifical
.,

leadership that Judge Egly originally envisioned.
r

One respondent argued that the main split on the committee was along none

of the lines discusse above, but rather_"more between people with children

in the schools and a ersonal stake in desegregation, and People who came with

a more community-wide viewpoint." This issue, which was so-important in other

cities such as Boston and Cleveland, was not echoed by_any other respondents
Ig

in Los Angeles.

Finally, one respondent claimed that all of the controversies and

inconsistencies within the Committee had benefitellikell as defects. This

person pointed out that more, and harder-hitting, reports were written during

the year of great dissension than during the following year cf greater consensus.
° 0

Furthermore, disputes themselves gave members more insight into and respect
111

for differen .viewpoints than ,they would have received through quick,conaensus

or unspoken disagreeement. .
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Relations with' Individual Community Members: The Committee has never

focussed' on receiving and resolving indivIdual complaints. It discussed

moving in that direction during the 1980-81 school year; its membership

would probably change accordingly.' We have no information on whether it

hag in fact taken this direction,

Outcomes

Respondents concur that several Committee reports strongly influenced

Judge Egly's decisions on matters discussed in the reports. Examples of

influential reports include those on the Permits with Transportation program,

the magnet schools, and the voluntary pairs, clusters, and midsites program.

After the magnet schools report found that magnets were having little

desegregative effect, for example, Judge Egly sought and received a commitment
. c

that the district would control enrollmenttoenhance desegregation. The

magnets were slated to "go down the tubes' at one point; they now

O
rare flourishing."

Perhaps most ilortant, Judge Egly received intangible but very valuable

support from members and staffers 'during several years when he was under a'
.L

constant barrage of criticism. One cannot point to specifig consequences of

such support, but it is. unquesionably an extremely yaluable.outcome of the

monitoring process in Los Angeles as in other cities.
I52

, VII. CASE STUDIES OF SEX EQUITY MONITORING BODIES
4

- A. Southeasteen Public Education Program Title IX, Sexism in the Public

--Schools, Project in Southeastern States

The Southeastern PublicEducation Program (SEPEP) was established in 1965

by the American Friends Seryice Committee. SEPEP. evolved from the Task

°Force ton 'School Desegregation, sponsored by the Friends' Legal Defense Fund.

I'
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SEPEP was established as, an educational reform organ1zatidn. When funded by

the Ford Foundation in 1965, it intended to set up directors in 11 southern

states, and place 6 commun.ty organizers in each state. Limited funds have

curtailed that goal, but SEPEP has been funded for several protects, including

the monitoring of Title IX enforcement in public schools. Winifred Green

worked for the Original Task Force, and now directi SEPEP.

° A 1973 phone call from a cmle student denied admission to a home

economics class catalyzpd the Title IX-Project. SEPEP used the commun-
-.

ity activists with who 4ithad established contacts during eight yeart of
,

.., .

monitoring Title VI compliance to begin monitoring Title IX. During the

period, a year after Title IX regulations were released, schools were to

complete 4y-evaluations,
4i"

and SEPEP sought volunteers to verify the

, I. ____

accurady of these self-evaluations. Many discrepancies were found, and'

. ,

apparent violations of Title IX in,six Southern states were compiled in

Almost As Fairly, 153 subritted to OCR as a third party complaint.

-) The Title rk Project is described in Table 12.

1
r
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TABLE 12

TITLE IX, SEXISM IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PROJECT

SOUTHEASTERN PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAM (SEPEP)

4'

ESTABLISHED: 1977

TERM: IndeAinite

SPONSOR: SEPEP

SPONSOR'S CIVIL Social: "To create schools that can truly meet the needs.f children and

RIGHTS GOAL: recognize the importance of, diversity in our culture "
,Statutory : "taws must be made to work"

SPONSOR'S MANDATE TO
MONITORING.BODY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

.10ur experience is that the pafsage of a law is just'the first step
in making it work for folks. 'In-an.effective way, the way to make it work
is to'Monitor. . We monitor everything we touch."

MOnitoring local school districts through site visits and filing complaints when

. compliance with the laig is not secured
Monitbiing OCR in its enforcement of Title IX through site visits to schools in
violation and calls to-OCR

Monitoring sex desegregation assistance centers in their provision of technical
assistance to schools seeking compliance with Title IX

No formally mandated authority (see narrative),
i

i ..

One roject coordinator in Jackson, Mississippi-Jean.WaIker- -

Part time state coordinators in each of the.payticipating states': Georgia, Alabama,
Milsissippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and South Capolina '

..

Informal network of other SEPEP programs to-provide local information and suPpoit
a

t. AP

1.

1'72



(Table 12 continued)

MEMBERSHIP:

STAFF:

FUNDING:

MEETINGS:
0

REPORTING PROCEDURES:

OUTPUTS :

/

0

-4
.4 .;

'

I

4.

1
No formal members of the Title IX Project; volunteers in individual school districts

initiate contact with the project fegarding individual complaints

Many volunteers have had previous cohtaCt with SEPEP from other civil rights issues.

and 6 part-time staff people, each working 64 hours a month in

"structure ") ,

(0

Project Director
one'state (see

. Ford Foundation:
Ford Foundation:

planning gra t to SEPEP in 1975 to start' Title IX Project

3 year opera ing grants to SEPEP in 19/7 and 1980

6 staffers meet monthly to share information, plan strategies

Informal, nearly daily persorial contact between project director and SEPEP'director.

InfotfiAl-contact by phone and mail'between 6 staff members in the'field and the

project director
10.

Almost As .Fairly' ..

Complaints toliOCR about Title IX noncompliance

Created Equa155
, ,,,

t

O

T.

A
411,'

VI
I '
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Resources

Funding: SEPEP funding comet from private sources. Funding

Inr the Title IX program comes from the Ford Foundation, which reviews

the program annually but has little other contact. Funding has been

erratic; at one point the Project was able toentinue only because

the publications specialist worked also as the Title IX Project Coordin-

ator. 4

Communications with School Systems:

In monitoring school districts,, the Project seeks information about

enrollments, programs, and various student and epployee policies and

practices. School district responses range from support to hoitility

In monitAtn$ sex desegregation centers, the Project seeks names of

scliOols and individuals who have had contact'with the center in order

) to question them iboUt the assistance the, center has provfdeiir The Sex

Desegregation Center for,Region 9 in Nagadoches, Texas has provided fn-
,

formation; the Center for Region 4,in Atlanta, Georgia, -

ha& not. Tie- contract for Region 4 has since been transferred to Univer-
.

'SitY of Miami, where director.Rita Bernstein has proven helpful:

In'tdonitoring OCR ;the Project seeks information on the progress of

'complaints that it has filed or'that others in Southeastern school dis-

so"
tricts have filed. CR staffers have been helpful, but slow.

Communications witOnd Sup

The Title IX Project h

from Other Groups:

nefitted from SEPEP'S excellent net...pork

of organizational contacts, which include local chapters of the NAAC2,

SCLS, NOW, Children's Defense Fund, and the Sex Desegregation Centers -

mentioned above. Communities with local 'NOW chapters are especially
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likely to-be chosen for monitoring and the establishment of munity

coalition.

At the individual level, directors of other programs related' to sex

equity also provide contacts for particular districts. Finally, SPEP's .

work with Title I
156mandated Parent Advisory Councils and its extensive'

Title VI work have provided an excellent communications network and a

nucleus of local experienced volunteer monitors. As one staff member

put, it, "If you can understand race discrimination-- which Most blacks

0

-.and Othei minorities can-- then you can sympathize with the women's

movement.u. She adds, however, that blacks tend to be more concerned abOut

race desegregation issues than about sex equity issues.

The Title IX
.

Project 41as:ead great success in pOserving the confl-

.
dentialityof sources, so'it receives a lot of information fromcommunitY.

activists who do not wish to diminish their non-Title IX work by appearing

adversarial to school officials. Holpver, ithas hzd less success 4n mo-
,

bilizing public support;. in only fdw places have parents,and student's

joined in filing a complaint..

Media Coverage:- s 0

With the exception of nattonarmedda coverage of'the release of
.

':
..

Almost As Fairly, the Title IXProject has gotten very little press cov-
o 0

.. r
erage. Even if local neWspapers.cover complaints when their are filed or.

,,
s

, resolved, they seldom intet:View the'Title IX Project staff. HQwever;
.

.. .

,

the Project did receive good press coverage of its complaint abOut the

..

''-

ea
lack of girls athletics programs kt Columbia, South Carolina. ; --,

I t,
The Project's main publicity oomes;.from its own bimonthly publicatio \\

ea

'Created Equal," It covers Title IX violations unearthed .by the Project,

III
and other sex equity projects.in the Southeast, and receives contributions 4 7 .

. 173
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from ataffers in six.states. At feast!two thirds of its mailing list of
It

,. w
.

.-.,-.
.

.0

10001iye in the South, tut ttke newsletter is seen as a nationwide link

. .

to other groups concerned w141 4ex equity.

Governmental Support:

The Title IX Project has no iuppqrt'from local,or state governments

D ,

nd its only federal support comes,through'OCR's investtgation of com

. plaints. However;-OCIr staffers sometimes call Project staffers to

alert them about'a school distAct with many Title IX violations.

.

'Clear Mandate;

SEPEP's mandau to the,Title IR Project is broad -- to monitor as

many local school districts as poallible for Title,IX.compliance and to
e 0r`

mon itor federal agehcies responsible for.Title IX's enforcement and kmple-

mencation,4The.ProjectlUirect>4. or responds to this mandate as she sees fit

. /

in accordance with daily communication with gEPEPhs Director.

Sponior's4CoMmitment:
C

406

,SEPEP has no enforcemept4oWers,over school systems, but it provides

the Pioject with all,th4 services it can.
;

The sponsor is committed, but

relativgay powerless.

Members' Commitment

*

Both' taff members and local volunteersseem committed to monitoting

in the schools for all' civil right laws' anato-filing complaints with.oen
-0.

to get compliance whenever necessary. -/

Effective Leadership: te
.4 .'

4.

The Title IX,Project haw a very lodge structure which needs little

central WdministrationCbeyoniihe !Ai.-.part-time state coordinators, no

,foal structure exists. Each coordinator narpleogeo to form, by September
°

1980, two'community coalitions,in her state to conduCI continuing civil
0

?
4.

rights monitoring. The Project Director oversees; but does not di ct

t
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eports; she does, however, have a mandate to hire staffers and

alloeite her budget4s she sees fit.

at

'Strategies .

5

Choice Of Funding Agencies:
,

.
_

Only private money has funde(JSEPEP and its vatISis projects, by

e choice of the leadership. Despite the uncertaint Y,SEPEP staffers prefer:private
, t

. . ,

futding because it avoids a calflictof.interest when the Project files
*

a Title IX 4omplaint. Furthermore, they argue that it is simply h r to ,

. , 0
GO

be an apocaxe for. people against a school district 'or federalc'agen y if that

.4:1ganization is providing your money.
;/'

,Thus despite various foundations- advice to seek federal funds, i

. .

SEPEP will avoid'doing so for as long as possible. Howeve , staffers,
predict that private fun4ihg is going to become increasingly ifficult to obtain,

particularly funding for community organizing .of thesore that is,

'necessary if ongoing "Community Coalitionslare to be foriied. Thus

,

. they wi eventually'accept federal fundS,,so long as' they can retain
11

,

some p rtion of private funds to ensure a measure of independence.
, . . -

,-,

.

Relations with School Districts:
,...

..
-,_,' ,

.., .
,

.

The Title IX Project has filed abbut 40 complaints with IEW since't, .

itsoestablishment in .977. Most of the superintendents fncicts it
, ,

.
.

f

°.

, -. -2. . ;42. '-. %

..1.... ,

t c.has monitored perceivel.t as an adveraay. Some have aliedisiaffers *--'---adversary.
. -

a /
.

communists and dne superintendent refused to talk to a SEPEP member until

. '

"she proved she did not belong 'to the Communist party.
. ,

.
SEPEP staffers argue that the POject cannoti and will not, appear.

less adversarial until school systemrs obey the law. Once.systems are made

%

tochange their practices by the community or tie courts, the.A community
I ...

.
-

. . . . '. .

and Project `pemhetk can work -with them.* Furthermore, they argue that the -
...

4, , .
.

. , ... .
. lif . .

.

ti

17;3' 4
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adversiiial image is useful in getting compliance with Title LX without

filincomplaints. In,many cases, once a superintendent realizes that
as

the system isbreakilig the .law and that-the threat of filing a complaint

which could result in lose of,federal funds is real, the system willcomply

.

witnoutny further. Project action.

Relations wit Communimana Other Groups:
4

SEPEP s civil rights ties have been invaluable in establishing a
. .

d
network for rapid and /0.despread monitoring for Title IX. This connection-

among various civil rights concerns may soon include monitoring for handl.-

cap concerns under section 504.

The newsletter sometimes works as a form of pressure by publicizing

title LX violations and implying or stating that a complaint yili soon'

be filed. However, the Project would benefit from having its st fdevelop-

mord contacts with local journalists who could then publicize its.,aotivities,

broaden 'its Audience and add to the pressure on the school system. Staffers

support this strategy, but'say they have not yet, had time tb develop such

Connections.

Relations with Sponsor:

The Director of the Project, has an

SEPEP Director's.affice Communication
4

and
a
there have been no disagreements or tensions between sponsor and mon-

officethree doors away from the

is informal, direct, and constant,

itoring bogy.

future Activities:

The local cantacti and skeletal staff have worked 'well in their in-
_

11
ziormation and support functions. However, the organization. of volunteers'

6 into effective ngoinglocal monitoring groups will hive to be very differ-
1

4 The,TitleLX,Pioject is aiuleaky,umbrelle ovef a wi de area.; a set

of community coalitions= probably needs to be more tightlyslrbctured'abd

; .
AV.

a'

0-

41
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formalized. SEPEP is aware that things must change, but is rather vague

as yet about why or how.
r

Outcomes

AThe main outcome of the Title. IX Project has been t compliance

of many Southern school districts with Title IX. Since few,- if any,

other forces are operating in this arena, it is fairly easy to attribute

success to the Project when it files a complaint and the district later

moves toward compliance. Furthermore, there is a noticeable Increase in

the awareness of Title IX requirements in the areas where the Project

has reached. There is
0
a long way to go; SEPEP estimates that less than

half the school systems in Mississippi comply even with the athletic re-

cluirements of Title IX. Nevertheless, changes haile occured.

Second, OCR has provided more rapid action on complaints, as a result

of the Project's monitoring efforts., Since theProject published a

. _..

rett on OCR'S failure. to follow through on. complaints, staff members

say,n1o complaint initiated by the P.7j:ct or With its help has waited
/,

*longer than two weeks for an investigation. .00R has hired a number of

new estigatOrs to cover the Southern region.

Fi

increase

ally, the effectiveness of the Region.4 Six Desegregation. Center has ,

since the Region 4 contract was award d to the University of Miami.

Title IX

neW-locati

failure

t

Project staff members feel thlt the moyement'of the Center to a

n was due, in part, to a atory'rhez wrote about' the original Center's4

o -fulfill its obligations.

180
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B. PEER Committee in Jackson, ,.Miohigan

National PEER, an arm of the 'NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund,

chose Michigan to "field test an idea that would be used to write a man -

u4on how to organize a state to monitor Title IX.- PEER chose Michigan

a

for three reasons:

1) Michigan has a wide variety of urban and rural setpings;
2) Michigan's new Office of Sex Equity and Education implies a

progressive educational and cultural stance; and' -

3) Since Michigan has a number of well developed women'S and civil
rights groups, the idea of coalition building is well-established...

After the State'PEER Prqject Director Liz Giese built a coalition of

influentialisupporters, she called on NOW and other women's groups to seek

volunteers to field test the monitoring tool in their community...- The

Jackson PEER coodinator was such4h volunter,along with women from 11 other towns.

About 100 miles from Detroit, Jackson,. Michigan is a conservative, quiet

city of 148,7006 The Jackson Public Schools serve 11,002 children in

21' schools.

Jackson has a long history of Tit7;r4bIX problems. The Jackson Public

Schooli named a Title IX committee in 1975 to work with the schools'

Title IX coordinator in assessing the district's sex equity neecl. Its

mandate and responsibilities, however, were never made clear. Thies com:

A

mitttee had both comm unity members and school personnel.

Tbe,Title IR committee's first task was toromplete a self-evaluation

within two minxbs.The evaluation Came back from OCR unapproved:, am/1.st-
. IT,

tempts by the committee to obtain compliance with Title IX were fru-

strated by the Otchool district. At times, committee members were denied'

. t

s.

4

4
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access to distrit information, and they found the Title IX coordinator to

have little time for or interest in Title IX work.

Between 1975 and 1979, four Title IX coordinators were fired or left

k

the position, and the Title IX committee floundered. Several members of the

committee .joined with other NOW members in 'filing a complaint with OC' in

early 1979. The OCR investigation took several months abd the district , W1th the

support of many ,school board members, did little to work toward compliance:Even-

tylly, a court order required a new self:el.aluation by June 1980.

The appointment of a new Title IX coordinator for the 1979-1980 school

year was the first indication that the district intended to comply with

Title IX. The superintendent named a tenured physical education instructor

o ,

With-a great deal of experience in sex equity in athletics to the position.

The new coo dinator, joined by the new PEER Committee, asked 't he state

(

Office of Sex quity for technical assistance in developing a Management

by Objectives ( plan for the district. She also set up school-based c

parallel to the ive PEEK monitoring committees, and assigned PEER members
k

to each committee. ,

b. Note that PEER resists the term "monitoring," apparently because it it

too threatening to the schools and not sufficiently :action-oriented. They

,prefer to"talk about assessing progress, doing research, reporting our

findings, and'fol/ow-up." They also point out that they "are primarily.

011P

coticern4q, with changing public policy," not just monitoring it. Nevertheless,

.many of their activities and much of their energy is devoted to thin gswe have -:-

earlier described as monitoring, and PEER describes one of its two puriposes as

"to,monitor enforcemenr:progreas under federal law forbiddilksex discrimination,

.

.in education" (in 'Cracking the Glass Slipper.)
0
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ESTABLISHED:

TERM:
o.

SPONSOR: al

SPONSOR'S CIVIL
RIGHTS GOAL:

SPONSOR'q MANDATE TO
MONITORING BIDDY:

RESPONSIBILITIES:

AUTHORITY: .

STRUCTURE:
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0 CI

TABLE 13

PEER COMMITTEE

JACKSON, MICHIGAN

Fall, 1979

S.

Indefinite

Michigan PEER Project
-.Also sponsored via letters of support by 10 local groups and individuals repre-

senting the school administration'

Statutory; Political (interest-group model); Educational (equll opportunities model)
--r

.

To monitor systematically for Title EX'co liance using the instrument developed

bq PEER, Cracking the Glass_SlipPerl

Visit classrooms., interview teachers and other school perSonnel, and review

- self-evaluation and enrollment records to check for compliance with Title IX
aW Report results and recommendations to school board and the community at large

II I

No authority other than the credence given Committee recammgAliations by. the

school board

Coordinator (Mar ion Fox) .
5 committees parallel to the school-sponsored Title IX Committees

Counseling and Student Services
Reading Review Series - 1

Athletics and Physical Education
Vocational Education (Cyril Pombler)
Piployment and Employee Grievances (tee HowseW,

O

'.284
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(Table 13 continued) .

. ,

ot.
. - .

...,

.

MEMBERSHIP: 25 members--17 teachers and 7parents -

Members solicited from AAUW, LWV; Business-and Professional Womeri, NAACP,

Education Association, and NOW.

STAFF:

FUNDING:

MEETINGS;

REPORTINGROCEDURES:

OUTPUTS:

No paid staff for Jackson committee only

Michlsan'PEERgstaff (full-time director, Administrative assistant, public information
officer, part-time public relations editsultaat.)--aci_is staff for Jackson Committee

No separate funds for Jackson Committee; Michigan PEER funded by C.S. Mott Foundatien,

the Ford Foundation, and 9.Michigan corporations. .

Site coordinator receives stipend (up to $500); printing and postage paid for(up to $200)

Full Committee--as necessary for training. and information

,Subcommittees--as necessary, more frequently, to plan interviews and.write-ups

Frequent phone contact between coordinator and,state PEER Director

Meetings of'coordinator with other local coordinators and,State Director twice a year

No formal reporting Rrocedures
1-,

ro
. t

"
.v.1

. o .
.

..._
ut i

&et.of recommendations to school board CiTdintited with Management by pobjectives
o

Kati written by school-based Title IX Committee .

Contributed to "You Can Sea the Cat Walking...: a Report on the Findings of the t

.

Michigan project on Equal Education Rights"157
1

I.

S.

e.
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Resources

Funding:
vrate,

. -146-

The Foraotd Mott Foundations,provided $100,000_each for 1979-80 to Michigan

PEER; ning,pithilean corporations gave an additional $11,000. Ford's new
. -

$174,000* grant permits Michigan PEER to operate for all of 1981 and half of 1982.

It has no problems with discretionayer:where or Ilau to s!;Ztid its funds.

Communieattons with School District:

During 1979-80, Superintendant Escott gave theEE" Committee access

to all enrollment and. personnel information they requested, as well as to

,internal school cana9pnications. The School Board president, an active

advocate of Title IX' enforcement and the PEER Committee's world, gave the

1
committee ample access to school board information. Furthermore, the

Commiltei teceiveu cooperation from all school staffmembers that they

contacted personnally. I ;

Community Support:

The Michigan PEER project began by joining-a statewide coalition of

approximately 40 groups, including the Michigan Association of Administra-

tors, the Michigan AAUW, the Michigan Department of Education, the Michigan

Office of Sex Equity in Educationt14 Bendix Corporation and Bell Tey-
4

. phone. The Jackion Committee specifically was foffnally endorsed by

-a

a.variety of local groups, some of which sent members to participate in

These gioups included the Jackson Business and Professional Women's

Cfpb, the Jackson. County EducatiolksociatiOn, Delta Kappa Gamma, - Beta

Bet= Chapter, Jackson' duCation Association (City Schools), Leave of
do.

Women' Voters. NOW, and Z9nta Club of Jackton. In_all, the Committee, received

ten formal letters of endorsement-and support from organiiations and school

officials. No retigious.OiVic, or tusiness .g.x..9ups formallysupported,the

'group 'in Jackson.'

The Commiine used Axisting women's groupsto help ielpecame established.

For example, the PEER state direCtOr participatedin a workshop sponsored-by

4
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four ackson area women's organizations in- February, 1979.

contact raised interest in the state PEER Project,and the

program director contacted PEER about organizing a Proiett

April 1979. This woman was-pp:en able quickly to mobilize

organized women 0 the city.

This workshpp
.

local '/X- Center women's-

in Jackson in

the already

Communications with women not in any .ofthe mentioned groups are

also extensive. The Jackson PEER Committee coordinator worked at the

local Y-Center during the Committee's first year of operation, thereby

maintaining informal contact yith many women in the. city and providing

a meeting place outside, the Schbol.

.Finally, the Committee has worked closely with the local chapter of

NOW. Jackson NOW's 1977 Title IX complaint was yet to be:resolved when"

the ..fackson'tEER Committee began its -research work in the fall, 1979. In fact,

it is not,yet fully resolved. The local NOW,continued its own monitoring

efforts and contact with OCR throughout,the PEER Committeep first year

of operation and supported the school system's effbres to'to4einto

compliance with Title IX.(NOW sees its role as more-central than does PEER, however.)

Media Coverage:
4

v -

The.Michigan-PEER Committee and the coalition of which it as a member
.

were endorsed by the labia paper when the Jacksoin Project began, And the

Project conitinuea' to eeceive positive eovetage throughout its'first year
,

of operation. This 'purred part1Pbecause one, local reporter hAd been

interested in sex equity issues long before the PEE' Committee was established.

ir -
,

Although some PEER members
1
feit that media covprage,before the PEER project

began deterred sex equity progress in the city, everyone felt ,hat.thl PEE'

.

,coverage was helpful in legitimizing,the Project to the.community. for

example, one article which quoted a state Department o'f Education official
v

as saying "Jackson' Public Schools pay_becope a'. model distrietwIor-sex

Mir

!



equity" was a real boOn to school support pf the PEER project's efforts.
*

Press coverage of women's sports has been.excellentin:Jadkson and

has helped to promote, .the interscholastic program.

N. Support by Governments:

.

.

, 4
\..,

The
. .

Jackson'PEER Committee received nd support cfromAhe'ioal Overn
.

CI

i.' ment. .

-4..c. T4*
,w

",
t

.
.

........

-.,
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The *tate government supRorted'the MichigaTOEPoxPloject formally" -.

.# .
.

; L --
. .. ,...

.

through the Office of Sex Equity in Education and the i -DepWctmelit bf
, .

,

.
.,, -

Education. The Office of Sex Equity provided technical assistance to
. ,

school districts that need help in responding to PEER's recommendations
.

and reduces the burden of the state PEER organization. ,In addition,

1 A

.

4

the state supei-intendent of schools, John Porter, helped legitimize the

Project in the eyes of loci school administrators by writing a letter commending)

the ,PEER group to all superintendents of districts where PEER committees

formed. \pith only one-exception, this introduction was sufficient to ensure

administrators' cooperation with,the local PEER committees.,

:
In Jackson,the school-sponsored MAnagedent By Objectives Planning

Committees, whose members were also on parallel PEER committees,received

many weeks of assistance froethe Office of Sex Equity.

I

Clear Mandate: '1.

4

The Michigan s olear-- systematically to

monitor Title

Th* state PEER

with differing

PEER - Project's mandate

the monitoring met ods af each group differ.

grou sees these differences as appropriate for deking

1

school systems and communities.
I .

Commitment- of the Sponsor :.

The state PEER Project's solicitation of support from the.state

suPerintendent,of schools was a principal tool for leverage on:achool .

.

Local committees are given autonomy to proceed in theirwn

a
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.s

mannewith state PEER staffers and the office of SexEquiy to prpvide

.0.
, ,

-resources as necessary. The PEER Project apparently provides all the
.. -

anOort to the Jackson-ComMIttee that it can andthat the Committee wants.

, .

The state ,PEER Office also argues; with no apparent,dfsagreement from
.,

..;

G
..

.

"-theJaCkson Committee, that "each bf.our sites has benefited from being art
0- i o,

_,. -t'
A

k-. . . ... ...

of a state project. The advisory boaad at-the state level, our connections
,

. -.. .

.

with etiutational associations abd'statt media give important leverage and
.

. clout to'local.groups: .. ....

...- -. 'T.
4 :.-

. ... .

..4-1---
..:. .

Members' Commitment . *.,
.

. , . .

, . f ..-- .....
i

Rdst Jackson memSeMwere committed to obtalaing'compllance with Title
a t

.-,..
,

IX before the Committee began, and they seem fully, ommitted to thA, monitoring
.,..

'4410.
4

mandate (with the caveat noted on page 143) and activities of the Committee.
. .

Effective Leadership

The coordinator of the Jackson Committee is responsible, for finding

xolunteer monitors and helping them to conduct interviews according to the
. .. i

format of PEER's Cracking the Glass Slippkr. She has successfully done so,

Y.

and appears to have forged alliances among members with diverse backgrounds.

Strategies

Relations with the School District:

.

The Michigan PEER Project organizes its monitoring efforts by the

"theory of multiple sources': to change educators, the message must come

from several places."oThus PEER, seeks to involve a wide variety of people

in,sepding messages, frocommunity and parent groups, to school administra-

.
_tors _and teachers unions,' to the- media. Both the state and local PEER's '

Ute.of kOimal-"sponpors" were designed to give credibility to Title IX fro=

as many-directions as, possible, arict-,thus to adourage compIiancawith it.
1

,

In thiO'Context, PEER committees- tcy'Eo appear firm but nc:1-adversaria:.
. .

AnTitkeii;-words,-"youAave to reethem [school systems] know yc..:*re sereous.
.

libiOthave to-let 'them-know yotere161,eie to help_them,enforce T` ..s',

p
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on the.one hind, the Jackson Committe included many school staffers.
.. 4-

.. .

especially the hell-respected tenured Title. IX coordinator. Furthermore,
s 4

, the cooidihator presents. a "no surprisee 'image:'and demonstrates that
.

.
4,

us

she has "mellowed" since the days of the first Title tX.committee. The

Jackson "Committee looks for "Positive-progress towards complying with the

law" as well as areas of noncomplianCe. On the other hand, the.Committe4 e

works closely with the more adversarial NOW ch ter, in the belief that

0
obtaining Title IX compliance :'takei both the bi stick and the soft voice.

In Jackson it helped to have the still-Psendimg NOW complaint."

Relations between Local Committees and the state Project:a

The State PEER Project has allowed each local group to move,at itA

1
.,

own pi towards monitor g Title IX because "you can't prescribe anything

about this is use every single district has done a little bit of some-

thing somewhere along the way." Thus the Jackson group was able to mobilize

wry quickly to monitor, even though some communities have not yet begun

\ monitoring.

Outcomes

,...-.)

.

The outcome that Jackson PEER committee members are most 'proud of is'''

the school admiinistration's changed.orientation-toward Title IX. This change .

can be at least partially attributed to two activities of the.PEER Committee:

the non-adversarial interviewing thit special area committees conchicted, and

participation in school-sponsored MAO planning. Though adthinistrative cooperation

with monitoring has not yet been flaZy achipvedght Jackson PEER members feel

that they have "given credibility to Title IX in Jackson." As one committee

-member said, they've hehed bring Title IX from a status of "one of those

federal th

li

ngsU.to a personal' level.
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However, real success in meeting the group's legal goal of compliance
. -4;

remains to be seen, since-it.depends,-on whether the school admilAstration
- ,

implements the MBO plan and provides the funds for a full-time Tltle IX

coordinator and necessary physical plant changes. /

. ., . s
.

Theapolitical goal of giving PEER credibility in school decision-making 4

is hardeT to=- evaluate, but so far it seems to be more .successful.

Another difficulty in evaluating the PEER Committee's effect is

separating the group's effect WA the fruits of the new Title 'IX coordinator's

work and the results of NOWs suit. All we can confidently conclude is that

PEER in particular, and groupsrconcerned,with sex equity
.

in general, now\

have more weight in admidistrators' decisions than they did before PEER

monitoring began. Legal success may follow, but so far politicll success is

lipho more evident.
4

p
CtTitJ,e IX Team -In $acramento, California

c""

Sacramento, the capital of California and the county searof'Sacramento

Counts the ulban rater for one million residents northwest of San

.06 Francisco. It contain some exceptionally progressive educatidn, particularly

it*

Title IX-related, programs. The California State Department of Education's
f -

Title IX Assistance Office is nearby, and the Sacramento Unifiep Public

School District (SUPSD) is California's only localdistriCt funding its own:

Title IX Office. Sacramento also has a Title IX team of concerned and in'
44

.4
volved parents which we studied. The Title IX Team is described in Table

I

*it

1-
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0

ri

TABLE 14

TITLE IX TEAM

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

1978

Indefinite

Self

StatutorY; Educational (equal opportunities model)

0

Same as goal

Monitor PUPS') compliance with Title IX . ---

Investigate individual complaints of non compliance
File complaints with OCR
Various,activities to promote elimination of sex bias in education

None, except legitimacy obtained,from history of filing complaints and
favorable OCR responses.

Amorphous T approximately 10 active community members

ND clear leader
Connected with West of California, regional, and national women's networks for

technical assistance, information and support

%
Community members, including school counselors, adml,nistratozs,

students, and parents --

20 during school year; abOut 8 throughout summer
N. .

or sex bias-

reseiving

teachers-

t'
r-
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(Table 14 continued)

< STAFF:

\
.

Nonep.strictly; volunteer , .

.

14
_Technical assistance from state and district Title PC offices, Project Equity,

0
-. and Equals Inc,

',FUNDING: None, strictly volunteer
.

.

MEETINGS:' Monthly,edUring schopl year, with about 20 people.,

.. " ,

'REPORTING PROCEDURES:' None specific --mainlly complaintd to OCR

OUTPUTS:

I

12 OCR complaints filed in 1979-8e'sch?olYear
Booth in. book fair to sensitize teachers and administrators to Acism and racism

in school books'
.

t

r,
4 ^

1°1

-

r'
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Resources

(p/anding:

The Team has no funding, and depends on volunteer work.

Communication with School District:

Communications are apparently open and frank. The SUPSD is well aware

tof the Team's reputation and ability, so it-grudgingly complies with most of

its requests. SUPSD's own Title IX office also assists the Team where

t

needed, as di:es the California State Department of Education Title IX Assis-

tance Office. All three groups cooperate with each other.

CommunicrtiorR with and Support from the Community:

Sacramento businesses, civic groups, and religious organizations are

appireritly very supportive of Title IX, and they supportVa -1l three

offiops in Sacramento. The Team also receives great support from other regional

and national groups, such as PEER, Sprint, WEAL, Equals (Math-Science Network),

Project Equity, etc. It works particularly closely with Project Equity

In terms of non-organized loommunity members,. communication and support

is strong./ Most Team activities stemlfro%,parents' bringing problems to

their attention. The Team informs parents of the results of its actions and

constantly keeps parents informed of events.

Media Coverage:

What coverage there has) -been has be very positive. However,one

Team member described this resource as underused because of Team members'

time constraints.,

Support of Governmental'

There has been no apparent support from the local government, but the

Team receives information and encouragement from the State DepattmentOf

Education Title IX Assistance Office, lIt also does some lobbying at

the state levAel with no apparent idyerse reactions.

197 , -.1
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Training:

-155 -.

4
Most training is in cooperation with Project Equity whose workshops

cover a wide rangeof topics administrltion (exactly what the Law says,

grievance procedures, men and women in non-traditional postions, etc ID )

.

9

counseling, teaching strategies, attitude awareness, physical education

and.athietics, curriculum development, social studies, women in history,

student involvement, and so one Team members describe the training favor-

ably, but are disappointed since the workshOp's emphasis is on training

others to train, a program that has not yet blossomed.

Effective Leadership.:

The eam apparently acts as,a unified force moving in the same direction

without specific leadership. Leadership at any point depends heavily on the

contact person in each school. That person largely-determines the nature

and extent of Team involvement.

Member Commitment:

The core group of Team members is strongly committed to obtaining

tangible results, and not "stopping with consciousness raising." These

people are especially effective in following up on filed complaints to make

sure that the school system adequately complies with TitleIX requirementi.

'Strategies
p

Relations with School Systems:

Either a contact person within a. school or a parent identifies' a.cam-

pliance problem and contacts,the Team. Team members investigate the com-

plaint's validity, and if they find it to be true, will file a complaint

with OCR. At no time has the Team attempted to resolve problems first with

school administrators. Instead, they focus on complete compliance and they

see formal complaints as the most effective approach to that goal.
4 ,
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Membership:

The Teams combination of scho4 "insiders" And community "outsiders"

enables ijquickly to identify problems and take action without jeopar-

dizing any person's anonymity. The issue of confidentiality is extremely

'important for.parents who fear reproach against thefr children and school

staffers and teachers who fear sanctiona or loss -of their jobs.
4

Association with Other Groups:

44.

Working ,closely with state and district Title IX offices, and-with

other women's advocacygroUps makes the Team part. of a formidable force for

change in the local schools. Taken together, the network combines an effec-

tive adversarial stance with strong cooperation with the school system. The

Team uses its history -of successful complaint filing as ievetage on the

school system to indute compliance..

Shortcomings:

The Title IX Teamis aware that it lacks.wide press coverage:, but it does

not have the time or personnel to"work.on public relations. The lack of

publicity is not only caused by, but addS to.the insufficiency of members

and the total absence of funds. The Team apparently has no plan for trying.to

resolve this self-fulfilling cycle.

Outcomes

-6

The twelve complaints filed in 1979-80 have
a

been "resolved satis-

factorily," according to one Team member. Since,the Team is the only local

group filing complaints, these remedial actions,can be attributed to its work.

However, it probably would not have been.a.asuccessful without the technical

and political support; as well as information, from other women's groups in

the area. The booth at the book fair and the slim but positive media cover-

age can probably be credited with increasing general aimibnessof Title IX
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issues among school officials and local residents. Furthermore, the

books presented for the district's inspection and possible purchase are

.1(4

improving with regard to civil rights issues, and some offensive bobkt

are no longer for sale. ThwTitle IX Team probably has influenced,-but

not directly caused, this outcome.

D. Utah League of Womed Voters of Salt Lake (LWVSL)

From:1977 through 1979, the Salt Lake City chapter of the League

of Women Voters (LWVSL) studied the compliance of, four area high school

districts with Title IX, focusing on the districts' self-evaluations and woialemls

athletic programs. The League has both information-gathering and action

functions, and describes its activity as "educating its members and gatheing

and analyzing data" rather than monitoring for Title IX compliance. Never-

theless, it has clearly performed that function.

Salt Lake City, of course, is the heart of the Church-of Jesus Christ of Latter L

"saints, whose religion and heritage dictate strictly. traditional sex, roles

and little citizen activism. Not surprisingly, as one member of the League

put it, "Uthh school boards are not exactly excited about Title IX."

Added to the cultural disagreement with Title IX and citizen aotivism are

shrinking school budgets; thus schools are reluctant to embark on any new

program, never mind one that implies feminismrand citizen involvement. The

political and social climate, in short, may not be overtly hostile-as)in

some race desegregation casgs, but it is antagonistic to Title IX claims and

citizen'monitoring. .
4.

Those aspects of the League of-Women Voters relevant to monitoring Title
,

IX are described in Table15. .

1
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TABLE 15-
e

UTAH LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF SALT LAKE (LWVSL)

Studies undertaken summer of 1977
I'

Indefinite

LWVSL'

Statutory; Educational (equalopportunides 4del)
I-

Investigate and report to League members on provisions of Title IX, and
extent of Salt Lake County schools' compliance with Title IX

Report to LWVSL on nature of Title IX
Determine extent of Salt Lake County school compliance with Title IX in:
0).self-evaluations
b) women's athletic programs

None
Clearance from State Board of Education

1 study.supervisor
4 district coordinaters (1 for each of 4 schOol districts studied)
17 member observer - investigators to gb into district,-high schools

k
LWVSL members indicating interest in Title IX -/strictly a Ile4ue project

None ,

Will use State computer facilities hit' studtnt survey, fall 1980

A. From I,WVSL

. 201



(Table 15, continued)

ETINGS:

dRTING PROCEDURES:

UTPUTS:

0

Initial meeting with each district superintendent to explain study
No other formal meetings

Observer - investigators report to district coordinator-
District cdordinators report to'study supervisor
Study supervisor reports to League membership

Report on study of school self-evaluations, March 1978
158

Report on womefiNethletics, March 1979159

4



Resources

Funding:

-160-

Money for monitoring is povided by the Salt_Lake chapter of the

League of Women Voters. There is apparently no financial support from

either the state or national organizations.

Access to Information from School Districts:

The districts provided all information requested, with two exceptions.

One refused LWVSL access to their self-evaluitions,
160
and there were some pro-

blems in obtaining school athletic budgets.

Communications with and Support from the Community:

There was no apparent support from busihess, civic, religious, or

other local groups. The community as a whole was not involved, since the

monitoring was stric!./pa project for and by League members.

Media Coverage:

The press was extremely receptive to the athletics study, although it
,

did not cover the self,evaluation assessment as thoroughly. The League

0

expects further press.coverage on the follow-up report on athletics it will

'conduct in 1980-81.

Support of Governments:

There

The League

studies.

has been no apparent support fxom local or federal governments.

received tacit acceptance from the State Board of Education to' both

,

It will be workiag.closely with the State Director of Athletics

to analyie the fall 1980 student needs and interest surveys. League members

wrote and will conduct the survey, and will use-state computer facilities

to analyze tbe results.

I

Clear Mandater

The League's general mandate to educate its members provides'a spring-'

board for action. Since the mandate is extremely flexible, ii allows members

20-3
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to concentrate on any issue they desire.

Commitent" of Sponsor:

The Salt Lake, chapter of the League was completely supportive of the

monitoring projects. The project coordinator has chapter commitment for'

legal support, if it should be needed. The autonbmy of the project from

outside interference seems secure: State and national League chapters provide

technical assistance when it is needed.

Training: an.

To guide their monitoring efforts, participating League members used

Dr. Shirley McCune's "Checklist Four: Evaluating the Title IX Self- Evalua-

tions" which concentrates on the'process, content, follow-up, and monitoring

of the self-evaluations. Some members have their own expertise, such as

former physical education teachgrs and women's sports coaches. Also League

members received training in sex Desegregation from Weber State College
/

Mountain West Sex tesegregation Center. They deqcribed the training as good,

well attended, bu'E,hafrin.g,litte effect on them or on sex equity compliance. '-

.. q iEffective Leadershp: , It.'
.

Leadership was a strong point'af. both studies; capable, energetic, and

committed coordicators-werelargely responsible for activities and production of #

1

the final reports, They intend to do a follow-up and continue*motitoring

of Salt Lake schools, but they'^face an acute "burnout" problem.

Strategies

with the School District:

LWVSL's approach to Title IX fact-finding is peither dversarial-nor

supportive. Instead, the nature.of their study diCtates determinative,

investigatory,. penetrating cooperation. The League proceeded through

"proper channels" from the,State Department of Education h±erarchically
. .
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downward L -and requested, =demanded, information o it in no way forced

school system cooperation. Alt7all, said one resOndent, "You don't get

anywhere being hostile.'

And yet, merely calling the League's activities "fact-finding" is also

I'

deceptive. Inasmuch as they measured the schools' actions, policies and

p o s li against the Title IXregulations.-and ,published the results, the

LeaguNinvestigators actually did monitor school compliance. Furthermore,

in their first report, they recommendedthaecitizens actively monitor

school compliance and that the schools establish,some formal monitoring

mechanisms. They also made other recommendations to achieve compliance,

and stated explicitly hi* and where school districts did not amply.

Barriers to Greater Effectiveness: .

The main problems for the LWVSL are external-- the enormous barriers

caused by their location in a sexual and politically conservative climate,.

They flaveanaxtremely hard time generating interest and'involAment among

-community members outside the League, and an equally hard time, enerating any

support within the school system. -Although they are committed to "seeing

things through to their conclusion," Leaghe members are too often "burned

out." They, desperately need what one member dubbed,'!time to regenerate,"

but worry about losing, internal momentum and external gains. 1

Outcomes 4

The LWVSL investigations led to no complaint, filing. Indeed, one

.

athletics investigator viewed entire complaint process as futile

because of the tremendous time lig involved in OGH's case clearance and

because, of the absence of any reap retaliatory' power or leverage against

even the worst. offenders. However the schools responded to each'report,

especially when it was, publicized in he loCal media. For example, after

t

\2205
. .

4
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the first report on self - evaluations, the schools requested Cand.receive

additioeal time to rewrite thlir evaluations. One respondent concluded,

"publicity really works wonderfully." Finally, the LWVSL now has direct

and close contact with the Utah State Depaitment of Education, which will'
t.

help the League conduct its monitoring. This is in indication of success

in the eyes of the League; whether it noticeably affects the schools remains

to be seen.

c
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VIII. CASE STUDIES OF MONITORING BODIES FOR.THP.HANDICAPPED

A.-1.egal Center for the Handicapped Lay Advocacy Program in Salt Lake, Utah

.,'\ The Legal,Center fbr the Handicapoed is located in Salt °

Lake City, but operates state -wide to ensure the rights of the hand-

icapped'under P.L. 94-14 (the Education for all Handicapped Children

Act of 1975)(Rnd Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Its services range from workshops and training sessions for citizens

° and organizations to legal assistance for the handicapped. It receives

cases through referral from other advocacy programisfor the handicapped

(such as the Utah Association for Retarded Citizens) and public adver-

tising. The growth in demand for its services, coupled with the usual

organizational restraints on. time, staff, and money, prompted the develop-

ment of a lay advocacy program out of the Center to. train volunteers

to act as advocates and monitors of handicapped rights,

As in most states, the climate is one of benign negle-ct.of the handicapped. School!
in general are reluctant to implement Section 504 rights because they are

r
9expensive1, 6And because schools are unaware that federal aid for compliance

is available. Furthermore, few edycators, community leaders, or:parents of

handicapped children are aware of the exact nattre of the regulations.

One (non-Mormon) respondent suggested that because the Church ofqesus Christ

.of Latter-Day Saints values duty' to church and_family over social activism, this
.

. .extra conservatism retards strong action to ensure civil rights by citizens.

He further argued that "if you're mentally retarded or handicapped, you don't

'have to work hard to prove yourS'alf, because'your sot in the Celestial Kingdom

is already there." Thusschools, citizens, and the handicapped themselves all

have incentives not to push for aid to the handicdpped. Another (Mormon) res-

pondent described the Church's:role,in similar', but less criticalterms. She
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maintained that because the Church-knows that most Utah residents wodld follow
,

its recommendations without queStion, It hesitates to take a position on any

thing it perceives to be political. Nevertheless, she describes the Church as

like everyone else, in ignorance" of the'faet that the handicapped do need

help, can be helped, and.legally must be .helped.

The Center's lay advocacy program is described in Table 16.
, 4

208,
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TABLE 16
.

LEGAL CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED LAY ADVOCACY PROGRAM

SALT LAKE, UTAH

July, 1979

Indefinite

Legal Center for the. Handicapped

Statutory; Educational (equal opportunities model)ti

St-

Train ci9zen adiocate-mdnitors in laws and monitoring techniques
Seek resolution of indiviimal grievances

4 0

Recruit and train citize- n pdvoehte-monitors in provisions of PL 94-142 and Section0t04
and techniqued for monitOring compliance with their regulations for education
of handicapped students and social security provisions for parents of handi-
capped students

Negotiate' settlements of complaints with schooli whenever possible
Bring problem cases to Center's attention for possible legal 'action,

Provide assistance to parents in all relevant edtkationat and social secu rity matters

None

Program coordinator recruits and trains ci;izen adiocate-monitors
One advocate - monitor per school, district throughout Utah, ideally

.

20 citizen advocate monitors during (1979-80 school year), concentrated along Wasatch
Prone

4 active during summer
Some volunteers from workshops,

//

most recruited by program coordinator

.

o.
o.
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(Table 16 continu,j)
e

. .

STAFF: , Program coordinator is f611time staff member of Center
Salt Lake Cdnter office ,provides referrals, technical assistance, and legal

resources. -

FUNDING: No, funding for lay advocacy program other than aid from Center

MEETINGS: h' None

REPORTING PROCEDURES: To Centarcoordinator only when encounter problems with schools or to report
general success and efforts

II

212

I
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Resource is

411
Funding:

41.

Funds fortheCenter come irregularly from governmental 'grants, foun-
ye

dations,aad individual contributions. The Lay Advocacy Frograpill soon

institute a small fee schedule for all legal cases that are now handled for

free. Lack of.money'has recently been an especially acute problem.

Access to Information from School Districts: 0

Schools generally cooperate'With advocatemonitors, although due

process proceedings have been necessary with several schools to gain,

access.

Communications with and Support from the Community:

Community relations are "fairly good," and community awareness iat

growiAg with each workshop. Business, civic, and other groups have no

apparent relationship with the Lay Advocacy Program. The Church of _Jesus Christ of

oppose, but also-ACesnotaid,the Lay AdvocacyLatter-Day Saints does not

Programs activities.

Media Coverage:

The media e ggperally receptive, but have mostly been neglected

by the citizen advocate-monitors. Extensive advertising on T.V., radio,

bus -placards, and in newspapers has generated some community response.

Support of Governments:

Local governments have given no

ment is described by respondents as

government social reform programs.

, .

apparent support. The state govern-

extremely conservative and opposed to

The federal. government has provided no

support beyond funding.

Clear Mandate:

After general "paralegal" training, monitors

their own locality, with no specific mandate.

operate as theywish in'.

:213
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Commitment of Sponsor:

-169 -

L I

The Center is prepared to litAate-against any school'or district not co-
.

operating with advocate - monitors. It will put rcitizen-monitor into

contact with other'groups

a problem.

Commitment of Members:

if its resources

4

are insuffi nt to solve

.-.1/

Because the mandate and\Emganization is so loose, many individuals who

have received training help only their child and

capped children in the same school.

Training:
. 0

The program coordinator provides extensive "paralegalrtraining)for

neglect other handi-

Vt,
monitors in interviewing gathering evidence, establishing legal basis of

. .

claims; and "watchdogging." The training emphasizes problem§ found with

4 social security and education.

Effective LeadersIip: .

The program Coordinator is strong in inspiring, training,,and finding

vOlunteexis. She makes '0 effort to direct the activities of-the adveicate-

monitors, though she does provide information, support and legal clout

where needed.

Strategies

Membership Recruitment: p.

'

Because Utah residents appear to be aware of the issue of civil

\
rights for the handicapped but hesitant about supporting such rights, the

Lay Advocacy Program'sopirst priority is genera g community'supvort.'

They arete that if community residents were more suppoitive, they would be

able to reach recruit and train citizen volunteers in all school districts.

Only then Oill_they be able to turn all of their, ,attention to monitoring and
°
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advocacy. At present,- volunteers have a very high turnover rate, and

usually resgn once their child's problem is solved or he or'-she has left

the schools. The Program has no solution to this problem.

Relations With School Districts:

Arne lack of public support, staffers, money, political clout and

enforcement power all dictate a nondisruptive, negotiating stance toah
41i

c 1

school districts. The Lay Advocacy monitors try to resolve-complaints at the

local district level; only if this approach fails do they take th4 problem.

to the centraldflice: It is turn also tries to negotiate a solution;

only if its efforts fail does it consider litigation. The Center does not

-hesitate to bring a recalcitrant school district to court, and is generailY;

.succssful in these cases, but it sees litigation as generally too apetSiVe,

time- consuming, and ineffective in changing attitudes.

Approach to Monitoring: I

The Center's case orientation, and the lack of a strong statewide

organization,has led to a complete "fire fighting" approach to monitoring

in the Lay Adliocacy Program. Citizen monitors deal with individual problems,

and usually stop working actively once a particular problem is resolved or ,

appears insoluble. There is no effort to coordinate monitoring activities /

across school districts or systematicallAto monitor within one school

district except on an individual's initiative. Most monitors focus on .

Individual Education Programs 'although some addrest issues of social

security forparents of handicapped children.

Barriers to Greater Effectiveness:

Internally,. the greatest barrier to success appears to be a lack of

strong system-wide leadership. The Program coordinator sees her ro14 as

recruiting individual activists, a task at which she is very lood. But

no one prFIVIdes overall direction on,wha to monitor, how to monitor, how

4
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to expand the monitoring process acrOss_a distriCt, and how to red rect

activities after a particular prOblem is resolved or stalemated. e

,
--Program needs stronger centraldirection, and needs to extract a commit-

-;
ment from trained monitors tha-they will remain active'foat least one

-year. It also needs to"rep lent its focus away from helping single students

to seeking district -wide' improvements.

-I_Externally, the great obstacles are 1) a paucity of funding to organize

more work§hops, hirejmo staff, and recruit more'monitors; 2) a lack of

Y support from 9rganizations, school personnel, -and individual citizens; and

3) a lack of political clout andenforcement power to require changes and

prevent reprisals. Respondents describe one situation in which a
77

group of -

rural parents heeded the school's demand that they not meet as an organized

group without school permission, lest their children be punished. Either

consciousness - raising

dre:necessary to make

Program-has neither.

a year after it- began.

Outcomes

among parents and school personnel or legal powers

any headway in such an atmosphere--Apd the Lay Advocacy

As,a result, the program appears to be floundering only *-

,Respondents are extremely pleased with the success of negotiations and

litigation over many Individual Education Programs and these results are clearly.
Nig&

attributable to the Lay Advocacy Program. 'However& the program has had little,

if any, systemwide or statewide effect. (Note that the parent organization, 41e-
Center, does much legislathe work and is having a "larger" effect in,"filling

ingaps" in the law.) Ptobablf no school in Utah is complying with or is

interested in complying:;: With P.L. 94-142 or Section 504, and the Lay Advocacy Prograr

4'
has done little to change this situation. However, this lack.of effectiveness

is attributable more to severe external constraints, and resistance than'to

2a
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P

internal failure. Where the program can reasonably be expected to have

an effect, at the level of individual problems, its great efforts

been.somewhat successful.

B. Advisory Copncil for. Handicapped Studehts in-Fort Wayne, Indiana

Ft. Wayne, Indiana, with a population of 170,000, is a business hub

for the agricultural flatlands of Indiana. The Fort Wayne Community

School Corporation serves 39,728 children in 64 schools,

The Fort Wayne Community SchoolsCorporation-has provided a varied program of
0

speciAl education of which it is yery proud for many. years. In fact, the

Advisory Council was started in response to a statement by the district's

Special Education Director at a 1978 School Board meeting.

"Art Wayne Community Schools have met full compliance" with

He said that the
t-
\

special e4Pca-

tion legislatiOn. However, the parent of a child with a learning disability

took exception with that statement and-disagreed in the Board meeting,arguing

that many parents felt "the system is not doing nearly enough" for learning

disabled-children and that the schools had tdrned "a deaf ear"'to many parents.

,Be pointed out that while the Asdociation for Children with Learning Disabilities

(ACLD) generally finds approximately 107.-of all children need help for leirning

disabilities, the Fort Wayne schools only aided 1 -27.. The Director disputed

the 107. figure, and pointed out the three new programs and three new staffers

k tin special edueation. But the Booted president called a meeting to resolve the

dispute, and efforts to document charges and defens s began. The parent

spearheading the movement, Ship Weinswig, recammend the idea of an advisory board
10* .v11.

o the school board, along with "some basic principles and aspirations. The Super-"

intendent of Schools ( with the motion tabled It the school board)-came back with

counterproposal which is closer to'what now exists." Thus the Advisory Council
.410

was a joint product of parents and school administrators.

217
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TABLE 1.7' .

ApVISORY -COUNCIL FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

FORT \JAYNE, INDIANA

May 14, 1979

Indefinite'

Ft. Wayne Community School Board

Educational (equal resulea model); Social/ psychological

To identify problems and issues
To gather information about the

, To decide how to solve the probl
To make recommendations for the

of concern in social education
problems and issues, partly through outside experts
em ,

implementation of these solutions.

Agenda set from meetingto meeting, mainly by parent members
No permanent responsibilities or agenda set

At the discretion of the School Beard. Stiperintendent made verbal commitment to

,use the groups input at its first meetink: "We have almost every top school
official in this group and there is no reason why we can't make policy in this

!group on most issues."
0

2 co-chairs, one from parent members and one frofit administrator members

Subcommittees formed to investigate particular subjects; are disbanded gter
presenting results to the*C6Uncil

1 ,

%b.

et

..°
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(Table 17 continued)

MEMBERSHIP4

STAFF:

28 members; 10 school administrators appointed by School Board; 18 parents, 2
appointed by, each of 9 community groups representing different handicaps
(2 such groups already existed; others convened by school and parents for this
purpose, summer 1979)

May begin-staggered 2 year terms of office, fall 1980'

None'

FUNDING: NOne; school board pays for monthly newsletter and materials for monthly meeting,(...)

MEETINGS:

REPORTING 'PROCEDURES:

Whole CounciP meets formally once 'a month in school administration building
Parents meet, informally one week before full board meeting

s of fo meetings to School Board members
y newel tter to AdvisoryCouncil,School Board, special education teachers,

handicapped students

OUTPUTS: Newsletter

220'
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Resources

Funding:

The Council has no independent budget or staff; the School Board pays

necessary, agreed-upon expenses.

-175-

Access to Information from the School District:,

Council members have no caoliaints about obtaining the information they

desire, except for occasional, delays from middle-level administrators. Parent

members are convinced that the district superintendent is fully supportive of

the Council and gives its members full access.

Communications with and Support from the Community:

Before the Council begah,there was virtually no communication among

parents of children with the nine disabilities. However, the Council and a

new social services agency have increased communication about common problems,

such as transportation and post-secondary training opportunities. Similarly,

local organizations for the hearing impaired and muscular dystrophy and the

local ACLD now communicate with each other through their members on the Council.

The state ACLD provided support and organizational help in establis g the

Advisory council. Local communityagencies working with handicapped hilAren

so far have provided only contacts for theCounciLalthough more .ocicIperatfon is

planned for the future. No other civic,-business, or religious organizations have

supported or opposed it:
is$

,,The-Advisoty Council has been implicitly supported by a complaint filed with

OCR in the summer 1979 by five parents of handicapped children. They alleged

-

at -a new auditorium was inaccessible to the handicapped.0 After an HEW site

visit, the district was ordered to change relevant aspects of the construction

and to permit these parents to review all new building plans; This'informal

"504 Compliance Committee" has reviewed new plans, and filed another complaint dli
mulp

in eerly 1980 about several accessibility problems. The complaint is still
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under investigation,

The 504 Compliance Committee and the Advisory Councilaren close

communication, and will have two bint members in the fall of 1980, but

there'are'no formal ties between them. rt is not clear exactly how
At,

influential the recent complaint history was when the School Board estab-

lished the AdvisoryCourcil but respondents assume that it provided motive-
.

tion to establish such a board to avoid further cpmplaints.

Government Support:

No apparent support has come from local, state, or federal governments.

Media Coverage:

Moitly by accident, the initial complaint at the School Board meeting

*received extensive local television and press coverage16/Coverage continued

throughout the succeeding nine months before the Council was formally esta-

blished, and apparently added to the pressure on the school administration

to create it. Council meetings and administrative respOnses are regularly

reported; both positiip and critical stories about special education -programs
V
4

have also contributed to administrative cooperation with the Council.

0

Clear- Mandate :
- .

.41 There is no formal, written mandate. The School Board, the formal sponsor,

.

and Shep Weinswig, the parent organizer, have developed informal guidelines.

Commitment of Sponsor:

Although the Council ,tan only make recommendations, the superintendent has

publicly described-it as a policy-making Wody. All its recommendations have

-been acc Aid in slightly altered form. The only point of. controversy is the,

newslet er; two stories written by parents have been omitted, preibmably at

the beh st of a school administrator.- This issue continua unresolved. As Mr.

Wein points out to parents, however, the fact that "the administration

does t want bad publicity,...may be very posi7ive, very helpful, and very bene-

164
f'.4I a ." If Parents persist in cleaning aapuhlically expressing their needs

andrt mplaints, the schools will commit th mselves to a resolution.

223
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Commitment of Members:

Parents feel confident that theCounctlis fully independent of the

School Board despite the administration members on it and the news-

letter dispute: The group shares_a focus on obtaining new educatio 1

L
programs for handicapped'Children and monitoring existing programs. Parent

Commitment is high, because it is apparent to all that joint, efforts have

been far more successful than individual complaints were previously.

Training:

Councilmembers have received no training or technical services beyond

those of the school system., They are satisfied, however, with the research

by their members and"school staff.

Effective eadershipt

The organizer, Shep Weinswig, has clearly met great success in uniting

parents to support the Advisory Council, He*started by telephoning hundred;
N,)

of parents and he has continued to lead it, . He is also primarily

responsible for administration support. Were he to leave Fort Wayne or the

Council, it would almost certainly lose some of its bite. He has been

most successful in harneising the frustrated energies of individual parents

of handicapped children and directing them toward joint efforts.

§LUASA:e4.

Stance toward the School District:
.4

Under Mr. Weinswig's direction, theCotmcilhas always been firm and

lsrsistent but nonadversarial. Holding an informal, parents-only meeting

before the formal,fell meeting permits parents to become, better ac-

quainted with one another,-to voice disparate opinions and feelingi, and

thento'present a unified front to th-eschool distAct. This greatly

224
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facilitates Ilmfull Council meetings and adds pressure to the recommendations.

Organization and Membership:

Another successful strategy for dealing with the school distict has been
4"

to bypass the Special Educaticin Director and go directly to the more sympath-

etic superintendent and top administrators. An earlier monitoring and

advocacy group and earlier parent demands apparently foundered because they

were unable to obtain the support of the Special Education Director or to get

past him. The Advisory Council,however, was created by one superintendent and-

contains the present superintendent and his top administratOrs, thus providing

both an easy direct channel of communication and some.clout over educational decisions.

Outcomes

The School Board established an academic special education summer program

in response to an Advisory Counctrecommendatinn for such a program. It has

also instituted two changes in transpOrtation at the request of the Adyisory

Council; all vehicles carrying handicapped children will carry their medical

ords4ind releases and citizen band radios. In addition, the School Board

has iac,iaied its efforts to accomodate handicapped children in school trans-

portatn an has'Vegun "trial runs" for them. This change may

not be directly' attributable to the Advisory Council, but it .
was clearly

influential in bringing this issue, to the attention of the School Board.

A final outcome is a social or political one as much as an educational

one. What was formerly a co)lection of angry, frustrated, separate parents

of handicapped children is now 1 more unified network with communication among

them and much more hope for and satisfaction with the schools. Finally.this

group now has an. undisputed Obit° the.attention of the school district on issues

which affect their children, and a forum foreffectively expressing their

views and demandt.

225
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IX. ANALYSIS AND'RECOKMENDATIONS

A. Monitoring Body Complexity

We begin thi: final section of conclusions and recommendations with a

cautionary comment. Case studies cannot accurately convey the confusion and

complexity encountered in actually researching citizen monitoring groups. This

complexity tak'es tunforms. First, particularly With race desegregation,

where emotions, run so, high and ideologies are so strong, different people often
xcw

have different perceptions of the same process.' They remember some events 'but

not others;they quote important actors differedily; they give widely.varying

interpretations of actions, motivations and consequences. Often these variations .

in perception obscure changes in the desegregation process, and alwaysthey

make it difficult to interpret the role and effectiyeness of the monitoring

group bp that process. It is'of course, the researcher's job to determine

what this sound and fury signifies; we have tried to so, but we wish to under-
,

line the fact that even apparently uncontroversial desdriptions may hidevehemen110

disagreement./11hus our first recommendation is:

Do not rel,yon any single obserVbes, or any small set of
observers', explanations and interpretations of events-=
especially of race-related events. Monitoring bodies cannot
be fully objective; personal ideologies, ascriptive traits,
and occupations are bound tolffect one's view of a situation.
Thus even if a sponsor designates a single person as his
official communication link to the monitoring body, and
designates the monitoring body as the single official

. observer, the sponsor should be alert.to the problem of-one-sidedand
conflicting interpretations. *:

The other form of complexity is structural rather than perceptual, and occurs

II

particularly with sex equity and handicap related. groups. These bodies often

have very amorphous beginning and ending points, no clear

no formal internal structure, and.no sharp distinctions be

Members, parent grimps, or spin -off groups. Again, it is

111

jobto impose clarity on vagueness; we'-have tried to do.so, but we wish to

sponsor or mandate,
t

tween members, non-
:-

the researcher's

New,
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t
underline-the fact that many declarative statements have imposed a forgility

,

that does not necessarily exist in the minds af the participants. -3

B. Sponsor's Expectations for a Monitoring Body

Many judges presiding over race desegregation cases appear to be reluctant

to take them on. One inlour sample was publicly quoted as saying that he

would trade the desegregtioncase for the Pentagon Paperscase ,n.a second.
44

This reluctance may stem from a number of sources, such as 'personal dislike

of desegregation or of iti'consequences or professional distaste for the

messiness and convolutions of.public law litigation. If these judge's appoint,,

.a monitoring committee, it may be in the hope (coliTaaus or not) that4the

r-
group will make the problem go.away--or at least move 4t from the judge's

desk to someone else's. The sponsor's mandate and assignment of responsibilities

to the committee become irrelevant to the committee's real mission, which is

to givethe schools, media, community leaders, Parents, plaintiffs, and others

some entity besides the Court on which to focui their wrath, curiosity,

Or demands. In such a situation, one of three thingsloccurs: 1) the monitoring

body recognizes that its real role is symbolic, and takes only symbolic

actions which lead to disillusionment with citizen "participation;!! 2) th4

1r
monitoring body resists this symbolic role, find followh its own agenda, which

might include investigating complaints, monitoring the schools, issuing reports

and recommendations-ail of which increase pressure on the sponsor to act,

rather than decreasing it as he Had intended; or 3) the monitoring group resists.'

its symbolic role and attempts to, carry out is formal responsibilities or

its own.agenda. In this case, the sponsor responds by continually taking

_actions to 'restrain the committee's power and to restrict its scope of

activity-leading to great frustration on ilk sides. The main points here

are-two:' we must not assume that the stated goals,mandates, and responsibilities

of a monitoring group are'the...real ones and'we must recognize that an effective

227.
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ponitoring body will probably make life more complicated for its sponsor -z-'not

lesi. A well-functioning group continually points out problems that need

resolution. It reeds frequent communication from its sponsor both td keep

its morale high and to make sure it is helping to achieve the sponsor's civil

rights goal. It needs occasional demonstrations (or threats of demonstration)

of power from its sponsor when it is faced with a School district defying its

authority. It induces more demand's from some citizens for more civil rights

action by the sponsor and induces more fears from other citizens of such

action. All of these activities will lead to more work for- a sponsor.

St

Thus we recommend:
0

A sponsor of a monitoring body should be prepared to sper& as
much, or more, effort on the civil rights issue being monitored

as he would if no such group existed. A monitoring,;kodys not
a means of delegating responsibility or tasks; it is a Means of
helping a spons9r bettv perform his task.

We also recommend:

A snonsor should bewar , of hidden agendas, his own and others,
in" setting up and overs eing monitoring groups. It is un-
likely that all members f die group will share such hidden
agendas,' and the ensuing onflicts between group and sponsor
and within the group inhi t the group's effectiveness.

This same dynamic occurs with s onsors other than-judges and in cases

other than race desegregation. A sch ol system, for, example, May set up a

1\

monitoring body w ose ostensible purpo- is to oversee implementation but

whose real purpose is to. defuse criticise or co-apt critics. A state or
\

.federal agency may set up a monitoring group as'a way of delegating respongibility

that it hasn't the re:k ces orodesire to sake on itself. Inyth these cases

one-or more of the three dan:ers described .hove will occur and the monitoring

process will be worse t useless.

Of course, some sp niors--whether judges schools,, agencies, or private

. organizations-are eeply committed to their goal, and fully intend the

"N....mnitoring group to help the achieve it. T eir problems will be diffirent.

g28
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C. Civil Rights Goals and Monitoring Body Mandates

--Hang cautioned against taking stated goals ifiarmandates too seriously,

--_
we now turn to an examinatim of those goals and .mandates. sable 18, uses

the four-part typology developed in sections /T/ and IV above to identify the

`sgonsor's civil rights goal, the monitoring body's mandate, and the monitoring

abodyl-s_own go'als, for the eleven race-related monitoring groups we studied in

depth...

r.
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School

District

TABLE 18

_SPONSOR'S CIVIL RIGHTS GOALS, MONITORING BODY MANDATES:AND

MONITORING BODY GOALS IN RACE DESEGREGATION CASES

Statutory

Definitions of Civil Rights Goals

Political - Educational Social

BOSTON

Sponsor'A Goal

Monitoring Body's

Mandate

Monitoring Body's

Own Goal

primary

second CCC
CDACs
CPAC (after CCC -

was disbanded)

CDACs,pairings
(interest group

model)
REPCs,'CPAC, RESCs
(grass roots
model)

'first CCC (some
members)

CVAC
REPCs

secondary(oppor-

tunities model)

pairings(oppor-

tunities model)

REPCs,CDACs (results
model)

first CCC

REPCs
RESCs

BUFFALO

Sponso'r's Goal

,

Monitoring Body's

Mandate

Monitoring Body's
Own Gdal

primary

Commission-
'rimary

pairings (oppor-
tunities model)

Commission - 'Commission-
secondary (grass primary (both

roots model), models)

c

Commission-
secondary 2311



(Table 18 continued)

School
`District

Statutory.

4 y

Definitions of Civil Rights Goals

Political Educational

e

2

'Social

CLEVELAND

Sponsor's Gal

Monitoring Body's
Mandate .

Monitoring Body's
- Own Goal

primary,.

O

OSMCR (explicit, OSMCR (implicit,
primary) e, secondary)

OSMCR (explicit, OSMCR pmplicft,'
primary) . secondary)

secondary (oppor-
tunities model)

DAYTON

Sponsor's Goal

**Bo
'Monitoring Body'S.

Mandate

.

Monitoring Body '
Own 'Goal

primary

DCAB- .

secondary

DCAB -

secondary .

DCAB-
primary

DCAB-
primary

DALLAS

. Sponsor's Goal;

Monitoring.Boes
Mandate -.

,

Monitoring Body's
Owp Goal

Primary

i.

TEC ,(some

members)

AI

Educational Task
'Force (interest group
model)

TEC (some members--
grass roots model)

'EC
as

TEC (sine members) -*
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(Table 18 continued)

School
District

Definitions of ,Civil Rights Goals

Statutory Political Educational 4 Social

DENVER

Sponsor's Goal

Monitoring Body's
Mandate

Monitoring Body's .

Own Goal

primary (Doyle &
Matsch)-.

k CEC-secondary

DETROIT

.Sponsor's Goal

Monitoring Body's
Mandate

Monitoring Body's
Own Goal

secondary (Doyle)

CEC (opportunities. CEC
model)

CEC'(sqme CEC (interest group CEC (results model
members) model for some mem- for some members)

bers; grass roots
model for some members)

secondary (after
Milliken I decision)

Commission -

primary

primary (after ,

Milliken I decision ,

opportuniies model)

Commission-
primary

'Commission-
secondary

LOS ANGELES

Sponsor's Goal

1

primary (1978-80 plan, primary (1980 -
most of 1980- plan) plan for RIMS --

. opportunities 'model)
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4 (Table 18 continued)

School;
District

Rtatutory

a

Al
Definitions of Civil Rights Goals

Political Educational Socisl

0.

LOS ANGELES
(continued)"

Monitoring Body's
Mandate"

Monitoring Body's
Own Goal

Monitoring
Committee (1978-
1980)

Specill Monitors
(1980 - )

Monitoring
COmmittee(some
members)
Special Monitors

Monitoring
Committee

(1980- )

Monitoring
Committee (some
members-- grass
roots model)

Special Monitors
(interest group
model, (??) )

k-

Monitoring
Committee

(1980- )

MILWAUKEE

Sponsor's Goal

Monitoring Body's
'Mandate

Monitoring Body's
Own Goal

primary

Monitoring.
Board

Monitoring,Doard
(results model)

PORTLAND
Sponsor's Goal

236.

secondary (to
preempt litigation)

primay (oppor-
tunities model.)
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(Table 18 continued)

School
District

Statutory

Definitions of Civil Rights Goals

'Political Educational Social .

PORTLAND
(continued)

MonitoriQg Body's
Mandate

MoAtoring Body's'
Own Goal

°

00

Coalition (interest
group model)

Coalition (interest
,group & grass roots
models)

Black United Front
(grass roots model)

Coalition(opportu-
nities model)

Coaltion (opportu-
nities model)

Black United, Front

(results model)

SEATTLE

SpOnsOr's Goal

238P

Monitoring Body's
Mandate

Monitoring Bo 's

Own GoAl

`t;

secondary (to
preempt litigation)

4

primary (opportu-
nites model)

Advisory Committee
(opportunities model)

Advisory_CommYttee

a

Advisory
Committee

jdvlsory
Committee

239
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What can we conclude -from Table 18?

disccivergthat-judges have statutory

First, it is hardly surprising to

_desegregation:goals; and that school

distr:cts have primarily educational goals. What is'surprising to note is

how few monitoring bodies have been set up to facilitate the achievement of

those goals. Most monitoring bodies are given several mandates, or a mandate

that does not make clear what goal they are supposed to be or
_

a mandate to pursue a goal different from the sponsor's primary goal.

Furthermore, many monitoring bodies develop goals for themselves that are at

odds with, or at least are not consistent with, the sponsor's civil-rights

goal and mandate.to the committee. This divergence among 0.341 rights goals,

monitoring body mandates and monitoring body goals generally creates confusion

and tension that deerease the, effectiveness of the4anitors.
Tws

Thus our fourth and fifth recommendations are:

Make sure that the mandate, structure, membership, resources,
and strategies of the- monitoring body are appropriate tothe
civil rights goal which they are intended to facilitate.

Make sure that the body does not displace its mandate to. 0

another goal. Alternatively, make sure that the new monitoring
body goal is acceptable to the sponsor and all,members, and
that the resources, structure, and strategies are changed to
fit the new goal. Our best judgement of the appropriate features
of monitoring bodies for each-of the four civil rights goals is
contained in Section IV of this reports

.

The recommendation that the,monitoring body be tailored toit the civil rights

goal implies another:

The establishment of,a monitoring mechanism should-never be-an
afterthought; it should be contemplated as the sponsor writes
his plan or orders. Organizational structure, membership,
'resources, and strategies should be planned very carefully.

This seems obvious; it is worth emphasising only because it ,is

one to which sponsors seldom adhere. es and other sponsors have told

-us that they did not know exact y what they wanted a monitoring body to do

when they set it,up, or that its members were people who happened to be

(

available and interested, not necessarily people who were best suited to the
.--;%
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7
particular monitoring task. In these cases, the tkonitoring bodies have

/.

often had internal conflicts and have lacked necessary resources which could

have made them more effective.

The final recommendation along these lines is:

A monitoring body should be established before ehe remedy or
order is given, or befori.theoverseeing agency-tries to force
a _school distr;ct pp comply with its regulations.

There are several reasons for this recommendation. First, an Important role

of almost any monitoring group is to make clear to school persopfiel aid the

community, what is required for compliance and why. This educational proceA

should begin as early as possible, before battle lines are established' and

factually mistaken views solidified. Second, a monitoring group needs time to

relatibns and decide on its agenda,and stragegies--all

place before the first day of school under the new civil
. .

develop its internal

of which should take

."
rights requirements. Third, a monioridgbodyneeds fimeto develop workable

P

relatiods with the schodig, he,,ao. groups, and its sponsor--
1 .-

.., ,

(
all of which also shotad.iake plac tai ooh be do . Fourth': and

tyr, tinter

,',t P a.
f, . : I

citpletie
, , r v

'' .
. *, ,,, ,, .

we' have found this to be especially true with ? sta'tutoriW monitoring/
, 4,

, .1% .

group, monitoring bo es' benefit from observing aloasey.iae\of school activity

against which to c mpare later implementation act vfQi.:1 For example, Judge
CY

Battisti vointed out in his Order of June 1, 1979 thatuThe importance of OSMCR'S
t,,,,,°1,---

[Cleveland] role in preimplementation planning cannet:be 4;Ivezemphasized. As

anticipated...-, OSMCR's monitoring activities have signifivnEly aided the

Court's careful planning efforts." Fifth, citizens 4'th complaints or questiohs

about the civil rights transition benefit greatly from having an!organized body`'-
4'

c

to which they can take their concerns. And flaally, a, Monitoring*giqup may

wok best when it is yerceived as part of an onmgotng prpcess,. not as,;a sudden

imposition' from the, outside into that process. For all othese reasons, 40

monitoring group should begin before implementation begins,:wfiich is possible

only if its purpose and structure have been thought out carefully in advance by '4.



The relationships among sponsor's goal, monitoring body mandate,an

-monitoring body goals for itself may be less of'a problem in,sex equity awe'

handicapped cases than in race segregation casesbecause the sponsor and

recruitment processes are often different. When school stems sponsor, a

group, they tend,to appoint their own,staffers or paienfs4mho have worked

closely with school p sonnel for a long time. In this case, the civil rights

goals, monitoring body andatei and monitoring body internal gOals are likely

to, be the same. It is possible, of course, for a schoof-sponsored group to

disagree with the school's mandate for it--as in Portland and Seattle--but

this phenomenon is less common than when an outsider, such as a judge or

agency, appoints the group. Alternatively, the sponsor may be a private

interest group which designates some of its members to be the monitoring body..

In this case, thidisjunCtions described above are unlikely to occur because

th6 interest group members concur in their goals and perceptions. Most of

the sex equity and handicapped groups that we studies had no Problem with

k

conflicting goals and magnates.
S.

Note that this discussion does not imply that a sponsor should ask a

muitoring group to pursue, only one goal. The issue of multiple goals, and

multi ple mandates to a monitoring group, is:Complex and is

we now turn;

Some monitoring body mandates are compatible, but some are not. A sponsor

the issue to which

ti

should be very careful to ive the monitoring body-compatible-mandates-and to-

,

avoid incompatible ones. We make the following. recommendations about

7, combinations which stem especially fruitful, or fruitless:

. s

A ..etntutory mandate should not be combined with a political
or social mandate, or a results-oriented educational mandate.

It can; under some circumstances, be combined with an

opportunities oriented educational mandate.

,,,,
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The example of the Cleveland.OSMCR shows why a statutory mandate,At iacompatiblewi

a political role. No matter how objective, verifiable, and fully documented

are the monitev4ug reports of a statutory.group, as soon as it is perceived as

political actor it will lose credibility with those who oppose its sponsor. It Gil

also have an extremely, difficult time itself avoiding becoming a political actor,

as distinguished from an observer. Implicit advocacy of change cannot successfully

O' be combined with an explicit role as objective, uninvolved observer.

The example of some BostOn CDACs shows.why statutory and results7oriented

educational mandates are contradictory.' The, reasoning is similar to that in

the.. paragraph above: careful, objective, fully-informed monitoring cannot take'

place in an atmosphere of confrontation, advocacy by monitors, and defensiveness

'by school persOilnel. Results- oriented members may become very impatient with

"begul..:Counting" legal concerns and may even reject the high priority on integra-

tion per se implied in most court orders or statutes.

,

The main problem with combiningstatutcy and social mandates is tile entirely.

distinct set of skills and connections requiredof members in the two types of
LI\

groups. The roles a;e less contradictory than simply very different; data-

,

gatherers may not be skilled at making friends and conciliat g in tense .

44
__situations, and vice versa.

The Sacramento sex equity groups suggest that a statutory mandate can usefully

be combined witan opportunities-oriented educational mandate. Both require

objective'and systematic monitoring; neither is inherently threatening tq, a

school system. After all, legil goals are often intended to improve educational

opportunities. However, the sponsor should beware of a clinger which can make

these two mandates incompatible. A statutory
r ,

group may slip intoan

adversarial relationship with. the school system,, whereas an educational

-7=
opportunitietroriented group may be coopted by the schools. If these slippages.

occur, A monitoring gioup'may'be irretrievably torn apart.

24.3



A results-oriented educational, mandate is usefully combined
with a grass-roots political mandate. Alternatively, an
opportunity-oriented educational mandate is usefully com-
bined with an interest-group political' mandate. The other -
possible combinations here (educational results and interest-
group politics, and educational opportunities and grass-
roots politics) are inherently unstable and po ibl
counterproductive.

The first combination has a change-oriented, even radical, thrus
-
The second

ha0a reformi41, ameliorative thrust. 'The first involves people who seek

responses from the school system as a matter of right; the second combinationL't
seeks resources-brorethe\school system through=trades and offers' of ether

resources that systemthe, schooll system wInts. The pairings in Boston and Buffalo

are good examples of the 'reformist combination; the REPCs are a good example

of the radical combination.

A social mandate is probably best combined th an interest
group politics and'or educational opportun ies mandate.

The development of networks among formerly- separated groups, all of whidk'are

becOming involved in expanding educational prograMs, is an obviously compatible

set of activities. They all arelikelyto involve community leaders who

bring a`wide set of skills and resources to the group; they all seek cooperative

relations with the school system, and they allseek to bring formerly deprived

Mk
children into the cultural and educational mainstream. Tensions are possible,

of course, particllarly if a social group seep its main role as protecting the

- ,

rights ind.interests of disadvantaged children. But the Fort Wayne' Advisory

Board, among others, provides a good example of how political, educational,

and social roles can usefully be combined.

The final recommendation addressini the combination of mandates comes from

observing the success of tge-California and Michigan sex equity groups and

the changei now underway in the Los Angeles monitoring process. It is:

The best way to achieve a variety of civil rights goals is

)
to set up several citizen groups, each-with a differeit .

mandate, membership, set of resources,,and set of strategies.
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'A

-These groups should cleatly understand the undariei--..,
between them and the limits of each, but they-Should
also work closely togetker and where possible, reinforce 4..

each other's activities.
'IA

1

The advantages of ainetwork of groups with. distinct mandates allivbeking toward
,

separate, but complementary ends include the avoidan-Le of intra-grnup conflic t

and of effortsto switch from objective observer to passionate activist and

. -

back again. A umbarfralso gives the schools an community clear foci for 4
. .

I,'

different types' of communication and claims. The dangers offla network.ve

illustrated- by the BostOn case; the moups may expend their energy in

fighting with each other over resources, Tower; and mandates rather than

pursuing civil rights goals. To avoid such fights oveneurf, we emphasize

the following recommendations; se ,,,
.

.
,,,r

The sponsor must make surethat.each'group ,clearly under-.
stands and accepts its mandate and its relationship with
the other groups. .

--. ,--
. -.

The sponsor must make sure that the structures and members
are appropriate `for eachgrodp.

0

The s sor should build as muchas possible on groups'
,already exist to achieve a particular civil rights

goal.

The sponsor should make definitive all cations Of any new

resources and should not permit any am iguity over
allocaPionsof new bowes,.rgeurces, or bjects for.
monitoring.

r

r)

Note that the sponsor himself can play the role of one of the, groups in

.. . .
.

I

themetwork that we have just described. For example, if a state civil rights

, agency does its own monitoring for legal compliance, the

citizen groups cen-concentrate oa other goals and can avoid in'adverserial

relationship between school and, community. The PEER iroject in.Michigan

illustrates this point; it pursues goals of participation and educational

opportunity -and leaves the complaint and compliance'issues to NOW-and. As the

f-

"goOd guy" in't "good. guy-bad Tie team, PEER gets much more cooperation and

°

A 1,
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information from the schoOl systems it is involved with than its resources
r,

.4.

'and power would suggest.
, .

Our last point about combinineroleS is more an observation thin a

recommendation. tn several, cities where race desegregation monitoring groups

begah with mainly Statutory mandates and focused on,questions of racial balance,

they have recently moved to a° results-oriented educational goal. any now

claim that the "real" purpose of civil rights action and citizen monitoring is
,

to imprwie the education of deprived children whether or not schools and

classrooms are desegregated; This shift in emphasis has occured in Portland,

Detroit, Milwaukee and Boston.- In other exits' such as Dallas and Denver

(and for some members ofthe Coalition in Portland), the groups have shifted

from an outside monitoring role to so much cooperation with the school systems
.7°

that some respondents warn of cooptation. Thus sponsors should be prepared

for monitoring grouts to move away from their original mandate. The. evidence

suggests that in some cases the group, or at least many Of its members, becomes

radicalized and abandons "bean- counting" for a focus on "quality education."
I

In other cases the group loses ate original critical tone and concentrates on

, f .
.

.

the educational or social issues of greatest interest eotheschools themselves.

Ig 4- .
.

.

A soTewhae-dieferent recommendation about mandates addresses all four
.

-types and all combinations otypes. The mandates for many ;monitoring groups,

especially within one civil rights domain, appear very similar and similarly

vaguelyworded.c What matters most is the committees and sponsor's interpre-
.

tstion of.the mandate. Thus we recommend:-
"

4

The mandate fro:ma-sponsor:should clearly state the general
mission, responsibilities, and authorities of the monitoring
bOdy. The entire group should then meet with the sponsor to
answer questions,end clear up misunderstandings. The mandate

1 should be.flexible enough to permit the monitoring body to
decide howexactly'to carry out its responsibilities. The
monitoring body should.have easy access to the sponsor, to
clear up misunderstandings that arise during its work, and
it should explain its mandate clearly and repeatedly to
the public and schools.

246
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D. Authority and Power

the next major topic fdr a sponsor to .consider is leverage, or "clout"

as most respondents termed it, Our basic finding on this topic is simple:

if a monitoring body has no leverage on a school system, or if there is not

'a general perception that the sponsor has such leverage and uses'the monitoring

body's experience to help him decide-,how and when to use it, a citizen mon-

A*'itoring group is useless. This extremely strong conclusion was almost uni-
.

versally drawn_by our respondents who are or have been affiliated with monitoring

groups. They pointto the volumiraius studies and recommendations made by

citizen groups in mostschoolaistricts, studies which are now gathering dust'

on some harried staffer's or bored bureaucrat's shelf. They point to the

opposition to dedegregation, the indifference to sex equity, the fear of

expenses for handicapped education in arguing th'at civil rights implementation
OF

will be resistedby school districts wherever pOssible. They,point,to the

many;parents and community leaders who have begun involvements with school '

systems with high.,-enthusiasm and great energy, and who are. now disillusioned

and bitter because their work went for nothing. They point to the teachers

and administrators within the schoOT system who are-eager to comply, but who

fear sanctions or simply can make no,headway against a nonsupportive top

administration or school board. They point to schodl administrators who hveljearni

that they can ignore preSsure from federal agencies and local 'citizens 17ith impu-
'

nity. For these reasons they--and we--argue that a monitoring arouo with no power ;
,

force change is worse than irrelevan5v.uit is actually, destructive to itself

and to community morale. We recommend:

The sponsor must' either make it ,ear to all concerned, that a

monitoring group is purely advisr0 and subject to the school's
desires for it, or he must make it clear that the committee has
his backing and that its experiences wilr'be used in determining
his future relations with the school systeqk If the sponsor
makes the latter claim, he must be prepared to back it up when
necessary. .

The experience of, the OSMCR in Cleveland demonstates not only,the dangers of a '

powerful group and sponsor, but also the .benefits and necessity of usiy.ir clout.



Note that leverage can take many forms. The most obvious and perhaps

most polent is a court order with.a judge prepared to issuer, further orders.

A federal or state regulatory agency willing and able quickly to decide t

withhold funds for noncompliance is equally convincing. But there are'other

forms of leverage. It could be favo;ablemedil coverage of the group,?r

unfavorable coverage of the schools such. as that used in Fort Wayne, pressure

from local business or political leaders as in Dayton, a political movement

v, among local voters against a recalcitrant elected school board or its appoEntees

as in Boston a few years ago, a boycottagainst the schools as in Portland,

and so on. Future monitoring groups should4be given the resources needed to

achieve at least one of these forms of clout.

The queiiion of leverage is influenced or determined by the choice of

civil rights goals. There is no "correct" type of leverage appropriate for.

all situations; instead,,a sponsor and monitoring group Mild have a clear

conception of which goals, strategies, resources and types of leVarage work

well together. Most respondents who endorse citizen monitoring groups claim

that the first lob of the group must be to act in a way that. convinces the school'
%

system that compliance with the court order or regulations is necessary and in-
.

evitable. Thus a statutory goal, and the leverage of a court. order or agency fun -

ding discretion, must come first. Only when the schoOl systei knows that it must

comply can a monitoring group broaden its scope and pursue other goals.'

However,' some respondents claim that in their,situation it is impossible

to achieve legal compliance withoUt first "raising the consciousness" of

*
7

school personnel and community members. They claim that legal threats are too

strong a weapon, that the school system needs,first to be. shown how it

would benefit from complying and how it can comply. rn this situation, educational

and social goals come first and leverage in the formii-of media coverage and
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the promise of resources from_business, cultural, and educational institutions

are most appropriate. For example, one respondent argued that in a fiscally

austere time a school administrator may need'"community pressure" do him in

order to convince the school kdard that he has no choice but to do what he

wanted to' do anyy. This consciousnessraising strategy is advocated by

some members of= the Utah Legal Center for the,Handicapped.

Finally, some claim that legal goals of racial and sexual balancing or

handicapped mainstreaming are no longer (if ever) the desired Outcome, that

what matters most is improving the educational achievements of deprived children.
r

For theta, the power of voter opposition to elected officials or citizen boy=

cotts and protests are the most appropriate forms of leverage. Therefore we

recommend:
411,

The4sponsor and committee members should make surer that
the kinds of leverage they seek and use will be effective
in facilitating achievement of the civil rights goal that
the monitoring group is working to facilitate.

As the discussion above implied, the right level of leverage used

is as important as the right kind 'of power exerted. Applying too.M64:

power can be as useless, even destructive, as too little pnwer. Therefore

we recommend:

The sponsor should, make sure that he and the group members agree;
4 on :;what" levels, as weli'is what kinds, of leverage are appropriate

in parelcular'situations. Ideally, they should reach this .,agreement,
and pubWize,their intentions before a crisis arises; the sponsor
must then aive up to his statements unless he has an excellent reason
noeto. The sponsor and group' should make'sure that the level of
power they intend to use ii available, is appropriate to the general
Context as well as, th% specific circumstance, and is compatible with
the monitoring body's mandatc, structure, resources,' and strategies.

E. Structure

Different' Struatures seem most app&priate for different typos of

monitoring bodies,

that some:structure

begins its work, so

as described in Section IV. The mein general point Is

should be established early,

that procedural questions'do

249
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weeks or monthsof work. We recommend:

The sponsor and chair of the monitoring body should set up an
_apptopriate structure before the body begins its work. Decisions
should be made about subcommittee OrPanization, recruitment of
members and staff, allocation of resources and authority within
the committee, and communication channels with nonmembers.
The structure must include mechanisms for change, and must be
flexible enough to respond to new circumstances or members'
unanticipated needs.

F. Membership

Although members do change their vioci-as'a result of the monitoring

'experience, the direction,thata monitoring group takes is largely a function

of the views and skills its members bring to it. At a minimum:

A sponsor should be very careful in choosing, the members
".of almonitoring group since the group's composition is a key
determinant of its direction and effectiven.

For that recommendation to be useful, however, we must specify more clearly'

the elements of a good choice. Consider first the question.of diversity among

members. At least for the case of race desegregation,
40

J '
%.

some, 'forms of diversity within a monitoring group cause it to be totally

ineffective. "Poi examples a group that has such a wide rafige of opinions

about desegregation that it "retries the case' every time it meets is not able

to get much. done. The first CCC in Bolton illustrates thatpoint. A group

that has only a few.social scientistCamon; many activist parents, or-vice

versa, may exclude the nonconforming members from any meaningful participation

That was a constant concern of the,Los An'eles Monitoring Committee. A group,

whose Public members have a completely different agenda and style from its

staff is also unable to accomplish much.

On the other hand, other forms 6f diversitywithin a%group_can enhance

its effectiveness. A group completely identified with one party in the suit

or one position in the,compliance process will have no credibility with the

other parties and positions. The Buffalo Commission was ineffective partly
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berno4e its members were all identified with one viewpoint. A critical mass

of activist parents can bringa sense of urgency and immediacy to the detached

and less minutely informed social scientists; t critical mass of data analysts

and unitiVolved experts can
brinea .sense of balance and perspective to angry

parenti. A well-constructed group0411,have meiberi whose,skills And con-

.:

stituencies differ from, but .complement,, each others' and the staff's.

The question of diversity among memb'el; seems not,to.be a problem in any

of the sex equity or handicapped case's we studied. Some groups were small and
.

highly uniform; they achieved the desirabli features of diversity by working

4

with-other, different, groups. Some groups had diverse members who worked

well together. The differences here, may reflect the intensity of public

-

concern about the iSsue. Race desegregation is a hotly contested subject;

the other two, are not so the question of ctedibil ty and representativeness

; .

is "'ore sensitive for the latter then fo4 the former.,

To achieve enough but net too much diversity among members, we make the '.

following recoimendations;
f

The sponsor should choose meibersito are committed to carrying

out the civil rights court orde.or regulations, whether or not

they firmly believe in it., They need no advocate desegregation

but they must advocate obeying the law.

The sponsor should n44,sure to choose members so that all actors .

-
.

in the process trusted respect at least some members in themonitoring,
,-..
group. That probablir means that shire should.Tp some educators,

a considerable number of minority pprOentatives,..p" smemember_
with standing in the business community,;ind so on.'65

Perhaps the best way t6 ensure thatall actors trust at leas

some members is.io ask eacltjor actor to submit a list o

acceptable candidates toAth4 spOnsor. The sponsor then close

among that list of nate06cording to other criteria; ch as

commitment to compliande-and the symbolic issues to e discussed

below.

The other main issue in choosingA,members is portance of symbolic

concerns. Having local residents With children it/.the public schools on the

,

committee is a powerful symbol to cotmunity residents; so is having sub=
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stantial representation among and committee power heldby members of formerly

deprived groups. The question'of lenc,th_and location of residence may have

little to AO with one's skill as an observer and reporter but it is an easy

and convincing issue for skeptics to use in trying to dismiss the findings of

AO"

the monitors. in short:

,The sponsor should be extremely sensitive to symbolic issues
of place of residence, length of residence in the community,
number of children in the public schools, socio- economic
status, race, eEhnicityoprx, and handicap in appointing monitoring group
members. He should avoid appointing many people who are'easily discredited
on symbolic giounds.

411,

Also for symbolic purposes, the sponsor-should ,awoint (or
organize' school elections for) ..student representatives on
the committee. The students should not be treated merely
as symbolic appendages; they should be full-fledged members
of_the committeewith_as much authoritY'and respon bility
as possible. lowever, their greatest value may be a symbolic
one.

G. Resources and Strategies

Most recommendations about resources and strategies are implied by

in Seetion IV,

recommendations

1. Funding:

since they'vary by monitoring group type. However; some

are appropriate for all groups.

the tables

At least some funds, which are assured and regular, which can be

spentat the monitoring body's discretion, and which. are provided in a way.that

permits the body to remain independent of their_donor, are essential. At a

minimum, the group must have clerical help and supplies in order to communicate

internally' and with. the sponsor, schooli, and 'community. At a maximum, it

needs funds for a large professional staff and computer time, for public forums

and activities, for travel and consultants, for salaries of-school monitors,

and so on. Therefore we recommend:



A sponsor Must provide, or otherwise ensure, steady and
reliable -- although'Inot necessarily a large amount of --
funding that the monitoring body can -use as it sees fit and

1K
that'has no implicit or explicit strinKs attached.

-2. Staff:

The staff can make or break a monitoring group. Ideally, the staff

should perform those among the following functions that are relevant to the

group s mandate:

1, design, administer, analyze, and interpret uniform, objective,
compreheniive monitoring forms;

2. obtain and analyze data from the schools;

3. obtain and analyze other information from the schools through
meetings, memos, informal contacts, etc;

4. organize meetings so that citizen members have a clear agenda,
'clear sees'of choices' to make about 'future activities,' clear
choices to make about further directives to the staff;

5. organize community forums, hearings, social gatherings, and other
political and social activities;

6. take care of daily administrative details;'..

7. compile information and distribute it to the media, the community
'A at large, and opinion leaders; '--

A3. boost the moral of public members "on'the firing line" by helpin
them to feerth t they are not alone and-by acting-as a sounding
board for ideas, criticisms, and emotions;

`9. follow the publit embers' directives in compiling reports, but
also ensure their accuracy and verifiabilityiN,.

10. train, organize,' and oversee Volunteer toniAors; and

11.13rganize-and oversee pairings between schools and other community
institutions that have resources desirable to the'spools.

staff is not automatically an unmixed blessing. The sponsor, and especially

the monitoring body itself, must beware that the staff:.

1. does not become a bureaucracy 'with a life of its own, which
spends a disproportionate amount oL'its. energy On internal
issues, and which seeks its own perpetuation 6i...expansion
regardless of the state of,civil rights implemehtation;

aA
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2. does not become the sole link between the sponsor and the group,-

,thereby cutting the citizens off from their source of direction
and motivation,--and-cutting the sponsor off from the'benefits
of lay ratter than professiotial monitoring;

. does not shape,the,committee's agenda, or reinterpret its
directions so strongly as to change its role from employee
to independent actor;

,4. does not takeover so much interaction with. the dthools that
committee members no longer haNie a predominant monitoring role;

.5. does not become so involved to one side or another in the dispute
that its reports are unfairly SiaSed or based on-unverifiable
claims; and

6. does not exacerbate the inevitable tensions among committee
memberi.

Various monitoring groups have had these difficulties with, and the benefits

from, their. staffs. We recommend:

The sponsor should ensure that the committee has at least a
skeletal paid staff, probably chosen by the committee members
and accountable to the committee.

The sponsor and public members should chOose Staff carefully, -
focusing more on competence and"acceptance of the committee's
goals and mandate than on personal or acriptive traits. The
role and status of the Staff should be thoroughly discussed
and understood.'Sponsor, public members, and staffers should all
besalert to potential problems with staff relations, and move,to
solve them early.

3. Leadership:

The quality of the chair's leadership is crucial to a body that

is composed of people with limited time, varying constituencies and pressures,_
. 4

different ideologies and desires and disparate backgrounds and

good chair must be able to weld this group into a cohesive unit thas,can agree

uponond accomplish only a,small set of its possible and desirable tasks. The

chair must be able to keep control over the staff while leaving it enough

autonomy to -work; he orshe must maintain good relations with the schools

while insisting on certain demands; he or she must act as a, public spokesperson

and link to thasponsor without violating the autonomy of individual committee

254



members. In general,,we recommend:

The sponsor should be especially careful in designating the
chair of a monitoring body. He or she must have; public and
private stature, strong leadership abilities,' finely -tuned
political instincts, and a commitment to give the time and
effort necessary to lead a group of volunteers in a very
delicate And difficult task.

The sex equity and handicapped cases suggest one possible way to get a good.

Chair. The most effectiveamong these groups, such as SEPEP,. thi,,fort Wayne

Advisory Council, and the,Jacson PEER Project, all were chaired by or closely

tied to their founder. The orginator of a grOup by definition has the drive,

political skills; personal contacts, and administrative abilities to set up

'a monitoring body; he or4she may also be able to use those "sk lls to lead it.

However, the cliche about presidential politics may be applic ble here too--the

skills neeaedA win an elected o!1ice may no; be the ones needed to run it

well. A .group'whose founder is its leader.also runs the risk of being so
f'f

lawcompletely identified with that person'that it does not develop, enough of a

base in the community to sustain itself after-that person leaves the scene.

,

Finally on the asubject 'of leadership, groups with different' mandates and

doing different, kinds oflynitoring may need different kinds-'of leaders.
f 4

Our recommendations on this point are contained in the tables of
.

v

Section IV.

,c) 4. Relations with'the School System

The twin dangers for a monitoring group are co-optation and extreme

adVersarial relations. Some conflict with the schools is probably inevitable

if a monitoring-body is doing its job well; sponsors shoul

sistent agreement: But monitors may be so antagonis

be wary of con-,

sensitive:to

co-optation that they needlyssly aggravate school officials. All-opponents of

a desegregation plan,are not necessarily racist; all demurs about a Title IX

evaluation do not necessarily reflect personal orinstitutional"sexism. We

recommend:
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Monitoring groups should submit reports to the schools for
comments or response before submitting them to the sponsor
or making- them public. The group should not be committed to
making changes suggested by the schools, but theylshould some-
haw publicly acknowledge the schools' response.

. ,

Monitoring groups shoind be alert to positive actions taken by
the school system, and report positive actions whenever
possible. It should,not.tone down justifiable criticisms,

however. ,,-

5. Relations with the-Community:

es.

ur main additiohal recommendation in this arena is'to statutory'groups.'

No such Monitoring group has been completely Successful,in carrying out its

respOnsibility to educate the public and school personnel about why compliance

is necessary, and exactly what it consists of. The OSHCR in Cleveland has

made valiant and- exemplary efforts to do so,'but its own close association.

with Judge Battisti and the; intensely adversarial climate in Cleveland have

led it to be associated with only one side of the case, and. to have no

credibility with opponents -- the very people it needs most to reach. A ju /e's

Main enforcement power in public law litigation is a. contempt citatioriiiiainst

school personnel or a placement of the school system into reireivyship. BOth

, <
of.these are drastic measures, to be avoided if possible. Furthermore,

- .

because desegregation' cases are so hotly contested, 'an4 the facts of the. matte

9
..

are so complicated, even Supporters of desegregation may misunderstand or
9

disagree with parts of a court order. F. 'example, many people in Cleveland or

Boston have no idea what the schools really are like physically, how policies

and programs discriminate against some_children, or
t

haw a senerallg self-

contained and publicly unaccountable administration acts. Because of the high pro-
.,

bability of Misunderstanding and the lack of finely calibrated punishments,,

H.

a judge may feel a special moral obligation to make sure that people under-

stand exactly what he has ordered and exactly why he felt it necessary to do

a
6
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so. Thus_community education is essential legal compliance.

An analogous argument can be made for other civil-rights issues, and other

types of enforcement agents. Federal and state agencies have the 'ludgeon of

withholding.or withdrawing funds, but they control few punishments short of

that. Civil rights laWS and regulations are complex and their'fine points are

easily disputed even by people who would like to comply. In oarticular, schools

which do not comply with sex equity requirements often do not so,:luch oppose

sex equity as simplfignofe it. As one respondent put it, "it's not cool to

S

make racial slurs but it's still hilarious to make fun,of women's libbers."

Thus legal compliance may be achieved more easily if school staff and community .

members are taught the real evils of sex discriminatiqn. The comparabli*pro-
. ,

blems for handicapped civil rights are that most citizens are not aware of\\ ;7

handicapped issues, some feel distaste for'certain physical -.-or tental problem

or, mb7st important, enRuring civil rights for the handicapped is expensiv

-Thus he-te too, a sponsor and his group have a particular obligation t make

sure that.people understand wily 'compliance it necessary and what it is

-.-
before they are penalized fo ot-complying. Thus we recommend:

itovide .statutory .monitoring groups with,the resources
fe.g. A public relations person) and the commitment tomake

:sure that the community-understands exactly what comp iance:
entails and why it is., necessary..

Groups with other. goals besides legal compliance should become adept at

-reporting to the public on successes and failures of the schools, results of

complaint investigations, and results of mandated changes. Thus on recommend:

---,Monitoring groups should make public reports regarding the
progress or lack thereof in civil rights implementation.
They should use these reports to'set a public tone too
-motivate residents to communicate with the monitors, to
increase pressure on the schools to change, and to reward
schools for suoaessfui changes;

4
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For both statutory

schedule and 'regular procedures for making reports to sponsor, community, and

schools will facilitate .the process of educating the community, infoiming the

4

and other groups, a frequent and regular reporting

sponsor, and putting pressure on the schools.
A

Our other main point about community support is that monitoring groups

should become more sensitive to and adept at building on already existing

tr
community sentiments. Monitors should plug into already-existing networks

and groups as much as possible, although they must also be very careful to

maintain their independence and not be caught up in irrelevant issues or old

battles. One way to avoid this trap is to widen theircontacts as much as

(-possible. Community members who'are known to and trusted by school teachers 4 i

and administrators can be invaluable aids to a new monitoring body in many toi

ways. Thus we recommend:

.Monitoring grotips and their sponsors should build on already

- existing groups and networks wherevex,they caa do .so Without

being caught up in irrelevant issues.--

The rest of our recommendations for resources and stratRgies vary according

to the type of monitoring group established,'and are contained in the tales

of Section IV:

H. Meetings. Reportink Procedures, andOutputs

Once again; these mostly vary by type of group so are considered in Section

'IV. We have, however, one general recommendation;
. .

Whatever time and place are chosen for .meetings, whatever form and

frequency are chosen for outputs, witatever'procedures for dissemiL

nating information are agreed utoop --_these should be established

early, rouiiatzed quickly, and left in place, unless there is an

extremely strong reason for changing them.

This i4 not a call for rigidity, but rather for standard operating procedures.

Monitoring groups are composed of volunteers with different beliefs and skills,

doihg highly diffuse and innovative tasks,in a volatile and even deadly

setious aqnosphere. Each of these features-contributes-a-strong centrifugal

0
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force; anything that can be'Maderoutine and noncontroversialshould be.

.
A

,

X. CONCLUSION It

Monitoring,-in all its variations?, can be'an enormously useftil and
.

, . r',.'

flexible tool for helping to implement civil rights in schools. It gives

courts and agencies a greater ability to enforce their mandates at relatively

low cost; it gives schools a chance to-fit the mandate 'td local condtio s;

it gives citizens a thance.to shape crucially'important and complex insiiL

8

tutions in their Ayes; it facilitaees true integrationn of different types

of people. However, monitoring alsd has built-in frustrations and conflicts,

which must be confronted for it to succeed.

Perh4s.the.best way.to ynderstanci why effective citizen monitoring can

be so difficult is the following argument:
A.

monitors need a setq.es of resources, which we have described, to accomplish.

their tasks, However, these re-Sources are granted by differenus in the

implementation process, who Act independently of one another;<:."110two actaqs-
(

are in an adversarial relatiOnship, the more one actor gives of the resources

4
under its control to themdnitoring body, the more the group will be perceived

.

Is a tool of that actOr, an the fewer the resources that the other actor will

- give. Thus,.to take { the simpleitrii- se, the court can giv4.,a body a mandate

funding, staff, leaders, members, nd the promise cf judirciafbaCking'if-
-4-,.

.

. .

,

,

necessary. But it t cannot'give'th body information or legitimacy in the schools.
/. "

schools are locked inonly the schools. can &that. .d when court and hool lk at: -' '

3

.

bitterifight, as'SIAClgrelan r example, the more resources the court gives,

the
. s.

more that the st thhold.
4

°`7,

. Table 19 expan AlySis-to_inClude tithe resources'and acffrs:.

A . ..

4.

4 1 p
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TABLE 19,

RESOURCES NEEDED FOR MONITORING BODY
EFFECTIVENESS, AND THEIR DONORS

Resources

Information from and tbmmu-
ftications with school district .

Information and support from
community

Media coverage

Government support

Funding
Staff
Mandate
Committed members
Strong leader

LeverAge over schools

6

Expertise

.

9

IS 6

Actors Able, and Likely, to
Grant Resources

School board
- School administrators

School staff and teachers

Parents "of deprived and noudeprilied
students

Buiiness, civic, religious, political
leaders

Local chapters of national'interest
groups

Local newspapers
Radio'

Local television stations

Local and state elected officials
State department-oreducation
Federal agency (OCR, CRS)

Court
Federal agency
Sponsoring school board
Sponsoring interest group
Selves
Other sOnsors

Court
Federal agency
Local media °

Local leaders
Local Voters
Community activists
Students
9

Members
# Staff

Federal agency
Local organizations
School district

. 260
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As As Table 19 shows, the situation need not be a stark constant sum game.

Many resources are'available from i variety of actors. Some resources c

substitute for others. Some resources are relatively unimportant for parti

cular monitoring body mandates. But the core dileMma remains:"small set of

resources are all necessary but not sufficient by themselves effectively to

monitor civil rights compliamce, and these resources are controlled by separate

actors Who are likely to be antagonistic to one another or to monitoring.;

-These core resources are:'1) mandate, d'uthoriof5; and members, controlled by the

sponsor; 2) information, controlled by the school system; and 3) community

support or at least acquiescence, controlled by the community.

The strategies that ajmonitoring body must"take to get enough of these

three essential resources depends on local circumstances.' If the school

district is the sponsor,',or is in agreement with the sponsor, the community

is also likely to be supportive, In this situation, the monitoring body isf
able simply to work cooper4tively with all actors. This is the situation of

the Fort-Wayne Advisory Council. Such a 'situation is the most desirable--but also 1410

the one in which,monitoring is least necessary and perhaps least forceful. If the

school district and/or the community disagrees with the sponsor on civil

rights goals or the means to achieve them, the monitoring body must make one

of two choices in order to be effective. It may be very politically astute,

and work hard to pers'ade all actors to give it the rescurces it needsi That

is the strategy of the Commission inietroit. This situation is.the most Common

one in sex equity cases. Or it may rely heavily on a sponsor who has and will use

a considerable amount of power to force the schools and community to coop7alte with

the monitors. That is the strategy of the- OSMCR in Cleveland. This situation is

most likely to occur in race desegregation cases, and it is the situation in

which monitoring is the hardest to do effectively and the most important to

do effectively.
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Our last recommendation, therefore., is;

To have an effective monitoring,Body, a sponsor must either
a) ensure that all actors will give the monitoring body the
resources it needs; bl give the monitoring body a leader,
members, and other resouroesthatvill help it be petsuastve
toschools and gommunity residents; or c) give the monitoring
body the backing-it needsto force the schAls and community
to give it the resources it needs, This choice will depend
on local circumstances and the issue Being monitored:

.The sponsor and monitors Ahould adjust their expectations
accordingly. The first situation makes effective monitoring
most likely; the second situation makes it possible but
uncertain; and the third situation makes it extremely
difficult, though not impossible.

We conclude with a final reminder that there are no definitive rules'

on whatto monitor and'how to do it. The choice of goals, mandates, resources,

and strategies,;and the reasonable levels of expectation all depend on the

kind of civil rights being monitored and the degree of enthusiasm or' hostility

to compliance among the. actors. Monitoring is hOt a way to make a problem

_go away; it can be a way to help citizens participate in their schools and

to make schools and governments respond to deprived minorities, women or

handicapped students. Depending on how it is done; it is a technique for

enhancing participationt improving accountability, assess" needs, mediating

controversies, and promoting justice.. It facilitates action without acting;

it permits greater control without controlling; it lies on the boundary between

public and private; it is as exciting as it is frustrating.
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...

.
I. . ;4 e'. .'

A. Interviewer
.

. -..

,r 40.

. ,

411 ' ' .

I.' Name
). university affiliation

4

2. Sponsors of grant'

B. Grant

.

,-.....

t

I. Purpose of study - make recommendatOons to OCR about when and
'how to establish citizen groups. to monitor compliance with
'civil rights laws regarding discrimination by race, sex, or
handicap.

a.
21/4 Purpose of this interview: a) toget information abov,

monitoring in this community; b) to get R's assessment' of
success and failure of desegregation, and of role of monitoring
panel in. that success or failure; c) to compare.this.community
to others, if possible; d) to get R's recommendations for

.

changes in the civil rights and. monitoring processes in that
community.

C. Consent form an4 discussion of confidentiality

II. R's Background'(briefly)

A. Occupation, role in desegregation process

B. Length of involvement, how and'why became. involved ,-

C. Relationship to monitoring body(s)_.

'III. R's7sessr4ent of Digegregation Process

.'

*.
AZ'

' A,
ot.

A. Coals(GET SPECIFICS)

a

I. What do you see as the main goals of the desegregation plan now
in force*in (citY)?.. Do any',take priority over others?'
Do any conflict with others?

2. Do the courts, HEW, tchoof administration, aid.bladk ghd white
coramunaties' have: different goals for desegregation?

3. {ow hai.themonitOring body responded to th0e differences?

'
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tl'Uiateges (GEtSSZCIF/CS)
r.

1. How is (city) trying to achieve these goals? (go through
each). Do you agree with this strategy?

r
Again, do different people in town have different views on how
to achieve the desegregation goals?
'

C. Success and failure (GET SPECIFICS)

How well do you think (city) has implemented its desegregation
plan? (make distinctions ong parts, if necessary)-

2. What has beelvthe greatest success? The greatest failure?

What should the court, HEW, the school board, the black and
!- ,white comginities do to enhance desegregation'successT

IV. Monitoring Bodies (' GET SPECIFICS)

A. Goals

4_1, What do you see as the main goal(s) of (monitoring body)?

2. Are any of..these goals more important than any others? Do any-
of them conflict with any others?

3. Do the courts, HEW, school administration, and black and white
communities have different goals for the (monitoring body)?

4..Why do you think the court (school, community...) set up this body?

5. Are.the mission and tasks of the clear to it? io'the schools?
the community?

0

Strategies'(FOR EACH QUESTION, GET SPECIFIC EXAMPLES)

1.,How'ii:the trying to achieve-its goals? (go,through each)
Do You agree with this strategy?

2. Are there different vie on correct ',strategies?

3. (For people on the monit ing body): Can you describe how the
goes about its daily, work? How do You decide what issues to

focus on? Whatdo yOu do about those issues...1o.

4. HA, ba's the mOtitoring ptocess changed over the-life of the ?.

5. Does the (monitOring.bodY) wcifk olosely with-teachers? Other
school offiCials? Wambors ofthe blick and White_communities? The
court? HEW? FOR EACH: to what effect? If ncrt, why not?
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6. How does the (monitoring body) relate to the media? To

opponents of desegregation in the schools; in the community?

C. Resources

1. What kind of legalpower does the
doesi4Ohave with the courts?

have? How mucE contact

2. What kind of leverage does the h ave school s who resist

its suggestions? (If necessary:) Can it, for exaMple4threaten

to withhold federal funds? -Local political support'',

3. What technical and professional help does the hive to draw
_sp

upon? What political resources? Financial?

O

4. How were the members of the selected? How much orientation

and.training-did they get? From whom? Was it enough? How much

prestige do they have in the community?

5. How much communication is there between.the and (its

sponsor)? Is it regular? Sufficient? Two-way? ,Single or 6
multiple channels of ommunication?

6. Are thereny other resources that the can draw on to diiits

c.lork? Are there any' resources that ieneeds.tliat itilqes not have?
not?

D. Success (GET SPECIFICS)
. .

1..Does the seem to be achieving its g oals? Why or why not?

1. What is its biggest achiev4ent? Its biggest failure? What was

the most t4popUlar thing the did?

3i.- What barriers within themonitoring body kee ic from greater

success? What:,barriers'outside it (il., in the schools, the

_ .
community, the .coUrt,order or HEW remedial plant etcq) keep the
monitoring body from being mare effective?

... , i., .

4: What features of the monitoring body are most useful or valuable?
c.,.,

What featurj of the gan\are most helpful to it?
. .

,c

E. Changes in the Monitoring. ProceOs

1.-What-tbange1 Mould- you-teCdoiMend in the monitoring process-or-in
.

its:goaIO,to make it more effective?
,

/

4,, Would yotrrecommend.any other kinds of outside monitoring, say by.
'the. Juttide DipartMent, Office of Civil Rights, or'the NAACP,
instead of by the coust? :l vary according to type of body); di

7°'
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.3. Are there problems in'the desegregation process that the , .4.

.
. ionitoring-body-ft-not-addressing? How could. it do althetter

.1'%job with them? .

.
, . . ',4

. w
.

N. 4. FinAlly, if you. were designing an4peal monitoring body for
.

-..

. Icity)'what.would it lookrlike? (Consigerniie, 4 ., .,
--°-- -characteristics of members, iponsot, mandate, powers, funding,-. .

staff g,-intormation -gathering.and reportings

.
.,

.

,.- .,..-...4,.,:w1:,,, ",...".
, .t.

.

-..
.

:,,

11

V. Other Monitoring Processes or -

A. Other existing monitoring

1. Do you know of any other citizen monitoring groups in
How about in other cities?

ir 4

.4 -*"

(city)?

-If--so-, -what is your impression of them? Do you know of anyone
I should talk with about them?

3. If R is very knowledgeable,
go through questions in IV again.

B. Other potential monitoring

1. Asou know, people concerned about civil rights also want to end
(discrimination by sex and physical or mental handicap. Do you
know of any plan 4r program* focusing on sex equity or discrimination
againstthe handicapped in (city)?

. 2. Ifloso, could you describe this program? "(Include goals, strategies,
OP-. successes and failures, involved groups, and so on,r-but briefly.)

3. If so, his there been any monitoring of this_program? If yes,
could Am pleAse-describe it? (Include same topics).

.
...

i
.

.

4, Do you,think problems with sex equity could successfully be monitored,
,

0-
in,a manner similar,to OA monitoring of desegregation plans? What

. facets are amenable to monitoring? Why or why no4? .%
.

.

5. Similarly, do you think problems co cerning discrimination against
the handicapped could successfUlly be,monitOred? Why or ely not?

'
.

O

VI. Cdhclusions-

- A. Is there anyone else that jog would rictimmend for me to talk with
about these issues?

/-
B. Have you, or do you know of

anyonelse who haS,,written any matefialson monitoring?

c. Anything else you Want to legion?,
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IntervieW Guide fob Se;c4EqUity

I. Intro.siation

A. Interviewer,

1 lime, university affiliation,
. .

2.'Sponsors of grant
x''''

S

B. Grant

.

.

1. Airpose of study ---make recommendations to OCR about-when and
how to establish Citizen groups to monitor compliance with
civil rights laws regarding discrimination by ,race, sex,. or '

handicap. 'lip

* ., ..

2. Pufpose of this interview ;. a) to get information about.
monitoring in this community; b) to-Flt R's assessment, of A.

1 success and failure of Title- IX ,,implEmentation, and of role
of monitoring panel in that shccess or failure; c) to
compare this community to others; and d) to get R's recom-

-mendations for changes in-the civil rights-and monitoring

-233-
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4

processes in that community.

C. -Consent form 'and dismission Of confidentiality

\ II. R's Backgrou (briefly)

A% Occupation, role in sex equity prucegs

B. Length of Involvement, how and why became involved

.

C. Relationship to monitoring body 40.

III. R's Assessment of Set Equity Compliance Process ,

A. Goals (GET SPECIFICS)

. .
.- .

_ t

1. What do you see as the main'goals of the Title'IX compliance
'process as it is taking place in (city)? (OR What should
be the main goals of:a Title4IXcoppliance process when it
begins in , (city)? Do any_of these goals take priority
over others? ,p0 any conflict with-others? .

2. Do the school administration, 004 women's groups, the state; :

and parents_ ava_different goais for'or definitions of sex equity?

)'How has the monitoring body respOnded to. these diffrencesin,
goals, or conflicts' among goals? __ .

rr
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B. Strategies (GET SPECIFICS)

1. How-ii (city) trying to achieve these goals? ((;o through
each.) Do you .agree with this strategy?

2. .Again, do different people in town haveiliffer4nt views on how
to achieve sex equity .in the schools?

"
C. Success and failure (GET SPECIFICS)

1. How well do you think (city) has achieved sex equity?(OR
complied with Title, IX requirements?) ( Make distinctions among
components of complicanitrif necessaryd

Wha has been the greatest 4Inccess? Why? .

3.. What hatk,been the greatest failure? Why?

4. What should
and parents
(Go through

the school personnelOCR, wonlVn!s groups, the state,
do to impl-ove compliance with -sex equity requirements? .

each seArately).

I

Monitoring Bodies,

A. Gcials (GET.SPE4IFICS)

What do yOUsee as the main gbal(s) of

I.

(monitoring body)?

2. Are any of these goal more important -than any others?
conflict with any others?

lipDo qck, th
and parents

4.. Who set up
have for it?

Do any

school administration, women'S groups, and students
ve different goals for . ."(monitorin$ body)?

e monitoring body? Why what goals did (sponsor)

I

5. Are the misSion and responsibilities of the '(monitating body)
clear to it? to the schools? ' to the community?

"0.

B: Strategies (!FOR EACH.QUESTION, GET SPECIFIC EXAMPLES)

I. How isthe a (monitoring body) trying to achieve its goal
of ?* (Go through each goal.)1/4Do you agree with this strategy?

r.
. 2

2. Arefthere different views 9n the correct strategy? /
- Jr

3. (For people on the itrordioring body): Can you desCribe how the
(monitoring body) goes,abou% its daily work? How do you decide what.-
issues. to foodSvonZAapletdb7yon_do.,abont thofe sues? ...

0, A ci
klh

.
. .

.

How has thebnitoring procesichanged overlthe-. life of the
(mOnitoring body)? , . . .

. A "
(monitoring,bOdy) 4'04V-closely wiih teachers? other

,,,It.ItIM.



schdol personnel? parents and other community memberS? OCR?
FOR EACH: To what effect? Why do they interact in this fashion?

,

6. How does the - (monitoring body) relate to the media? Toi
those who oppose or are indifferent to sex equity in the ,schools
and community?

-

.1

C. Resources

1. Does_ the (monitoring body) have any statutory.orq gal power?
How much. -Contact does it have with OCR? the state' board f education?

2. What kind of 10erage,does the (monitoring body)' ave over
schools who resist its suggestions? Can it, for example,s eak for
OCR or a State agency with regard to withholding of funds?' Can -pit

'threaten to withhold local political support; or any othe resource
the schools need?

3. What technical and professional help does the (monito ing body)
have to draw upot? What political or social support? Financial support?

4. Haw were the members of the (monitoting body) selected? How
much training or orientation have they received? From whoi? ilas itenough? How.much.prestige'or status-does the (monitping,body)
have in the community?'

4 .

. .
.

\5. (If the group is not Self-sponsored): How muchcommunication is,there
between the, group and its sponsor? Is it regular? Sufficient?\'

1

Two:-
.
"way? Single or multiple channels of communication:2

t6. Does the (monitoring body) have enough staff?' Too much? How
. are staff selected? Have there been any,difficulties between the

staff and public members? (Get specific examples).
.

N7. Are there any other resources the ( monitoring body) can draw
on? Any resources it'needs that it lacks? Why doesn't it have that

-,resource? .

D. Success and Failure (GET SPECIFICS) A

1. Does the (monitoring body) seem.to_be achieving its, goals? 'Why?

2. What is its biggest achievement? -(Get full description)

3. What iA,it* biggest failure? (Get full descriptiOn).

4. What is the most.unpopular thing,the
it.worth it?

(monitoring body) did? Was\_

, -

'5. What.barriers within the : (monitoring body) keep it from greater
success? What barriers outside,it (in OCR, the schools; women's'groups-,
community etc.) keep it tram being more effective?

6. What features of the (monitoring bOdy) are most useful tq it?
What features are least useful?"

it V
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7. Whattfeatures of the compliance plan. are most helpful to the
( monitoring. body)?

E. Ch'anges im the.monitoring process

.r

1: What changelin the monitoringody,.r its goals, orits actions
would you recommend to make it more effective?

2. .Would you recommend any-Other kinds of monitoring,"say by OCR. or
"a different women's group. or the schools themselvq§ to improve
'the monitoring function?

.3. What aspects 'of sex equity is the

I

A 4
(monitoring body) not addressing?

How could itaci a better'job with them?

4. If you were deiigning an ideal monitoring4group or ;(City) ,

what would, it look like? (Condidr size, charact istics of memb lers,
sponsor, mandaterpowers, funding, staffing,' information gathering -and
other strategies, report pOcedures.)

V. Other Monitoring Processes
4

Other existing monitoring bodies

1.. Db you know of any'other citizen monitoring groups in.
How about'in other school districts?

,

city)?

Ill

0

2.- .IF YES: What is your impression of them' (If It is NierY
go through interview guide briefly) Who' else should I tap( to about this,
other group?

k

B. Other potential monitoring

' 1.. As you know, People concerned about sex equity also *ant to end
,

discrimination by race or-physical or mental handicap. Do you. think
. desegregation pland could successfully be monitored? What features

would make them more, and less, easily monitored' than a sex equity
compliance process? (Same 'questions fot handicap-related monitoring.)

%
,

k

Conclusions

A. In the final analysis, what do you think is the real purpose of monitoring?
1Is that a good goal to pursue?

B. Other people and material
. .

1. Can'ypu recommend anyone else for me totalk with about monitoring
serequity in. (city)?

2. Have you or anyone else written any materials on monitoring or on
the,-experience in (city) with sex equity?

3, Anything else
A
you want to mention?
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THE MONITORING COMMISSION
AND THE COURT

Judges should be ve"-clear about their mandates, and give specific

attention. to the limits of responsibility assigned to monitoring commis-

sions.
(

Some participants felt that a general and somewhit vague charge may

be useful in the earl stages of a commission's life. At a !Ater sage more

specificity %Ill he required. The' judge may use the monitoring commis-

sion as an outlet or public comment and as a pressure valve.

The court order itself should be studied carefully by commission mem-

tiers: If the order is vague, the commission can either seek clarification
from the court. or interpret the meaning for itself until the court directs

otherwiseAs indicated above there are occasions v.ben a less specific

charge from the court earl serve a community best.

When questions arise On the meaning of the language in the order, a

more specific definition should be requested Worn the court. Upon its

formation the entire commission should receive an orientation from the'

judge. This ,will give all members an opportunity to.ask questions and

.receive'responles.
The monitoring commission should clear up ambiguities as to its role

and mandate prior to beginning its work.

A regularized communications pattern should be set up with fie judge

(i.e., who meets regularly with the judge, how often, what kialils of

reports the court expects, how frequently). If the members and staff of

the monitoring commission are to communicate with the judge through

his staff, the procedure should be clarified in the early days.

Submission on. recommendations to the. court shoOld not carry the'
expectation that any or all will be adopted.

Commissions should, if necessary, remind the judge that hit continued
support is essential to their effectiveness.

This publication results from a symposium sponsored by the Community
Relations Service, U.S. Department of Justice and the College Of Educationio
Ohio State University. (Columbus,. Ohio: May 31-June , 1277) .

4

4
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THE ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE
OF THE COMMISSION,

The membership of monitoring cornmislions .hould int lude a cross
section of the t ommunity (students, parents, civic and bu.in.. leaders.
religious groups, labor, leachers. home owners: and plaintiff.). Racial
Ind ethnic eharatteristik. of the community should be repre.ented on
the coNinission, with particular attention to substantial minority mem-
bership. The selection of members by the judge is critic al. 11% a partici-
pant stated it, "Big aames were not big workers." There is a tendency to
'select prominent persons who are usually over - involved in other mat--
ters.

The court should choose only individuals with exceptional leadership
ability to serve as chairpersons. The chairperson not only influences the
quality of the commission's work, but may also influence the climate of
the community.

The commission Mould have responsibility for rcicommending new
members to the lodge. In some communities, volunteer monitor,
observers who worked hard during the first 'years were good candidates
for commission 'membership in the second year.

Members should undergo a train inkprOgram before embarking on their
work. This includes problem identification, conducting needs access
ment, consensus building, and recruitment?, screening, and training of
monitors. They need to know what to look for, what monitoring experi-
ences have been in other districts, what worked and what did notIThey
need to be aware of how to identify racial isolation in schools, and how
to keep from being made ,captives of the school iiistrici. Aft

s e
Monitoring commissions should establish their own rules, regulations
and procedures for monitoring the implementation of the court-order.

The connissidii'Shotildlie funded and professionally staffed. Funding

may come friith federal, state, and local sources, both public and
private. .

Commissionyhoulcr have access to experts it such .aris as pupil
reassignment, teacher recruitment, orientations, program costs, etc.
Such Aped% may be selected from colleges, business organizations,
!qt.)l aid staffs, general assistance centers,rtd urban planning groups.
Both the court and the monitoring commission can utilize technical
assistance available from the Community Relations Service, U.S. De-
partment of Justice.

roles, functions, and responsibilities of monitoring commissions
shoidd be specifically klentified oil defined concurrent with the for-
mation of the cottmission. The relationships of members to staff, to
attorneys, and to other experts should be detailed.

The monitoring commission should not assume duties of the school

board, Ow should it build political structures within the commission.
Where the court has included a number of -components to be moni-

tared, suhcommittee task for es can be especially desirable for working

at the communing levet.

t
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To aid in effective reporting to diverse constituencies. commissions

should organire a small number of committees le.g.;"a school relations

committee ipr both inter and intra-school; a transportaticin committee;

a safety. committee: and a community relations comnfittea

Monitoring commissions should provide the court with regular oral arid

written reports.The contents of these reports shoulTbe shared viith

schodl officials and with the community. Commissions should have

available evaluative criteria. These criteria should relate specifically to

the court order and be used to assess the Compliance of each school in

the system to the court order.

The monitoring group should be in contact with both plaintiffs and

defendents on matters concerning the monitoring of.the desegregation

plan. .
The monitoring commission should establish criteria for internal and.

external evaluation of its own effectiveness in carrying out its charge.

The monitorin:: commission should remain in existence from the time

the desegregation plan is implemented until the, court considers its

orders to have been carried out and ceases further jurisdiction.

The monitpririg commission shOuld designate one or two spokespersons

to 'report its positions to the court, the school system, the community,

and to the media. If every one is free to report for the commission,

chaos will inevitably ensue.

o
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tHE MONITORING. COMMISSION
. AND THE SCHOOL

.

Repeated'efforts must be made to explain clearly-the mission an tasks

It of the commission to schoOl officials and all school personntl By the
same token, such explanations should be reflected in the actions of.the

commission.

Relationships built on mutual trust and respect should be sought with
school officials at all levels.

Teachers as,wellas administrators should-be involved in working with
commissions. Their viewpoints and, experiences must be sought, for
they are important for effective desegregation. Themeperceptions roust

be gathered in Lregularized process by commissions, and not received
only thrOugh A few monitoi observers in school; buildings, .

The commission must reach mutual understanding with building prin-

cipals, permit them to react to reports concerning their buildings;
communicate effectively with the school staff, and share information

with them. By establishing working relationships' with teachers and
building administratoh,,many minor problernst:can'be solved clo e to

the level at which they have occurred. It has been found that frequently

such problems can be handled by local administrators (when brought to

their atten&on). The need to report.such problims directly -to the judge
is minimized, thus reducing the number of court directives that will be

addressed to the schools.

,The morsitoiinicommission should work closelywith the school admin.
istration4The:superintendent of schools should pa's commission rec-,
ommendations on to the school board.Close communication will ulti-
mately make the recommendations more acceptable to the board, and

facilitate cooperation. There will be a need for continuity and commit -

meht for effective desegregation after the commission has been dis-

solved. Inducing the cooperation of the school sv stet% is important in

terms of, long range solutions.

The commission must remainscrupulously Frecof being co-opt, $ in any

way. "Positive 'relationships" should not threaten the separate and.

independent operation of the commission.

Commissions should not view school systems as their enemies and

perpetual "heaviei." Some board member participants pointedout that

many'boards of education are'becoming responsive, and that an adver-

sary relationship helps no one. Participants pointed out that the word

. "monitoring" alone often puts school people on the defensive-.---Some

suggested such an expression as "information gathering:' would be less

threatening.

StOdent participation on monitoring commissions is essential. Students

really know what is going on in schools and can give the kind Of

feedback to the commission that wilt make it credible in the local

community.

w
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THE MONITORING COMMISSION
AND THEC-OMMUNITY

Monitoring commissions have to huildihe broadest poksibl? coalition

' of sapport %%Rhin their communities. Organized labor, for example.

particularly in urban areas, can he a major and singultrI) important

supporter of monitoring efforts.

The majority of)nemhers should be from within the tits, but represen-

tatives of business and the professions should he members regardless of

their home addresses. While it is very important to have parents of

'children'in the school heavily represemed. others who help shape

public opinion and who work with children and their families should

be involved. fob, such as clergy, health professionals, leaders from

civic and social orOnizations.

4 Voltnteer monitorlo6servers should be recruited froth the city itself,

and they should be recruited for specific roles and specific tasks.

The,commission should determine early what kinds of information the

community needs in order to carry out the charge of the court effec-

, tively and to keep the community properly informed.. .

Efforts to educate the community should-involve students and school

personnel aswelf as community members.

The commission must locate and use expeit knowlecrge in the Bevel-

' opirent of effective community relations. Such expertise exists in

every city, and can be brought to bear on the work of the eomniission.

Substantial resources are required to conduct a thorough desegrega-

tion education campaign for the benefit of the community. The corn-.

mission must stimulate and generate these resources. A campaign

should also include flyers, phone calls, hearings, broadcasters, all

. possible channelsfor reaching people.
The Monitoring commission is in a position to listen to the community

carefully, assess its needs, report them tathe schools, the courts, and in

some cases prckvide for community needs through the commission

a

itself.
The commissioT must make clear to the

a
communiti what matters fall

within its scopit
Commissions cannot view themselves as panaceas for extremely com-

plex social probleths. They must be aware of their limitations and avoid

. ,

unrealistic ex$ectations. In some instances commissions assume tots

many responsibilities. Monitoring commissions serve as valuable pres-

sure valves for their communities. They can be, helpful in alerting

judges to problems, but many issues which they uncover will have to be

handled by more broadly based community- groups, or by more

specialized agencies.
Commissions should seek to work with existing community groups

whith are city-wide. Such a coalition should be expanded wheCeiter

possible, and should not ignore groups with points-of view that 4:ipart

from those of tcourt.
A,wareness of community concerns is essential in the reporting pro

cess. Monitoring commissions. should serve as sounding:hoards in

fulfilling their reporting 'function. The- should receive concerns

through the widest range4of community interests.

The ,monitoring commission must be willing "to be unpopular"
necessary to see that the law itself is enforced.

A monitoring commission Must guard against locking itself into a

quasijudiairpcisture that inhibits it from-being a goo,4 reflector

community, concerns. 9 5 /
.

" - A .
ar,

\r"
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---THEATONITORINGTUN CT1 ON OF
THE COMMISSION

Schools must be well informed about the monitoring process: what' ill
be monitored? who will be monitoring? how often? what are the.
limititions upon monitor!observers? 1'
The careful monitoring of student rights and responsibilities should be
a priority to ensure that rio one class of students is being tiealt with
unfairly (e.g., expulsions and suspensions).

The monitoring commission may have to evaluate the school system's
record-keeping, identify the school.records which are miintained and
record and compile for themselves those which are neTded but not*
kept by the school.

monitor/observers should never r eport. directly to school officials,
although some commissions 'have fountit useful for the observers to
leave copies of the reports with the:principals. An observer's report
should go directly to the commission. Commission representation
should then report to the school those activities which might create

tense situations in school buildings or otherwise be valuable.

A procedure for regular reporting of the results of monitoring should
be developed at the outset by the commission. Concerns ,and view-

points of school officials should be considered when the procedures

are in the development stages, and methods for coopeiation with
school personnel should be establishedat that time.

Considerable numbers of potential monitors must be found and
screened before arriving at the actual persons who will do the monitor-
ing. Far mortpeople will have to be recruited initially ttlan will finally

serve as observers. a

Monitors must be well trained and not enter schools without un-
derstanding of their roles, the instruments they are to use, and the
manner in which they are to deal with persons in the schools.

Monitoring Should involve reporting observations without valuejudg-

ments of the observer.

Observers should not be assigned to schools attended by their own
children but should operate without vested interest as much as possi-

ble.

School officills should be invited to participate,'or at least to be
observers, at training sessions for commission njembers and monitor!'
observers. This will help to reduce fears anciipprehensions of many

school people.

4

a
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THE ADVISORY FUNCTION OF
=1-THE-COMMISSIblsr

The commission shoold be confident that its data collection and

analysis are complete before any advice is given. Nothing can destroy

the credibility of a commission faster than premature judgments

based on inadequate or inaccurate data. The commission must be

pr red to call on its own professional staff or outside .experts for.

analyse Not only must data be valid and reliable, itpust be collated

and organized in logical, reasonable, and useful ways.

4 Recommendations must be issued in a 'timely and accurate manner to

all relevant parties and constituencies. In addition to the legally re-

sponsible parties.to the suit, distributions should be made to those who

must carry out specific recommendations (such as teachers in the

classrooms, the school board and city council.) Community and school

resources can and should be utilized in solving'the problems involved

with desegregation.

Advice should be offered in a form that is pblijically viable and palata-

ble, without sacrificing the substance or legitimacy of the advice. A

confrontation strategy with board members, administrators, and

teachers, ill undoubtedly put these parties on the defensive and can

create no-win positions. The result will be delay and further confronta-

tion.

A monitoring commissio n may help to construct a remedy as well as

monitor implementation.
Commiisions must respect the confidentiality of certain information.

Commission members are entitled to data which may be confidentiat 1 ,

The commission must use such Information in the same way expected

of school officials. Where resistance to releasing data js,encouniered,

officials may be able to provide it more willingly if individuals' names

,are deleted (as in sspension, expulsion, bostile incidents).
4x. '

.

4
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WHY HAVE CITIZEN 'MONITORING?

1'

Whereas some people turn to d when a prohleM'

looms on the' social horizon, and ers turn 6-the
state, Americans instinctively o a Committee,
elect a president and secret -treasurer, and set

. about finding a solution.

Rober Paul Wolff, The Poverty of Liberalism
1'

Not only the peculiati ies of our cultural heritage lead

o
Americans to form monitoring co ittees to oversee the implementation

of civil rights Mandates in chools. The number of these groups is

very large and growing, ate east partloheCause they help

'four goals of public pol,cy-making to'be fulfilled. :Mese goals are_

. ..

the furtherance of ju ice according-to the Constitution hanges in .

6 the political struc tire and processes'of communities, improvement
.

41,
-

of education for =11 children, and fostering of intergroup, under-

stdnding,and ar reciation. Monitoring can enhance each goal --

although per ps not all at thesame time, as we shall see below. A

.

First, monitoring is a way to extend the range and depth of

, .

executiv and judicial policy without increasing the number of civil

servan s. For the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) directly to oversee
.

e.--
thre types of civil rights compliance' in. all school districts would

416

be impossible without vastly increasing,ncreasing its size and'even then

robl'ems of coordination and communication would be overwhelming.

For every federal judge directly to oversee civil rights compliance
k . G.,

would elso be impossible without substantially restructuring the

'judiciary. But citizen groups who are under the direction of OCR or

'a judge, prld who have close two -way communications with their sponsor



.
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8.

can oversee-the achievement of-Constitutional mandates and then disband-

-when their task is done.

Second, monitoring is a way of involving more people anti

groups in the decisions and activities of schools. Schools

public institutions -- supported by taxes, headed by, elected btArds,'

accountable ultimately to parents and soatety in general. Parents should

-. have some say in how their children are educated,and what they are

taught; business enterprises and civic organizations slaould help in

the education of their future employees and members. Monitoring is a

way for more people to participate in education in a way that is

structured, focused, mandated -- and' Also donducive to change and

expansion.

Third, monitoring is a way of making sure that4educatiAL__

goals are not lost in the drive to comply with laws. No judge can fully .

understand the exigencies and needs of educators;.no single lat4 and

set of regulations can be optimal for all school systems, No one wants
4

blind obedience to get in the way of the children's best interests,

f 1
and yet we must not permit latallexceptionsto vitiate the force of

civil rights mandates. Monitoring groups _axe a way to connect general
8

4

laws and specific situattons4 or to connect legal experts with, professional

educators.. Monitoring groups can help to ensure that laws are enfored,

but can also help tonsure that the idiosyndrAtic needs of a specific
.

school system in educating its students are met.

Finally, monitoring is a way for people to

work on common goals, develop new networks Of friends,

understand and appreciate their aifferences as well as

come together,

aria learn to

their similarities.
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One purpose of desegregation is to bring,blacks and whites together;

one purpose of anx equity is to bring men and women together?) the

410...,

same, of course, holds for the handltapped. Monitoring groups.

-can themselves create ties and set examples; they can also help to

ensure -that schools truly integrate their students and teach each

one the value of all.

Thus monitoring can perform at least four functions. Each

functions corresponds to a type of monitoring group and calls for

specific recommendations.' TOese,grouPs are discussed in Section III

and the appropriate recommendatiomare in Section VII. But all groups '

a a
hve some features in common,' and some common recommendations --_which

are discussed in Sectidhs II and VI respectively.

IT. WHAT IS A CITIZEN MONITORING GROUP?

Monitoring groups range from three to 100 members, from

budgets of nothing to hundredst thousands of dollars a year,' from

,

radical activists to careful social scientists, from a fochs on race

desegregation to sex equity to aid'-for the handiCapped. Their goals

and effects also vary, but they all share some characteribticsv- A IA:.

citizen monitoring group must have most, if not all, of the following

features:
. .

1) Its main 4a(:ui is the 'implementation (not the design

or enactment)i4f.civil rights laWs; in court cases,

it focuses on the remedial Phas..of theprodeedings;

2) ,Its main furpose is to Observe and report on civil

rights implementation'-- not to participate directly

4

.
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. 3)

4)

. 5)

;

6)

T

A

\ *.
.

public schools, over a relatively long period of time and a,variety of
<

f

in achieving goals;

Most members are private citizenp,who do not work for

the courts, schools, or any level of government, and e

who do not hold an elected or appointed public office;

The monitoring group has at least several members;

The group has ate least quasi-official status and

usually ismandated as a public body-by a court or

executive agency; .

The -group deals with more ,than one issue, and exists

over a relatively long period of time;

7) The group addresses civil rights compliance only

for students in elementary and secondary public .°

-

schools; and

8) The civil rights issues to be monitored arise from

b ,-

the Fourteenth Amendment
.

and subsequent court cases,

4
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Tine IX'

of the Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 504

of the Rehabilitation A/a of 1973.

In sum, a monitoring group is several citize4that are

mandated to observe and report on the implementation of Titles IX .and

4110,

VI, Section 504 and the Fourteenth Amendment, for students in

issues. Some groups do not have all of these characteristics; the full

report discusses deviations from this strict definition.
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WHAT IS,MONITOkING?: FOUR TYPES OF MONITORING BODIES

4

Because of the wide:diversity of groups who claim to be

"monitoring," because citizen monitoring is at such an early stage

of development, and because.so little has been written about /

.elri

monitoring groups,_ we do not offer a rigid definition of monitoring.
S

- The activity must include observation mai/evaluation of the actions of

/1 another body as it works to implement a given public policy such as

a law or court order. Its purpdse is directly

or indirectly to control the actions of thejbody being monitored.

I

constraint or shaping; monitoring is one tool for

gett,ng schools to behave in ways that they might not otherwise, have

done.

BeyOnd this general definition', we offer four mare ,

specific definitions of monitoring. ., These four types of monitoring
. :

,..s

-are'described as sharply different from one another in order to

highlight their diAinctive features. But several A them are highly

. compatible with one another,. and we make recommendations below about

' 'which are complementary and which 'are not.

-

The first type of monitoring is statutory monitoring. Monitoring

bodies can help to insure compliance with ecOurt order or statute

and its interpretation through regulations. 'Judges areanot equipped

. v t understand; never 'mind oversee, the workings of a bureaucracy as
11

. . : .

-

-: :

.

...,

hostile as a school'system.,complex,'wideranging, diffuse, and perhaps host
,e-

Federal agencies such as OCR have few tools _for overseeing and evaluating
s,

.

sari systems that are geographically and psychologically far frOm
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Washington. Thus both judges and agencies need Obody that is on the

scene, that provides reliable and extensive data about what'is

'happening in the school system, and that can analyze and evaluate

vithoAt proselytizing nr distorting-_ It -helps to shape the schools'

implementation process through generating, organizing,and disseminating

information. It is, in short, the institutionalized "eyes and ears of

the court" (or agency.)

r

)

The second type of monitoring is political monitoring;

monitoring bodies can be used to include change in the political

picture of a school:system with. regard to civil rights. Politcally-

i

oriented monitoring bodies are less concerned with obeying the letter

of the law or court order than with changing the balance of power

among school-actors, bringing new actors into the process, or

bringing new resources to bear on civil rights problems. One variant

J"
- of political monitoring is the interest-group model; it Channels

preiiioutily uninvolved people, resources, and-ener gy fromTminorities,

business people, and parents into selected aspects of school programs.
#

I; helps to shape the schools by facilitating the entrance of new

4

actors into the civil rights implementation process. The,other variant

A

of political monitoring is 'the:grassroots model; it channels "-

#

previously powerless people into decision making positions within the
-1

/
school system. It helps to shape 'the schools by increasing theevoice

and leverage of some actors and dyreasing that of'others.

. , The third type of monitoring is educational monitoring;

monitoring bodies can be'nsed to improve the quality of education and

to equalize- access to good education. Educationally-oriented groups

30&'
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are less concerned abo'ut either statutesor political balances than

labout enhancing the learning process. .Educational monitoring also

4

hts_two variants. The first focuses on opportunities; monitoring

I.

144,',;.a .

r.

here means making sure' that educational needy always have priority

over all other demands, ant that each student has a full and equal

chance to become educated. School policies are shaped by encouraging

educatdrs to Put their professional training to its be use. The

second -ari'ant focuses on results;'monitorihg here means making sure

the previously disadvantage children rgceiye enough compeisatory treatment
444

that they attain the same educattonal outcomes as other children. Here,

-school policies are shape¢ by influencing the allocation of educational

resources in order to behefit formerly deprived students. .

The. fourth and final type of monitoring is social monitoring;

a monitoring body can be used improve relations among hostile or

,diftant groups; enhance the self- esteem of disadvantaged children, and

involve more-people in school activities. Such a group will strive to

create good social relations. within the group, to develop networks di

across groups and,within thetschools, to protect the physical safety

anOpsychological well-being of formerly_ deprived students, and to

buj.ldtcommunity morale. It will help to' haps school policy by providing

can example of intergro9 harmony, and Dy fostering a supportive and

k
diverse community within the Schools.

A

Thus monitoring, as we use it,range's from compliance review

to needs assessment to program evaluation-to-a mediating device as it
i

.moves thrpugh the four types identified here. Again, several of

,

. J
these tpes are completely compatible with one another; others are less

.-
i

Y44
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or not at all compatiblt with one another. But all forms o

8

nitoring

shart the quality of trying to shape aschooi system's implementation

of'its civil rights mandate by examining its behavior, gathering.

information about its actions, and conveing that information to

others who may as a result take more directly controlling actions.

Monitoring, in short, rests on the belief that knowledge is power.

IV. EVALUATING MONITORING BODIES

In order to evaluate the success of a monitoring group,.

one must consider conflict, effictiveness and failure. c

I

A. Conflict

Monitoring bodies are set up in.4order directly or

indirectly to hell; tocontrol the actions of school systems as they

implement civil rights requirements. Even groups whose mandate is

only to gather and report informiiion are implicitly part of a strategy

to constrain and shape school actions; if they had no such role, no

policy -maker would bother to set them up. Thus at least some conflict

between the school system and rhe Monitoring body is inevitable, and ')t

pro b useful. If there were- nok:the monitors would be either

superfluous or co-opted. The amount of useful conflict w4.11 vary .

according to the oiyil rights issues community resources and sentiments;

0
persoplities-of the actors, and so o4. Too muchgconflicE can be

. .

disastrous, but some s simply an indicationthat.the monitoring body

d'lland its sponsor are ing their job.

A different kind of conflict is also likely, if not

inevitable, within the_monitoring body. Because the group is primarily
"M.
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observing, and perhakfacilitating,-1.t Xs not priinariy acting'directly,'

9

to achieve civil rights, mandates.. members .maY feel that the somewhat

10 ,

limited and passive role of a monitoXing group is too narro4t, that the
... .

.

group should act on theatnformation it gathers,or upe its resources

.

as a political actor, not just t-- o helpotherq. Perhaps it should so

r --
act -- but then it is no longer a monitoring group. Thus conflict

kill arise Both because the monitoring group is fostering-change and
9

because it is not creating change itself.

B. Effectiveness

/

If a certain kind and level of conflict- is essential to

monitoring group success, it is notsufficient for it. befiningsuccessl,

As difficult; accurately measuring it is impossible in the absence of

.

controlled experiments. Nevertheless, we idedtify three measures of

effectiveness', ranging from least to most stringent; andwe'seek to

4 evaluatethe groups we studied according to°these measures. First,
. . t t

,
did the monitoring,body achieve'its own goal;, was it effective in the

.
- -

sense that it achieved a goal that it sawas.important? Each committee
.

...

, , . .

has one or more of the four goals described above and each goal has
. -

,.\ an appropriate set of committee outputs associateckwith it.. The ,
!

, , '-'444,'- ,

question then is; did a committee with, sayia statutory definition

.. , .

of civil rights siiccess turn out the number anctcaIiber of repoxts

/*

it thought was necessary? .3

Second, did the monitoring body achieve the goals defined.
1 ..

.

for it by its sponsor; was it effective in the sense that it did what
. .

,

4

it was set up to do? Each sponsor of ',a monitoring group has.one of

8
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more civil rights goals, and *each sponsor hasat least,a vague notion

of how the monitoring committee can help to further it. The question `s

then is, for example, if a sponsor defines civil rights success

politically, did the monitoring committee satisfy the sponsor'

desire to provide a forum for powerless individuals or uninvolved

groups to develop aft appropriate role in the school system?

tbP monitoring body make the implementation of

../students'

.-'

civil rights easier or more successful than it would

have been if the body had not existed? With this definition of

effectiveness, we move completely iwo the judgment of the observbrs.

The question here is, can we as analysts argue that the monitoring

body's existence or actions caused-one or more aspects of the civil

rights mandate to come noticeably closer to achievement?

AN

*

C. Failure

d" Monitoring groups ,cati:fail according to one or another

definition of effectiveness:, They can also fail in more 7pectacular

or definitive ways. General reasons for failure to be effective
4

(include:

.1) No cleai sense of the civil rights goal, or of the

committee's mandate to help achieve that goal;

2) Disagreement among sponsors, between sponsor(s) and

committee/or wiikin thetOmmittge about the civil

rights goal and monitoring body';ndate;

3)- Baying an inappropriate structure, wrong or

insufficient resources, or incorrect strategies to

carry out its mandate;
or;

310 . 46
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)

Having an environment that is too hostile to-permit

much civil rights implementation at all;

5) Saving a sponsor tliat is unwilling or unable to

act on the committeetslindings, so that its

observations and activities caliVe ignored with

impunity; or

6) Achieving .symbolic success --eg4 publishingeports,

changing the racial or sexual composition of

11

certain committees,-holding forums etc. __that

takes the placeof real change.

Each type of monitoring group is also prey to more

spectacular forms of failure. Specific type of failure, listed in

the same order as the'four types of monitoring are:

, '

1) With regard to statutorytgoals, the greatest danger

is that the committee loses its sense of being an

objective, impartiaieliable observer tecomes

caught up,in adversarial relations with the scHool-
..,

system'-- or that the school system perceives -it as

an enemy rather than-an uninvolved observer.

2 ith regard to political goals; the greStest'sdanger

I

for a grass root§ committee is that it will become

. =
arm. * . -i

,'totally engrossed in its battles with the school
.

.

. .-
system and both sides will harden into imPlaable

v
enemies.- For an interest group committee, the danger

is that it will

political contests

311

ome preoccipied with internal

or with political jockeying

A
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beitween particular members awl corresponding

elements of the school system. In short,the

danger here is that member of the committee

will be, or at least be ' erceived as being,mbre

interested in their o political goals and

careers than in the civil-rights issue per se.

3) With regard to educational goals, ,the greatest danger

of an opportunity-oriehted group is that it will be,

co-opted by the school system, so that It becomes

an apologist for schools that cannot or will not

change to meet civil rights goals. 0,If many ,

committee members are themselves educators, and if

they come from the school'syitem that they are

"
monitoring, it may be very difficult fOi them to

maintain pressure on the system to change,while

worliing for that system. For an hchieveMent-oriented

group, the greatest danger is that it will come to

support, Or be perceived as supporting,' tontinued

segregation between advantaged and deprived groups,

and that it will blame the school system for

circumstances andresulth that are due to more.

general economic and political inequities.

4) With regard to social goals, the greatest danger is
tow

that social, relations' within the committee,,!or.

friendly'but superficial monitoring and programs

within the schools, will blunt the\Sdge of the

a12
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'committee's mandate to protect and boost former'y

s.

deprived students. The committee may be unable

both to criticize discriminatory treatment and

to encourage cooperation and respect, and it may

drop the former task in favor of the\much more

enjoyable latter task.

61.

V. OUR BASIS FOR 'COMMENDATIONS

During 109 and 198o, we studied eleven school districts

. with cftizen groups monitoring race desegregation, eight districts

with groups monitoring sex eqVity, and seven districts with groups

monitoring eid to the handicapped. For each district, we read all

the availab)e schslarly studies, journalistic accounts, ]court orders,
i

pub.ic documents and unpublished material by participants in the
2

civilr*ights activity. We then conducted a site visit to each district,

""-
during which we interviewed from two to twenty people, depending on the

complexity of the issue and the dumber of people involved. We used a

standard setof interview questions, and asked about the interview ',..ee

subject's role in the
//

Plakitess, his or her goals for the Civil rights

activity, the nature and'effect of the monitoring group, evidence and .

4xclanation of success and failure of the group; and recommendations .

1.

cti

Ara
404- Y

for other groups. Nfe interviewed school administrators and teachers,1 .

judges and attorneys, plaintiffs and defendants, parents and students,

,I7

igovernmentofficials, members and staff of the monitoring group,
N\

.

..
.

e
journalists and academics, comiwnity supporters and opponents-Of the

ki-

'.

. . .

implementation plan, and others. ,We also traveled to Washington,D.C.

-/-

.

31 3 . 4
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to interview national leaders of interest groups and °federal officials.

With this information, we devised criteria of

effectiveness for, monitoring groups and systematically compared the
° , . 4105

twenty-five school districts on various dimensions.. The comparisons

involved the sponsor of the groupl the civil rights goal, the

monitoring body's mandate, goal, responsibility, authority, structure,

membership, resources, strategies for action, outputs and effects. ,

These comparisons provided the basis for the recommendations below.

The full.repbrt contains details of the research,me;hods.

It also provides case studies of sixteen of the districts that we

studied.

VI RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL MONITORING GROtPs,

:p if

.

4
p

4

A

$

.A. General Recommendations

40

Our main recomnendation is that a monitoring body must

oa

'be established Carefully, thoughtfully, and coherently. The sponsor

a

needs to know the circumstances of the particular school district, to

understand the,characteristics of the civil rights issue involyed, to

define clearly the proper role of the monitoring body, Ind to recognize
6

,

that certain structuresand strategies must be associated with

certain roles for the.02opitoring groUp to have any success. Tooo7ften

moitoring groups are established casually or ignorantly, and they

end up frustrated by internal contradictions and external;obstacles.

which could have been avoided Much of this problem is no one's

fault; it has stemmed from,a lack of.systematic knowledge of monitoring;.

which this report hopes to alleviate: As one judge responded to our
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draft fin'al report, "I only wish that.I had had a similar document

three years .ago."

Furthermore;

Thus our first recommendation is:

The establishment of a monitoring group should not

be an after-thought; it should be an integral part
of a compliance plan or remedial court order. Make

sure that the mandate, structure, membership, resources

and strategies of a monitoring group are (1) appropriate

to their setting and civil rights issue, and (2)

consistent with 'each other.

A monitoring body should be established before the

remedy or order is given, or before the overseeing
agency tries to force a school district to comply

with its regulations.

We have two other general recommendations. First, in civil tights issues,

particularly race desegregation, emotions run high, ideologies are

strong, perception ts are quickly skewed, no one can be a neutral'

observer. Monitoring groups, of course, are set up to trS, to alleviate

this problem but it is extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible,

for,themto be truly objective. . Thus:

Do not rely on any single person's or group's e

. interpretation of events. Members of monitori

bodies will inevitably be influencelby thei wn
ideologies, ascriptive traits, methods observation.

and occupation. Thus the sponsor-lads oth do every-

thing'possible to enhance thgrou accuracy, and

, remain open to alternative vie ntsand interpretations.

Second, sponsors sometimes, consciou or not, appoint monitoring groups

in the hope that they will make he problet go away or at least remove

it from the sponsor's desk to a0Mpone else's. The spon soestmandate
.'

.:-.-'

and assignment of responsibilities to the committee are in this case Leas
...

..-.

iMpo--., rtant than its real mission, which is to give school personnel,

parents, supporters and opponents, public officials, and others some
.,.

s.



entity besides the sponsor on which to focus their wrath, curiosity,

and demands. The group may become a substitute for real oversight

and change, or it may exhaust its energies,fighting an unresponsive

sponsor,,or it may go off on its own track, dragging the unwilling

sponsor along. ,None of these outcomes is desirable for anyone.

Thus we recommend:

A sponsor'of'a monitoring body should be prepared to
spend as much, or more, effort on the_civil rights
issue being monitored as. he would if no such group
existed. A monitoring body is not a means of
delegating responsibility or tasks; it is a means of
helping a sponsor better perform his task.

We also recommend:,

A sponsor should.beware of hidden agendas, his own
and others, in setting up and overseeing monitoring
groups. It is unlikely that allyembers of the

- group will share such hidden agendas, and the ensuing
conflicts lintween group and sponsor and within the
group inhiblit the group's effectiveness.

B. Mandate

The mandate's for most race desegregation monitoring

groups appear very similar. What matters mostn shaping a particuIsr/

group is the committee's interpretation of that mandate. Our main

recommendation for a mandate is:

Thg mandatefrom a spossor should clearly state/the
General-mission, respdnsibilities, and authoritps of
the monitoring body. The entire group should then-v----
meet with the sponsor to answer questions and clear
up misunderstandings. The mandate should be flexible
enough to permit the monitoring body to decide how
exactly' to carry-out its responsibilities. The
monitoring body should have easy access to-the
sponsor to clear up misunderstandings'that arise
during its work, and 'it should explain its mandate-
clearly and repeatedly to the public and schools.
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C. Authority and Power,.

A monitoring hodi`must be given the authority it needs

1

II

to carry out its mandate. This will vary primarily according to the

17

type of monitoring group. and will be discUssed in Section VII. More

generally, if a monitoring body has no leverage over a school system

or if there is .not a general perception that the sponsor has such

leverage and uses the monitaringbody!cs experiencein deciding how

and when to use it,'a citizen monitoring group is useless./ This

extremely strong conclusion *was alMosx universally'drawn by interview

subjects who are or have been members of monitoring groups.\ Their

reasons are detcribed.in the full report; suffice it here to say that:

The sponsor must either make it clear to all concerned
that a monitoring group is purely adviiory, and
subject to the School's desires for it, or he must make \

.e

it clear that the committee has his backing and that
its experiences;will he used in determining his
future relationswith the school system. If the .

sponsor makes the latter claim, he must be prepared

to back it up when necessary.

a
Leverage can take many forms -- court orders, withholding

of federal or state funds, adverse (or favorable) media coverage of

key actors, political campaigns against elected school boards or other

officials, pressure from businesses, student boycotts, parental protests,

and so on. The right kind of leverage depends on the civil rights

issue, the particular local circumstances, the type of sponsor,

A
the monitoring body goals and Mandate and the nature of the problem

to which power is being addressed. The right level of leverage

depends on the same factors) -- too much power keing applied can be

almost as destructive as too little. We cannot specify a priori

31 7
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exactly what kind and amount of power is appropriate to all circumstances.

We can, howevL, recommend that:

The sponsor and group members should agree

on what levels and kinds of leverage are appropriate

in particular situations. Ideally, they should reach

this agreement, and publicize their intentions, before

a crisis arises; the sponsor must then live up to his

statements uiless helh4s an excellent reason not to.
The sponsoroand group should'make sure that the kind
and level pf power they intend to use are available,
foster the` monitoring body's goals, and are compatible

with its structure, resources, and membership. ,

D. Structure .

Dilffereht structures seem most appropriate for different

type ol monitoring bodies, and these structures will be discussed

in section VII. The main general paint is that some structure should

be estabiished early, perhaps before the body begins its work, so that

procedural questions do not dominate the first lew weeks or months

of work. We recommend:

The sponsor and chairperbon4of the monitoring
body should set up an appropriate structure
before the monitoring body begins to work.
Decisions should be made about subcommittee
organization, recruitment of members and staff,
allocation of resources and authority within the,
committee, and communication channels with nan-: sY

members. The structure must include mechanisms'
for change,. end be flexible .enough to responcto
new-circumstances or members' needs.

.E. Membership_.

The focus and effectiveness of a monitoring group depends

largely on the views and skills of its members. At a minimum:

A sponsor must be very careful in choosing members of. ,

.a'monitoring group since the groupfs composition
largely,determines,its direction and effect.
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.For that renmmendation to be useful, however, we must specify the

elements of a good choide. The members(of a monitoring group,

especially one dealing with race desegregation, must not be so'diverse

in their views on desegregation that they "retry the case" every time

they beet. On th# otheil'hand, their must no be so uniform in their

views that they have no credibility with people other than those they

agree with., There must be enough diversity of methods of observation

that many:different kinds of information are gathered, but not so

much diversity that members cannot agree on, the implication' of

what they have observed. To achieve enough,but not too much, diversity

among members, we make the following recommendations:

$

4.
The gponspr'should choose members who are
cOmmitted to carrying out the civil rights

court order or.reguIglions, whether or not
they firmly believe in it. They. need not

advocate desegregation, butthey must advocate
obeying the law.

The sponsor should make sure to choose members so
that all actors in'the process trust and respect
at 1 st some members in the monitoring group.

Th probably means that there should be some
ed cators, a considerable number of minority
re resentatives,,dome members with standing in -the
business community, and so on.

Perhaps the best way to ensure that all,,; actors -

trust-at least some members AB to ask each major
actor to submit a list of acceptable candidates -

to the sponsor. The sponsor then hooses among

that list otnames according to. of r criteria,

such as commitment to compliance and, the
symbolic issues to,be discussed below

The other main issue in choosing members is the importance of

7 .
.

. .

- symboli concerns. Having local residents with children in the public

schools on the. committee is a powerf symbol to community residents; so

havin substantial reprasentation'aming, and committee power held

3

4;
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by, members of formehy deprived sroups. The question of length and

location of may have little to do with one's skill as an

observer and reporter, but it is an easy and convincing issue for

skeptics to use.in trying to dismiss the findings of the monitors.

.

In short:

'The sponsor shoUld be extremely sensitive to

symbolic issues of place of residence, length

of tesidenceioolthe community, number of

children in thepublic schdOls, socio-econotic

status, race., ethnicity, sex, and handicap in

appointing-monitoring group members. He should

avoid appointing many people who are easily

discredited on symbolic grounds.

Also for symbolic purposes, the sponsor shou

appoint (or organize school elections for)

student representatiVes or the committee.. The

students should not be treated merely as

symbolic appendages; they should be full7fledged

members of the committee with as much authority

and responsibility as possible. However, their

greatest value may be a symbOlic one.

./

F. Resources'and Strategies

Host recommendations about resourced and.strategies are

contained in Section VII, siaee they vary by monitoring group type.

However, some recommendations are appropriate for all groups.

20 .

1: Funding:

At least.some funds, whit': are assured and regular, which

r- 40

can be spent at the monitoring body's discretion, and which are provided

in a way that-pgpmita the body to remain independent 'of their donor, are

essentials A'a minimum, the group must have clerical 'help and.supRlies
t-

in order-to communicate internally, and with the sponsor, schools and

community. At a maxithum, it needs funds for a large professional
A

A
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staff and computer tune, for public forums add activities, for travel

- and consultants,, for salaries of school monitors, ,and, so on. There-

fore, we recommend.:

A sponsor must provide, or otherwise ensure,
steady and reliable -- although not necessarily
a large amount of --, funding that the monitoring
body can use as it sees fit and that haeno-implicit
or explicit stripgs attached.

2. Staff:

A)staff can make or break a monitoring group.' The full

report describes the functions and dangers of a staff. Here we

point out merely thatla staff can gather and analyze information/
*

organize events and daily routs es to make the best use of the

committee members' time, provide emotional support and constructive

criticism to public members, and do other useful tasks. It can also,

however, create or fan dissension within the committee or between it

and others, become a small bureaucracy with an agenda and momentum of

its own, minimize or distort the committee's connections withithe

schools,,spOnsor and public, and do other harmful acts. We recommend,

therefore, two things with regard to staff:

The sp or should ensure that the committee has at
least a skeletal paid staff, probably chosen by the

40, committee members and accountable to the committee.'

sponsor and public members should choose staff

..

e. carefully, focusing more On competence an
acceptance of the cOmmittee's'goals and dateM1 .

than onpersonal orascriptive traits Both

!tisonsor'ana public memliers should be ery alert

i to, potential, problems with staff, and-move to,
vw 0 .

solve them 'early. -

v
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3. Leadership:

The qtiality of the hair's leadership is crucial to a

body that is composed of people with, limited time, varying '

constituencies and pressures, different ideolOgies and desires",.and

( ,

,,.

disparate backgrounds and skills. A good chair must be able to weld
w 4

# .

this group into a cohesive unit that can agree upon add accomplish only

a ft set of its possible and desirable tasks, The chair must be'?

able to keep'control over the staff while leaving it enough autonomy

4'

to work; he or she must maintain good relations with the schools while

insisting on certain demands; he or she must act as a public spokes-

person and link to ,the sponsor without violating the autonomy of

individual committee members. Specific qualities to be sought vary

among types of monitoring groups; as a general 'recommendation we

The sponsor shouldbe especially Careful in

designating the chair of a monitoring body.

He or she must have public and private stature,

strong leadership abilities, finely-tuned

polit$al instincts, and a commitment to. give

the time and effort necessary to lead a group

of volunteers in a very delicate and difficult

task.

4. Relations with the School System:

The twin dangers for a, monitoring group are coh-optatif)n

and extreme adversarial relations. Some conflict with the schools is

probably inevitable if a monitoring body is doing its job well;' ,

sponso&hould be wary of consistent agr,ement. But wipe monitors

%-

are so antagonistic or sensitive,to co-optation that they needlessly

aggravate school officials by refuding'to entertain their suggestions

or sho t4m committee reports. We retommend:

4
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Monitoring groups should Submit repbrts to the school systei
or comments or response befdre submitting them to

the Sponsor or making them public. The grbup.should

not be committed to makftg changes suggested by-
the schools, but they should somehow publicly,
acknowledge the schools' response.

Monitoring group's should ihe alert to positive actions

taken by the school system, and report,positive,
actions whenever possible. It sould not tone down

justifiable criticisms, however.

The rest of bur recommendations for resources and straeegps.vary

according to the type of monitoring group established', and are discussed
/ ,

. .

in Section VII. a .

G. Meetings, Reporting,Erocedures,,and.Outputs

Once again, these mostly vary by type of gr up so'are
. ,

considered below. We haVe, however, one general recomm dation.

Whatever time and place are chosen for meetings;
whatever form and frequency are chosen.for outputs,
whatever procedures for disseminating information are
agreed upon -- these should be established,earlY.
routinized quickly, and left.in place unless there
is an extremely strong reason for changing them;

This is not a re ommendation for rigidity, but it is a caillror,standard

operating pro Monitoring groups are composed-O:Uvolunteers with

different beli fs and skills, doing highly diffuse snd.innoVative tasks,'

in a volatile atmosphere. Each of these featu-res contributes a strong

centrifugal force; anythinethat can be made routine and noncontroversial
a

should' be.

The rest of our recommendations vary by the type of groip
.

as described in section II10 We first7suggest complementarV-Snd
P'

incompatible combinations, then preseht recommendations forthe four

types of, monitoring' group.

tat
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONEFOR2TRE FOUR TYPES OF MONITORING BODIESr
A. Combinations That Do and Do Not Work

as."14/
Sponsors,vary on "the type of monitoring body they see as

I
most desirable,_ Judges and federal officials seek statutory monitoring;

interest groups political monitoring; school systems seek educational

monliatisg.LcbTaninity leaders seek social monitoring. At least in

theory that is the, practice, sponsors have seldom thought
.:.

through what they want, have seldbi-arttculated what they want, and

have seldom chosen monitors and a structure that-foster their goals.

Too often goals and roles are blurred or incompatible. Agitit-we__

urge our first.recommendation, and add:

Make sure that the monitoring body doe not displace

its mandate to pursue a goal other than he sponsor's.

-Alternativeky, make sure that the hew monitoring
body goal is- acceptable to the sponsor-and all members

and that the resources, structure, and strategies are
changed to fit the new goal.-

We make the following recommendations about combinations Of types of

monitoring bodies, or monitoring mandates, which seem especially fruitful

and fruitless. explanations and examples of each recommendatiod are con-

tainld in the full report.

/A statutory mandate shoUld not be combined with a
politicarorsocial mandate, or a results-oriented

educational mandate. It can, unaer some circumstances,

be combined with'an opportunities-oriented educational

mandate.
.#00-

A results=ortented educational mandate is usefully
'combined with a grass - roots' political mandate.
Alternatively, an opportunity-oriented educational

. mandate is usefully combined with an interest-group
political mandate. The other possible combinations
here'(educational results and interest-group.
poItticso and edu ational opportunities and grass-
rbots politic are-inherently unstablellid possibly

'connterprodn tive.
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A social mandate is probably best combined with
an interestgroup paitics and/or educational

. opportunities Mandate.

Our final recommendation about the combination of mandates,

which also is discussedMore fully in the full report,is:

The best way to achielie,a Variety of civil rights goals
is to set up several citizen groups, each with a
different mandate, membership, set of resources,
and set of strategies:

These'groups should clearly understand the
boundaries between them and the of each,
but they should also work cloiely together and,
where possible, reinforce each other's activities.

The advantages of a network of groups with distinct mandates all working

toward-separate but complementary ends include the avoidanCe of intra-;

group conflict and of efforts to switch from objective observer to

passiohate activist and back.again. A7 network also gives the schools

and community clear foci for different types of communication and

claims. The dangers of a network are that the groups may expend,

-their energy in fighting with each other over resources, power,. and

mandates rather than pursuing civil rights goals. To avoid such fights

over-turf, we recommend-- at:

The sponsor must sure that each group clearly under-
stands and accepts its mandate and its relationship with
the other groups.

, The sponsor must make sure that the structures and
members are appropriate for each group.

The .sponsor should build as much as possible on
groups that already exist to achieve a particular
civil rights goal.

The sponsor should make definitive allocations of
any new resources, and should not pirmit any,
ambiguity over a4ocations of new powers, resources,

_'. or objects for monitoring.

32
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Note that the sponsor himself can play the role of one of the groups

in the network that we have just desCribed. For example,'if a state

civil rights agency or the Office for Civil Rights does -its own

monitoring for legal, compliance, the citizen group can concentrate

on other goals, and can perhaps avoid'an adversarial refationship between

school and community.

We come now to recommendations for specific types of

monitoring vbups. They are presented here in tabular form; examples

and explanations for these recommendations appear in the full report.

r,
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TABLE 1

--)
Model of a Statutory Monitoring Body

SPONSOR: Judge, OCR, state civil rights agency

MANDATE: 'Provide systematic, objective information t---Ospotrsor about compliance

with court order or statute

Determine individuals or institutional pidcesses that stand in the way of

compliance and recommend ways-to alleviate that problem
-

Legitimize and depersonalize court order or law in eyes of community and

implementors

AUTHORITY:

r
STRUCTURE:

MAke'it clear to schools and community that compliance is inevitable, necessai

and possible 4
a t ..

Access to, school data on "rodent, factilty,and staff
k

Access to sponsor and authorization to use his leverage whennecessary

'Possible authority to speak for sponsor on reasons'forcand-elements'of

compliance

'Sub-committees determined by issue areas A

Single' spokesperson with authority over whole monitodig body

Rilativel formal organization

i
MEMBERSHIP. Experts on policy implementatfe and eval at,n rein necessarily experts on

education or the particular communi 4IP°

Not necessarily represeneati.a. a.exual, racial, or handicapped groups

3'7

2

Not necessarily Royerful or well-known members of the community .,

Some members must have standing in community to legitimize 4

.order or law to commullio$y'and implementors.
,

Need fam/iiarity, with court system and litigation, or with agOhcy and law



TABLE 1

Model of a Statutory Monitoring Body (continued)

D

Large, especially legal and analytic experts

Strong executive director

Objective and trained monitors

Substantial -- need staff salaries, computer funds,-large amounts of
materials and supplies, training and perhaps reimbursement for
school monitors

Complete independence frop funder

Strong executive and analyptic skills

Public spokesperson (not necessarily same persOW

When necessary to direct, respon d to staff
.

. loi
,

Closed Co-publid -
.

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Regular reports to sponsor
.
-. -. .

Dispersion to. school; media, community etc. at spons4's discretion
4111., .... .' .

P
.4

. ..

OUTPUTS: Regular reports with systematic analysis of,, specific topfes ,
.Printed explanations to community and implementors of requirementsfor

compliance \

%
2) A minimum Of' Vpression of personal opinionand ideology, anda

licit on!recommendations,.to the extent desired by the sponsor

1) A stance as 'objective, uninvolved observers of the-school system

4 -
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TABLE 1

Model of a Statutory Monitoring Body (continued)

3) A high degree of autonomy for the staff, especially in gathering and
analyzing the data, and a strong stlft director_

4) A single public spokesperson, who provides only as much publi8ity as
is necessary to legitimize the order.or law to the public

5) Information gathering that is system-wide, verifiable,, not focussed
on individual problems, and chosen in accordance with components of
the court order or law

6) A perception among members and staff that they areal]: the staff of
the sponsor, and that their role'is to evaluate compliance with the
plan, not the.merits of the plan itself

7) Formal presentation, preferably in writing,to the community of facts
about the litigation or law and actions needed to comply

329
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SPONSOR:

MANDATE:

7)

4

.4

TABLE 2
r-

Model of Political Monitoring Body
-

Interest Group Model

Local community organizations Civic leaders, institutions in conjunction
with court, school system, or agency

Should be flexible

Provide information on civil rights aspects of school programs and policies
to community

Provide forum for community to express concerns, become involved in civil
rights implementation T

Establish ptooans that bring group resources into school system

Establish channels for groups-to influence relevant school policies and progra

Provide forum for expression of claims and complaints by disadvaotaged'groups

Establish contactsbetween school administration' and group' leaders

,

.AUTRORITY: Access to school documents and officials relevant to that group's arena of
action

Authority to set up and implement programs in conjunction With schools

STRUCTURE: No single spokesperson'

Largely autonomoust'subcommitpes, organized according to interest groitp
.. and/or, program area ,

Informal structure

4
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MEMBERSHIP:

RESOURCES-- ,
.

STAFF, Relatively small, purely administrative

/
jI. , , e

IUNDaNG: If necessary to set up progrdms
)1

..

Try to raise funds fromqndividuai donations, irivateloundations, federlil and

.
grants- . .

----------,\
No dominant le#der; each member tsbould be pOwerful leader in own arena

0

, .

TABLE 2 (continued)

Moder of Politioal Monitoring Body

Interest Group Model

Residents.of community-,

No particulDr expertise, except Wide contacts in community, organizational skil
and hie! credibility;:in school system

High-level representatives oflocalorganizatidna, interest groups

Not necessarily all string advocates of civii,rights'goals a

o
No particular proportiore of disadvantaged

LEADERSHIP:

MEETINGS:

Chair Should be facilit4tor, above all a

Also should control and have access to eternal resources,(eg: expertise,
money, volunteer labor, training and jobs,for students) that schools need

Open,often,in various locations around town
,

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Non - technical information on activities to schools, media,, community

.Make recommendations

331
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'et

OUTPUTS:1

STRATEGIES:

ft

TABLE 2 (continued)

Model of Political Monitoring Body

Interest Gioup Model

New programs

Newiresources into schools

Advice toschools

1) Informal, cooperative, friendly relations with school administrators

2) Combinations of monitoring with recommendations and activ

`3) More interest in substantive policies and programs than in d ision-making

,e
4) Pluralism and equal relations among committee members

5) Selective efforts to involve the community, and responsiveness to -

selectivelelements of the community; good two -way communications
with community leaders

6) A perception of independence fiom,the sponsor among members

7) In some cites, an effort to use the monitoring body as a step toward
further public office

8) Cultiption of favorable media coverage of programs

332



SPONSOR:

MANDATE:

4
11. ORITY:

Grads-Rodts Model

Local community organizations seeking, change, local politic4 movements,
parents' groups

Should be flexible
Wks

Provide information on civil rights requirements for school progl.ams and
policies to community

Substantiate and publicize problems in civil rightsiimplementation

Develop mechanisms for previously uninvolved citizens to become involved in
hiring, transfers, promotions RI teachers and staff, attd in atmosphere
and substance in classrooms

Provide credible threat to school system in case of intimidation, or refusal
to address citizen claims

Provide forum for citizens to bring cgmplaints, devel6 networks

Seek redress of citizen complaints

Attend meetings of school board and civil rights-relat d staff
.1,

Access to intra-s0Kbol system communicatOils

'S onsOr or committee ability to prevent reprisals against members or constitutc

4!tain information on representation of disadvantaged groups in school
decision-making organs .

STRUCTURE: . No single,spokedperson; no dominant

Largely autonomous subcommittees

Informal structure

Subcommittees by geographiCkarea and/or by members' concerns

ader
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MEMBERSHIP:

fr

.

Grass-Roots Model (continued)

Residents of community

No particular expertise, except wide connections in community

Representatives of previous* disadvantaged groups, including students and leads

ctivists, strong supporters of civil rights goals

Ratio of groups repeseited even or in proportion to their numbers in the schoo:

system

,RESOURCES --
STAFF: Small, primarily administrative

Little; to reimburse poor participants, disseminate information,
Acilitate meetings

Preference for private funding, with complete independence-from funders

and no Obligations to school system

.LEADERSHIP: Strong political and ideological spOkesperson

Good facilitator of intra-group differences

b

FUNDING:

MMETINGS: Opem.bften, in various locations around town

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Nontechnical information to media and community of activities

Seek to reach. normally uninvolved citizens

OUTPUTS: Institutionalization of citizen involvement in school decisions,'

STRATEGIES: 1) Frequent ad rsarial or confrontational relation's wieschool administrator

. 2) Mutual support with some'teacheri and lowlivel staff
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Grass-Roots Model (continued)

3) Efforts to combine highly qualitative monitoring with activism

4) Plurallsim and equal relations among committee members

/
Open meetings that solicit community involvement

6) Efforts to determine d redress individual grievances of community

members, rather than do systematic analyses

7) Strong efforts to have good two-way communications with community

610 A perception among membeis that y are independent of their sponsor

9) Stro4g.advo9acy of civil rights goals with strong recommendations for

implqmentation

10) Efforts to obtain and retain participation in school/recisions

40

4
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TABLE 3-.

Model of an Edutationaf Monitoring Bqdy.

Equal Opportunities Model

SPONSOR: School system, in conjunction with court or agency

MANDATE: Clear boundaries and authorities

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:

0

Oversee improvement of educational offerings for formerly deprived students
by monitoring assignment of students, teachers, resources, monitoring new
programs and policies and analyzing results

Help to minimize disruption of school-functions attendent_upon implementation
civil rights4prograns and policies by

:establishing procedures for complaint filipg' and resolution
.providing buffer between schools and educationally dysfunctionak

citizen protest
.intervening with court or'agency to suggest modifications of

civil rights mandate inappropriate to thatsystem

Access to school administration, especially at high levels

Access to data on students, teachers,and stag

Access to sponsor 0

Relatively informal

Subcommittees by grade level, special programs

.t. . . . .

MEMBERSHIP: Local residents predondnate -- well respected but not necessarily well-knOwn
..

.

.tee

,Predakinantly educators!,,.

r Some representation of deprived groups, but no necessary ratio or number'
..e:.,



RESOURCES --

STAFF:

LEADERSHIP:

.MEETINGS:

ORTING

OU ;UTS:

4

TABLE 3 '{continued)

Model of an Educational Monitoring Body

Equal Opportunities Model

Small, mostly educators and data analysts

Low for adtinistrative purposes some data analy

school system
I

Need strong organizing skills, good publicspresence i Fred j.itY among

educators
'V

- When needed, open bit not widely advertised
\ I

PROCEDURES: "Reports\tdeppneor andechool-district as needed
%

Reports bm\studebt participation in new and old programs

gt

Could come frbi

/-

' ,
procedures .fot redressing student grievances

alleviatilAys/Unctional.lyPrigid rules

,1) Goopeiat VinAncillblpse V3 :litigation with school oificials

.

e et.ciapOnitcp ad406strationleVels,' , ..., )=,

.

.-
,, ,,p 0 ,,

2) Objec tiVe data - gathers 5ombined.Pdthrecomtendati7 'Alt not

necessaaly activini4 . ''. , 4
. ,...

= 0 . ,
..,

3)-Open but not, extensiv pub*ized Meetings and repo i open

mmunication channels ttrIglaegments of community
.t ,

repo
,

. , -- .0

at

and

all

b

".
.4.

Wv

'

.,

0



TABLE. 3' (continued)

Model of an EducatiOnal Moni oring Body

Equal Opportunities Model

t
4) A combination of system-wide observation on some issues with ad hoc

individual problem-solving on others

5) Independence from the sponsor but an attempt to work closely with hAot

6) A focus on integration of deprived and privileged students

.

4--
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Equal Achievement Model
s7t

o

rc

SPONSOR: Parents, members-Of deprived groups, local groups, plaintIffs (possibly

in conjunction with court or agency)

MANDATE: S&ong,fairly flexible

Evaluate argesrin achievement levels for disadvantagethtudents

Induce schoks to compensate students enough to make up for past

deprivations

Help to modify aspects of court order or statute that'impeUe achievement of

deprived students, even if that entails maintaining separation of

deprived and privileged students

---Raablish procedures for complaint filing and resolutio"n

Monitor, substantiate and publicize-differences in treatment among
7 groups of students

Access to data on placement, achievement etc.

40 ,144
_Access to information on /how programs and policies determined

AUTHORITY:

STRUCTURE:
*st

0

_ Subcommittees by grade level, special programs

--Informal

Volunteer monitors not necessarily part of committee

MEMBERSHIP: Local residents,with credibility in community evenif not well-known
-41 +N.

Predominantly members of
.

deprived groups" ,

,.

Some' educators

339
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Equall_AChiSvspent MJel (continued)

RESOURCES- -

STAFF: Smallr, for administrative purposes and oysrsee volunteer monitors

FUNDING: Fairly low -- to train and compensate monitors, do'some datP analysis, N

-compensate members if necessary

,

LEADERSHIP: Need dtrongepolitical skills, ability to be ideological spokesperson.

Member of formerly-gpadvantage group

Educational creditgAity.desirable
.., 2 N

When needed, open ccci widely advertised,MEETINGS:

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Reports to sponsor, school district, parents, and community as needed

OUTPUTS: ,

STRATEGIES:

*Or

Jr

Reports on changes in students achievement

Institutionalized procedures for compensation to deprived students as

long-as.necessary

ti

1) Confrontational or adversarial relations with the school system

2) Investigation of specific complaints or problems, and a focus on

deprived students rather than systemic analysis

3) Investigation of issues not specifically,related to civil rights

, issues if they affect student "achievement'

4) Efforts to generate media coverage and community involvement,

especially
d,
by Parents and dePrived groups'

5) Gontrol'held by public members rather than staff

6) Efforts to becOme involved in the implementation process as well as

to make recommendations

7) Considerate monitoring-within:schools and elassiosiis'Of daily activ
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TABLE 4

Model of a Social Monitoring Body

. 40

SPONSOR:- Community organizations and institutions)civic- leaders, interest groups

'MANDATE: .400,.../Plexible,broad

Monitovin-class aniextracurricula activities,-resegregation, push-outs
and drop-outs, guidance counseling, discipline

Sponsor activities to bring different groups together, such as workshops
and social gatherings

Sponsor activites to provide role models, contacts, favorable images to
deprived groups

Receive and investigate complaints by deprived groups of discriminatory
,hostility or isettion

Generate support for school system in community'

AUTHORITY:. Monitor within classrooms

Promote or perhaps induce activities and programs in schooL

`STRUCTURE:

MEMBERSHIP:

All subcommit'tee's balanced among relevant groups

Subcommittees by activity or program area
0

Approximately equal representation of all relevant groups, all politidal
viewpoints'

Residents of community

No particular expertise, but widespread connections and..community re:Nci
desirable

Relatively law group 341 A
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RESOURCES--
STAFF:

i7UNDING:

LEADERSHIP:

'TABLE 4 (continued)

Model oT a Social Monitoring Body

'Relatively stall, for administrative purposes

'Moderate 7- support for activities, reimburse participants, publicity for-acti4
II )0

No single spokesperson; leader main" facilitator with widespread public iespa

Co chairs of difiermit.groups for each subcommittee

MEETINGS: Often; open, around town, in various forums

REPORTING PROCEDURES: Regular newsletter, dissatinated widely .

Perhaps television, raIio shows, etc.'

Community activities

R

OUTPUTS:.
a

Reports on. school and classroomphere-
,3

..,

References for students on jobs, educational opportunities, cultural events, e

!
Pairings of cultur#1, educational, civic groups with schools or classrooms for

. ..
special piograms, Job- training etc.

Programs in schools presenting historical, current accomplishments of members

...deprived groups
.:-.....

STRATEGIES: 1)

2)

'. \
3)

I

. . 1

Working closely with all levels ofthe school system, avoiding adversarial
relations in most cases

A willingness to be more confrontational on issues which affect the
safety or staius ofjormerly deprived students'

Mixing observation with making recommendations,,devising repediee,and
helping to implement them
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Model of a Social Monitoring Body
o

'4) Pluraligc.;hin the committee, with cooperationvamong different
groups within the' committee .

5). efforts to, achieve wide and .favorable media coverage

6) Open beetfts, reports etc.; which solicitzcoromunitrinvolvement;
efforts to promote considerable involvement b all groups in

community

A focus on school-by-school observation, responding to problems as

they arise ,

8) Some system -wide monitoring of special programs, treatment of
formerly disadvantaged students

0

9) Highly informal procedures

10) 'Independence from the sponsor ,,

11) Comiitment to good community relitions more dicta' strong advocacy of

a particular civil rights &Sal

.11
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VIII. CONCLUSION
c

Monitdring, in all its variations, can be an enormously

useful and attractive tool for helping to implement civil rightg in

44

O

schools: It gives.courts and gencies a greater ability to enforce

their mandates; it gives schools a'chance to fit the mandate to local

,circumstances; it gives citizens a c4nce to sAape-crucially important

and complpx institutions in their lives; it facilitates true integration.

O

However, monitoring also has built-in frustrations and conflicts, which

must be confronted for it to.succee

Perhaps the best way to understand why effective citizen

monitoring can be to difficult.is the following argument. Monitors

heed a series of resources, which we have described, to accomplish-N-
.,.

their tasks. However, these resources are granted by diffeitttf

actors in the implementation process, who act independently ne-

another. If two actors are in an adversarial relationship, the more

one actor gives of the resources under-its control to the monitoring

body, the more the group will be perceived as a tool of that actor, and

the fewer the resources that the other actor will give. 'Thus, to take

4

the simplest case, the court can give a body a mandate, funding, staff,

leaders, members, and the promise ofiudicial backing if necessary.

But it cannot give the body information or'legitimacy in the schools

.only, the schools can do that.. And when court and schools are locked

in a bitter fight,' the more resources the court gives, the more that

the schools withhold.

The core dilemma is ,that a small set of resources are all

necessary but not stifficient by themselves effectively to monitor

314 ,
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civil rights compliance, and these resources are controlled by separate

actor who are likely to,e antagonistic to one another or to monitoring.

These core Asources-are: 1) mandate, authority, and members; controlled'

A by the sponsor; 2) information, controlled by the school system; and

3) community supprt or at least acquiescence;'conprolled by the.)

community.

The strategies that a monitoring body must use to get

enough of these three essential resources depend on local circumstances.

If the school district is the sponsor, or is in agreement with the

sponsor, the community is also likely to be supportive. In this
0

situation, the monitoring body.is able simply'to work cooperatively

with all actors. This is most likely to occur in groups dealing with .

rt

aid to the handicapped. Such a situation is the most desirable --

but also is'theone in which monitoring is least n &cessary and perhaps

least forceful. If the.schobl, district and/or the community disageer,_
-.,

with the saonsor on civil rights goals or the means to- achieve them,

the monitoring, body. must make one of two choidea in order to be effective.

It may, be veiy\politiCally astute, and work hard to persuade all actors

to sive it the resources it needs. This situation-is the most -common

one,iksex equity cases. Finally-the monitoring body may rely heavily

on a sponsor who has and will use a c siderable_amount cf power.to force

the, schools and community-6 cooperate with the monitors. Th3Ds.4ituation

most likely to occur in mace desegregation cased, and it is the

situation in which motoring is the hardest to dO effectively and the

most-AmpOrtant,to do effectively.

,
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Our labt'recommendation, therefore, is:

To lave an effective monitoring body, a sponsor must either

a) ensure that all actors will give the monitoring body

the resources it needs;

b) give the monitoring body a leader, members, and other

resources that°will help it be persuasive to schools
. .

and commute residents; or

c) give the monitoring body the backing it needs to force

the schools and community to give it the resources it

needs. This choice will depend on local circumstances

and the issue being me itored.

The sponsor and monitors should adjust thir expectations

Accordingly. ThVfirst situation makes effectiVe monitoring

most likely; the:Second situation makes it possible but

uncertain; and the third situation makes it extremely

,
difficult, though not impossible.

We conclude with a final reminder that there,are no definitive

rules on What to monitor end hpw to do it. The choice of mandates,

,

resourcea, and strategies, and the reasonable levels of expectation all

depend on the kindof cAvil rights being monitored and the degree of

enthusiasm or hostility to compliance among the actors. Monitoring is

O

not a way-Ito make a problem go away; it can'be a way to help citizens

participate in, their schools and to make schools and governments

,respond to deprived minoytties,

0

women or handicapped students.
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